ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF ASSISTANCE

ALL MANUSCRIPTS UTILIZING DATA MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE CONSORTIUM SHOULD ACKNOWLEDGE THAT FACT AS WELL AS IDENTIFY THE ORIGINAL COLLECTOR OF THE DATA. THE ICPSR COUNCIL URGES ALL USERS OF THE ICPSR DATA FACILITIES TO FOLLOW SOME ADAPTATION OF THIS STATEMENT WITH THE PARENTHESES INDICATING ITEMS TO BE FILLED IN APPROPRIATELY OR DELETED BY THE INDIVIDUAL USER.

THE DATA (AND TABULATIONS) UTILIZED IN THIS (PUBLICATION) WERE MADE AVAILABLE (IN PART) BY THE INTER-UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM FOR POLITICAL AND SOCIAL RESEARCH. THE DATA FOR THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE AGED, 1975 WERE ORIGINALLY COLLECTED BY ETHEL SHANAS UNDER A GRANT FROM THE ADMINISTRATION ON AGING WITH SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING FROM THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION. NEITHER THE COLLECTOR OF THE ORIGINAL DATA NOR THE CONSORTIUM BEAR ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ANALYSES OR INTERPRETATIONS PRESENTED HERE.

IN ORDER TO PROVIDE FUNDING AGENCIES WITH ESSENTIAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE USE OF ARCHIVAL RESOURCES AND TO FACILITATE THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION ABOUT ICPSR PARTICIPANTS' RESEARCH ACTIVITIES, EACH USER OF THE ICPSR DATA FACILITIES IS EXPECTED TO SEND TWO COPIES OF EACH COMPLETED MANUSCRIPT OR THESIS ABSTRACT TO THE CONSORTIUM. PLEASE INDICATE IN THE COVER LETTER WHICH DATA WERE USED.
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INTRODUCTION

DATA COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES


SAMPLE LOCATIONS, HOUSEHOLDS, AND RESPONDENTS WERE SPECIFIED BY THE RESPONSE ANALYSIS CORPORATION SAMPLING PLAN AND BY EXPLICIT INSTRUCTIONS TO THE INTERVIEWERS; NO SELECTION STEPS WERE LEFT TO INTERVIEWER DISCRETION. SAMPLING STEPS INCLUDED 1) THE SELECTION OF A NATIONAL SAMPLE OF 103 PRIMARY AREAS (COUNTIES OR GROUPS OF COUNTIES) STRATIFIED BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION, COMMUNITY TYPE AND OTHER POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS; 2) THE SELECTION OF 400 INTERVIEWING LOCATIONS (CENSUS ENUMERATION DISTRICTS OR BLOCK GROUPS) WITHIN THESE PRIMARY AREAS; 3) THE ASSIGNMENT OF INTERVIEWERS TO SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHIC SEGMENTS FOR PRELISTING OF HOUSING UNITS; AND 4) THE SELECTION OF SPECIFIC HOUSEHOLDS ASSIGNED FOR SURVEY. THIS FOURTH STEP INCLUDED AN OVERSAMPLING OF ADDRESSES BELIEVED TO BE OCCUPIED BY BLACK RESPONDENTS. PROBABILITY SAMPLING METHODS WERE EMPLOYED AT EACH SELECTION.

THE COTERMINOUS UNITED STATES WAS DIVIDED INTO APPROXIMATELY 1,140 PRIMARY SAMPLING UNITS (PSU). A PSU IS A WELL-DEFINED GEOGRAPHIC AREA, USUALLY A COUNTY OR GROUP OF COUNTIES WITH A MINIMUM POPULATION OF 50,000 IN 1970. PSUS ARE EITHER METROPOLITAN AREAS (INCLUDING PARTS OF METROPOLITAN AREAS) OR NON-METROPOLITAN AREAS. METROPOLITAN PSUS ARE GENERALLY IDENTICAL TO STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS (SMSAS) DEFINED BY THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS. THREE EXCEPTIONS TO THE SMSA DEFINITIONS FOLLOW. 1) RETENTION OF THE COUNTY AS THE BASIC LEVEL IN NEW ENGLAND RATHER THAN TOWNS AND CITIES. HENCE, PSUS IN NEW ENGLAND MAY INCLUDE ALL OR PARTS OF TWO OR MORE SMSAS. 2) TO MAINTAIN A STRICT STRATIFICATION OF PSUS ON THE BASIS OF GEOGRAPHIC DIVISION, SMSAS WHICH INCLUDE COUNTIES IN THE CENSUS GEOGRAPHIC DIVISION WERE DIVIDED INTO TWO PARTS CORRESPONDING TO THE GEOGRAPHIC DIVISIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS 3) SEVERAL VERY LARGE METROPOLITAN AREAS WERE SUBDIVIDED INTO TWO OR MORE PSUS TO CREATE SMALLER AREAS FOR MORE EFFICIENT FIELD ASSIGNMENTS.
THIRTY-EIGHT LARGE PRIMARY SAMPLING UNITS WERE INCLUDED AS SELF-REPRESENTING PRIMARY AREAS. THESE RANGED IN POPULATION SIZE FROM 1.1 MILLION TO 3.3 MILLION PERSONS IN 1970, AND INCLUDE THE 25 LARGEST SMSAS IN AMERICA. ALL OTHER PSUS WERE GROUPED INTO 65 STRATA AN AVERAGE STRATUM POPULATION OF APPROXIMATELY 2,000,000 IN 1970. WITHIN A STRATUM, PSUS ARE ALIKE IN TERMS OF GEOGRAPHY, POPULATION DENSITY, METROPOLITAN OR NON-METROPOLITAN AREAS, ETC. ONE PSU WAS SELECTED WITH PROBABILITY PROPORTIONATE TO SIZE FROM EACH OF THE 65 STRATA WHICH INCLUDED AT LEAST TWO PSUS. THE SELECTED PSUS ARE THE THE PRIMARY AREAS. ONE HUNDRED THREE PRIMARY AREAS TOGETHER WITH THE 38 SELF-REPRESENTING PSUS COMPRIZE THE NATIONAL SAMPLE.

SECONDARY SAMPLING UNITS (SSUS) ARE AREAS WITH A POPULATION OF APPROXIMATELY 2,500 IN 1970. A SSU MAY BE AS SMALL AS A BLOCK OR TWO IN A DENSELY POPULATED CITY OR AN ENTIRE COUNTY IN A RURAL AREA. FOUR HUNDRED SSUS--USUALLY CONSISTING OF CENSUS ENUMERATION DISTRICTS OR BLOCK GROUPS--WERE SELECTED WITH PROBABILITY PROPORTIONATE TO POPULATION SIZE. THE SSUS WERE THEN DIVIDED INTO SURVEY ASSIGNMENT UNITS, SEGMENTS OF RELATIVELY FEW HOUSEHOLDS. SEGMENTS AVERAGED 100 HOUSING UNITS PER INTERVIEWING LOCATION: APPROXIMATELY 40,000 HOUSING UNITS WERE LISTED IN THE 400 SSUS.

INTERVIEWERS PRELISTED HOUSING UNITS TO PROVIDE CLOSE CONTROL OVER SELECTION OF THE FINAL SAMPLE AND A SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE FOR INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION OF THE RACE OF HOUSEHOLD RESIDENTS PRIOR TO ACTUAL INTERVIEWING. HOUSING UNITS WERE SELECTED FROM THE PRELISTING FOR TWO PHASES OF INTERVIEWING. A CROSS-SECTION OF ALL HOUSING UNITS PLUS AN OVERSAMPLING OF HOUSING UNITS BELIEVED TO BE OCCUPIED BY BLACKS. PROBABILITY PROCEDURES WERE UTILIZED TO SELECT TWO SELF-WEIGHTING NATIONAL SAMPLES. EACH OF THESE TWO SAMPLES INCLUDED APPROXIMATELY 10,200 HOUSING UNITS AND ONE OF THE TWO WAS ASSIGNED TO INTERVIEWERS IN ITS ENTIRETY AS A BASIC CROSS-SECTION. AN ADDITIONAL SAMPLE OF BLACK HOUSEHOLDS WAS SELECTED. BLACK HOUSEHOLDS WERE SAMPLED AT TWICE THE RATE OF NON-BLACK HOUSEHOLDS.
SAMPLE WEIGHTS MAY BE APPLIED TO COMPENSATE FOR NON-RESPONSE AND LOCATION. IN THE FIRST FIELD PHASE OF THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE AGED, 1975, HOUSEHOLDS IN ALL 400 LOCATIONS BELIEVED TO BE OCCUPIED BY-blacks WERE SAMPLED AT A MUCH HIGHER RATE THAN OTHER HOUSEHOLDS. A LOWER WEIGHT FOR BLACK HOUSEHOLDS COMPENSATES FOR THIS OVERSAMPLING; THE LOWER WEIGHT APPLIES TO ALL BLACK HOUSEHOLDS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY WERE IN THE BASIC OR SUPPLEMENTAL FIRST PHASE SAMPLE. IN THE SECOND FIELD PHASE, AN ADDITIONAL SAMPLING OF BLACK HOUSEHOLDS IN LOCATIONS WHICH ACCORDING TO 1970 CENSUS DATA WERE COMPRISED OF AT LEAST 10% BLACK HOUSEHOLDS WAS SELECTED. THE WEIGHT FOR BLACK HOUSEHOLDS IN THESE LOCATIONS IS EVEN LOWER THAN THOSE IN LOCATIONS WITH FEWER THAN 10% BLACK HOUSEHOLDS IN 1970. HENCE, THE WEIGHTS ARE DISTRIBUTED BY GROUPS OF LOCATION AND BY WHETHER THE RESIDENTS ARE BLACK OR OTHER. THE WEIGHT FOR EACH LOCATION IS THE ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS IN A LOCATION DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF COMPLETED INTERVIEWS IN THAT LOCATION.

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLACK HH</th>
<th>OTHER HH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOCATIONS WITH &gt;10% BLACK HH IN 1970</td>
<td>WT=1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCATIONS WITH &lt;10% BLACK HH IN 1970</td>
<td>WT=1.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FILE STRUCTURE

THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE AGED, 1975 IS AVAILABLE FROM THE ICPSR IN TWO FORMATS: CARD-IMAGE AND OSIRIS. THE CARD-IMAGE FILE CONTAINS SEVERAL DECKS PER CASE IN A FORMAT BASED ON 80 COLUMN PUNCHED CARDS. THE DATA ARE SORTED BY CASE WITH ALL DECKS FOR A CASE TOGETHER IN ASCENDING ORDER.

THE OSIRIS DICTIONARY GIVES THE FORMAT AND OTHER INFORMATION FOR VARIABLES IN THE OSIRIS DATA FILE. THE DICTIONARY OR DICTIONARY-CODEBOOK FILE IS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE OSIRIS SOFTWARE PACKAGE. THE OSIRIS DATA FILE IS CONSTRUCTED WITH A SINGLE LOGICAL RECORD FOR EACH CASE. THERE ARE 3 FILES. THE GENERAL SURVEY HAS 544 VARIABLES ON 2,143 CASES. THE PROXY SURVEY HAS 44 VARIABLES ON 103 CASES. THE NONCONTACT SURVEY HAS 29 VARIABLES ON 602 CASES.

THE OSIRIS DATA FILE CAN BE ACCESSED DIRECTLY THROUGH SOFTWARE PACKAGES OR PROGRAMS WHICH DO NOT USE THE OSIRIS DICTIONARY BY SPECIFYING THE TAPE LOCATIONS OF THE DESIRED VARIABLES. THESE TAPE LOCATIONS ARE GIVEN IN THE OSIRIS DICTIONARY-CODEBOOK.
THE EXAMPLE BELOW IS A REPRODUCTION OF INFORMATION APPEARING IN THE MACHINE-READABLE CODEBOOK FOR A TYPICAL VARIABLE. THE NUMBERS IN BRACKETS DO NOT APPEAR BUT ARE REFERENCES TO THE DESCRIPTIONS WHICH FOLLOW THIS EXAMPLE.

   [6] 00 DEC PLACE(S)

[7] Q30C IF R HOUSEBOUND FOR 4 WEEKS OR IF EXPECTS TO BE HOUSEBOUND FOR AT LEAST TWO OR MORE WEEKS: WHAT KEEPS (WILL KEEP) YOU FROM GETTING OUT?

[8] ----------------------------------

[9] SUMMARY CODED

[10] [11] [12]

  001.  STROKE, ALL PARALYSES
  002.  HEART, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE
  004.  CHEST DISEASES, OTHER PULMONARY
  010.  ARTHRITIS, RHEUMATISM
  020.  EYESIGHT
  040.  BECAUSE OF AN ACCIDENT (BROKEN HIP, ETC.)
  100.  OLD AGE AND DEBILITY
  200.  COLD WEATHER (NO MENTION OF SPECIFIC ILLNESS)
  400.  OTHER SPECIFIC ILLNESS

  999.  INAP.
  000.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

[1] INDICATES THE VARIABLE AND REFERENCE NUMBERS. A VARIABLE NUMBER AND A REFERENCE NUMBER ARE ASSIGNED TO EACH VARIABLE IN THE DATA COLLECTION. IN THE PRESENT CODEBOOK WHICH DOCUMENTS THE ARCHIVED DATA COLLECTION THESE NUMBERS ARE IDENTICAL. SHOULD THE DATA BE SUBSETTED OR REARRANGED BY AN OSIRIS PROGRAM (E.G., MMP TO
INTERSPERSE DATA FROM ANOTHER SOURCE, OR TCOT TO PRODUCE AN ANALYSIS DECK), THE VARIABLE NUMBERS WOULD CHANGE TO REFLECT THE ORDER OF THE NEW DATA COLLECTION, WHILE THE REFERENCE NUMBER WOULD REMAIN UNCHANGED TO REFLECT THE VARIABLE NUMBER IN THE CODEBOOK DESCRIBING THE ARCHIVED DATA COLLECTION.


[3] INDICATES THE CODE VALUES OF MISSING DATA. IN THIS EXAMPLE, CODE VALUES EQUAL TO 0 AND GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 999 ARE MISSING DATA (MD=0 OR GE 999). ALTERNATIVE STATEMENTS FOR OTHER VARIABLES ARE "MD=0," "MD GE 9," OR "NO MISSING DATA CODES."

SOME ANALYSIS SOFTWARE PACKAGES (INCLUDING THE OSIRIS SOFTWARE PACKAGE) REQUIRE THAT CERTAIN TYPES OF DATA WHICH THE USER DESIRES TO BE EXCLUDED FROM ANALYSIS BE DESIGNATED AS "MISSING DATA," E.G., INAPPROPRIATE, UNASCERTAINED, UNASCERTAINABLE, OR AMBIGUOUS DATA CATEGORIES. ALTHOUGH THESE CODES ARE DEFINED AS MISSING DATA CATEGORIES, THIS DOES MEAN THAT THE USER SHOULD NOT OR CANNOT USE THEM IN A SUBSTANTIVE ROLE IF SO DESIRED.


[5] INDICATES THE LOCATION BY DECK AND COLUMN(S) OF THIS VARIABLE WHEN THE DATA ARE STORED ON CARDS OR IN CARD IMAGE FORMAT. FOR MULTIPLE RESPONSE VARIABLES THE LOCATIONS REFER TO THE ENTIRE VARIABLE FIELD.

[6] A VARIABLE CONTAINING DATA WITH IMPLIED DECIMALS IS DENOTED BY THE MESSAGE "00 DEC PLACE(S)," WHERE 00 IS THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES IMPLIED (NOT PUNCHED) IN THE VARIABLE.

[8] INDICATES AN ADDITIONAL COMMENT OR EXPLANATION APPENDED TO THE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION.

[9] INDICATES AN ADDITIONAL COMMENT OR EXPLANATION APPENDED TO THE CODE VALUES AND THEIR TEXTUAL DEFINITIONS.

[10] INDICATES THE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF EACH CODE VALUE. FREQUENCIES INSERTED IN THIS CODEBOOK ARE NOT WEIGHTED.


[12] INDICATES THE TEXTUAL DEFINITIONS OF THE CODES. ABBREVIATIONS COMMONLY USED IN THE CODE DEFINITIONS ARE "DK" (DO NOT KNOW), "NA" (NOT ASCERTAINED), AND "INAP." (INAPPROPRIATE).

SUMMARY CODED VARIABLES

A GEOMETRIC CODING SCHEME IS FREQUENTLY EMPLOYED THROUGHOUT THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE AGED, 1975. VAR 77 IN THE EXAMPLE ABOVE IS ONE SUCH "SUMMARY CODED" VARIABLE. A VALUE OF 3 FOR THIS VARIABLE DENOTES THAT THE RESPONDENT HAD BOTH PARALYSIS AND CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE. A VALUE OF 32 WOULD INDICATE VISION PROBLEMS, RHEUMATISM, AND CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE. FREQUENCIES FOR SUMMARY CODED VARIABLES ARE LOCATED IN THE FREQUENCY ADDENDUM.

ICPSR PROCESSING INFORMATION

THE DATA COLLECTION WAS PROCESSED ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD ICPSR PROCESSING PROCEDURES. THE DATA WERE CHECKED FOR ILLEGAL OR INCONSISTENT CODE VALUES WHICH, WHEN FOUND, WERE RECODED TO OSIRIS MISSING DATA VALUES. STATEMENTS BRACKETED IN "<" AND ">" SIGNS IN THE BODY OF THE CODEBOOK WERE ADDED BY THE PROCESSORS FOR EXPLANATORY PURPOSES.
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION LIST

PRE-INTERVIEW INFORMATION SECTION
---------------------------------

1. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
2. LOCATION NUMBER
3. HOUSEHOLD NUMBER
4. PERSON NUMBER
5. SAMPLE TYPE
6. ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS IN HOUSEHOLD
7. NATURE OF AREA
8. TYPE OF LIVING QUARTERS
9. HOUSEHOLD TYPE
10. GENERATIONS-MARRIED
11. GENERATIONS-UNMARRIED
12. TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD
13. HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
14. INFORMANT

WORK/RETIREMENT SECTION
-----------------------

15. WORKED AT ALL LAST WEEK
16. HOURS WORKED LAST WEEK
17. HOUSEWIFE OR RETIRED FEMALE WHO WORKED SINCE AGE 50
18. WORK BEFORE RETIREMENT
19. TYPE OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY WORKED IN
20. DOES VOLUNTEER WORK
21. TYPE OF EMPLOYER WHEN QUIT WORKING
22. REASONS RETIRED FOR GOOD
23. MAIN REASON RETIRED FOR GOOD
24. FORCED RETIREMENT AGE AT LAST JOB
25. RETIRED AT COMPULSARY AGE ON LAST JOB
26. AGE WHEN STOPPED WORKING COMPLETELY
27. PERIODS OF NO WORK IN LAST YEAR WORKING
28. LAST SORT OF WORK WAS USUAL WORK
29. TYPE OF WORK FOR MOST OF LIFE
30. TYPE OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY WORKED IN
31. TYPE OF EMPLOYER MOST OF LIFE
32. AGE WHEN STOPPED DOING USUAL WORK
33. REASONS WHY STOPPED DOING USUAL WORK
34. MAIN REASON WHY STOPPED DOING USUAL WORK
35. FULL-TIME/PART-TIME WHEN RETIRED
36. REASONS FOR ENJOYING RETIREMENT
37. KINDS OF ACTIVITIES ENJOYED
38. THINGS MISSED ABOUT WORK WHEN RETIRED
39. THING MISSED MOST ABOUT JOB WHEN STOPPED WORKING
40. WOULD LIKE TO WORK
41. OBSTACLES TO EMPLOYMENT
42. IDENTIFICATION OF OBSTACLES TO EMPLOYMENT
IDENTIFICATION OF POSSIBLE OBSTACLES TO EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYED/UNEMPLOYED BUT SEEKING WORK
------------------------------------

44. WORK REGULARLY, SEASONALLY, OR OCCASIONALLY
45. USUAL HOURS PER WEEK WHEN WORKING
46. PERIODS OF NO WORK DURING 1974
47. PRESENT OR LAST JOB
48. TYPE OF BUSINESS/INDUSTRY WORKING/WORKED FOR
49. YEARS IN THIS TYPE OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY
50. PRESENT TYPE OF EMPLOYER
51. PRESENT SORT OF WORK WAS USUAL WORK
52. TYPE OF WORK MOST OF LIFE
53. TYPE OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY WORKED FOR
54. TYPE OF EMPLOYER MOST OF LIFE
55. AGE WHEN STOPPED DOING USUAL WORK
56. REASONS WHY STOPPED DOING USUAL WORK
57. MAIN REASON WHY STOPPED DOING USUAL WORK
58. FULL-TIME/PART-TIME WHEN STOPPED DOING USUAL WORK
59. A FORCED RETIREMENT AGE FOR PRESENT JOB
60. AGE FOR FORCED RETIREMENT FOR PRESENT JOB
61. EVER LEFT A JOB BECAUSE OF RETIREMENT AGE
62. AGE WHEN FORCED TO RETIRE AT JOB LEFT
63. WHEN EXPECT TO STOP WORKING COMPLETELY
64. AGE WHEN EXPECT TO RETIRE BUT STILL ABLE TO WORK
65. FEELINGS ABOUT STOPPING WORK
66. REASONS FOR ENJOYING NOT WORKING
67. KINDS OF ACTIVITIES ENJOYED
68. RESPONDENT CONSIDERS HIM/HERSELF RETIRED
69. THINGS THINK WILL MISS ABOUT JOB WHEN STOP WORK
70. THING WILL MISS MOST ABOUT JOB WHEN STOP WORK

RESPONDENT'S HEALTH
-------------------

71. GENERAL HEALTH GOOD, FAIR, OR POOR
72. HEALTH COMPARED TO OTHERS OF SAME AGE
73. AGE OF RESPONDENT
74. DESCRIPTION OF PRESENT HEALTH

RESPONDENT IS SHUT-IN BUT AMBULATORY
-------------------------------------

75. MORE/LESS THAN 4 WEEKS SINCE OUTDOORS REGULARLY
76. STAY IN HOUSE MORE/LESS THAN 2 MORE WEEKS
77. WHAT KEEPS ONE FROM GETTING OUT

RESPONDENT IS SHUT-IN AND CHAIR OR BEDFAST
-------------------------------------------

78. MORE/LESS THAN 4 WEEKS SINCE ABLE TO GET UP
79. STAY IN BED/ WHEELCHAIR MORE/LESS THAN 2 MORE WEEKS
80. OUT OF HOUSE IN 2 MORE WEEKS

LIVING PROBLEM(S) AND PERSON(S) WHO PROVIDE AID
81. TROUBLE GOING OUT OF DOORS
82. ONE WHO HELPS GOING OUT OF DOORS
83. TROUBLE WALKING UP AND DOWN STAIRS
84. ONES WHO HELP GO UP AND DOWN STAIRS
85. TROUBLE GETTING ABOUT THE HOUSE
86. ONES WHO HELP GET ABOUT THE HOUSE
87. TROUBLE WASHING AND BATHING
88. ONES WHO HELP WASH AND BATHE
89. TROUBLE DRESSING AND PUTTING ON SHOES
90. ONES WHO HELP DRESS AND PUT ON SHOES
91. TROUBLE CUTTING TOENAILS
92. ONES WHO HELP CUT TOENAILS
93. EVER FEEL LIKE GOING TO FALL
94. FELT LIKE GOING TO FALL IN LAST WEEK
95. FELL IN THE LAST WEEK
96. TROUBLE DOING LIGHT HOUSEHOLD TASKS
97. ONES WHO HELP DO LIGHT HOUSEHOLD TASKS
98. ONE WHO DID THE LIGHT HOUSEHOLD TASKS
99. TROUBLE DOING HEAVY HOUSEHOLD TASKS
100. ONES WHO HELP DO HEAVY HOUSEHOLD TASKS
101. ONE WHO DID THE HEAVY HOUSEHOLD TASKS
102. TROUBLE MAKING A CUP OF COFFEE OR TEA
103. ONES WHO HELP MAKE A CUP OF COFFEE OR TEA
104. ONE WHO MADE A CUP OF COFFEE OR TEA
105. TROUBLE PREPARING A WARM MEAL
106. ONES WHO HELP PREPARE A WARM MEAL
107. ONE WHO PREPARED A WARM MEAL

HOUSEBOUND AND ILL; AND PERSON(S) WHO PROVIDE AID

108. MORE/LESS 1 YEAR SINCE IN BED AT HOME FOR SICKNESS
109. WHILE SICK ONES WHO GET THE MEALS
110. WHILE SICK ONES WHO DID THE SHOPPING
111. WHILE SICK ONES WHO DID MOST OF THE HOUSEWORK
112. HAD A DOCTOR AT HOME
113. IF ILL, ONES WHO WOULD HELP
114. IF ILL, ONES WHO WOULD GET MEALS
115. IF ILL, ONES WHO WOULD DO THE SHOPPING
116. IF ILL, ONES WHO WOULD DO THE HOUSEWORK
117. HAVE REGULAR DOCTOR NOW
118. ONES WHO PREPARE MOST OF THE MEALS
119. ONES WHO DO MOST OF THE SHOPPING
120. ONES WHO DO MOST OF THE HOUSEWORK
121. ABLE TO GO TO THE WASHROOM
122. ONES WHO HELP GO TO WASHROOM

MEDICAL AND DENTAL INFORMATION

123. HAD NURSE AT HOME IN THE LAST MONTH
124. FREQUENCY OF NURSE CALLS
125. DOCTOR VISIT REGULARLY AT HOME IN LAST MONTH
126. FREQUENCY OF HOME DOCTOR VISITS
127.  TAKEN TO DOCTOR'S OFFICE REGULARLY
128.  FREQUENCY OF DOCTOR'S OFFICE VISITS
129.  METHOD OF TRANSPORTATION TO DOCTOR'S OFFICE
130.  WITH WHOM DOES RESPONDENT GO TO DENTIST
131.  TROUBLE SEEING EVEN WITH GLASSES
132.  BEEN IN THE HOSPITAL OVERNIGHT IN THE LAST YEAR
133.  NUMBER OF NIGHTS SPENT IN THE HOSPITAL IN LAST YEAR

TYPE OF PAYMENT FOR MEDICAL BILLS
-------------------------------------

134.  HAVE MEDICARE
135.  MEDICARE PAYS DOCTOR, HOSPITAL, OR BOTH
136.  HAVE MEDICAID OR OTHER WELFARE HEALTH PLAN
137.  HAVE ANY OTHER HEALTH INSURANCE
138.  OTHER INSURANCE PAYS PART OF HOSPITAL BILLS
139.  OTHER INSURANCE PAYS DOCTOR BILLS FOR HOSPITAL CARE
140.  OTHER INSURANCE PAYS OTHER DOCTOR BILLS

MEDICAL/DENTAL-CARE NEEDS
-------------------------

141.  NEEDS MEDICAL CARE
142.  NEEDS DENTAL CARE
143.  TYPE OF CARE OR TREATMENT NEEDED FROM DOCTOR
144.  REASON FOR NOT RECEIVING TREATMENT FROM DOCTOR
145.  TYPE OF CARE OR TREATMENT NEEDED FROM DENTIST
146.  REASON FOR NOT RECEIVING TREATMENT FROM DENTIST
147.  AMOUNT OF TIME SINCE LAST VISIT TO DOCTOR
148.  COMPARISON OF HEALTH TODAY WITH HEALTH LAST YEAR

MARITAL STATUS AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN
--------------------------------------

149.  MARITAL STATUS
150.  IF EVER MARRIED, HAVE CHILDREN
151.  NUMBER OF SONS
152.  NUMBER OF DAUGHTERS

FIRST CHILD MENTIONED
----------------------

153.  SON OR DAUGHTER
154.  MARITAL STATUS
155.  MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
156.  AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
157.  REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
158.  AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
159.  IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

SECOND CHILD MENTIONED
----------------------

160.  SON OR DAUGHTER
161.  MARITAL STATUS
162.  MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
163. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
164. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
165. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
166. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

THIRD CHILD MENTIONED
---------------------

167. SON OR DAUGHTER
168. MARITAL STATUS
169. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
170. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
171. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
172. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
173. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

FOURTH CHILD MENTIONED
---------------------

174. SON OR DAUGHTER
175. MARITAL STATUS
176. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
177. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
178. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
179. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
180. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

FIFTH CHILD MENTIONED
---------------------

181. SON OR DAUGHTER
182. MARITAL STATUS
183. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
184. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
185. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
186. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
187. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

SIXTH CHILD MENTIONED
---------------------

188. SON OR DAUGHTER
189. MARITAL STATUS
190. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
191. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
192. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
193. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
194. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

SEVENTH CHILD MENTIONED
---------------------

195. SON OR DAUGHTER
196. MARITAL STATUS
197. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
198. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
199. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
200. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
201. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

EIGHTH CHILD MENTIONED
----------------------

202. SON OR DAUGHTER
203. MARITAL STATUS
204. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
205. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
206. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
207. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
208. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

NINTH CHILD MENTIONED
---------------------

209. SON OR DAUGHTER
210. MARITAL STATUS
211. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
212. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
213. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
214. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
215. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

TENTH CHILD MENTIONED
---------------------

216. SON OR DAUGHTER
217. MARITAL STATUS
218. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
219. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
220. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
221. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
222. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

ELEVENTH CHILD MENTIONED
------------------------

223. SON OR DAUGHTER
224. MARITAL STATUS
225. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
226. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
227. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
228. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
229. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

TWELFTH CHILD MENTIONED
-----------------------

230. SON OR DAUGHTER
231. MARITAL STATUS
232. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
233. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
234. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
235. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
236. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

THIRTEENTH CHILD MENTIONED
----------------------------------
237. SON OR DAUGHTER
238. MARITAL STATUS
239. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
240. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
241. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
242. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
243. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

FOURTEENTH CHILD MENTIONED
-----------------------------
244. SON OR DAUGHTER
245. MARITAL STATUS
246. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
247. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
248. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
249. AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CHILDREN'S HOMES
250. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

FIFTEENTH CHILD MENTIONED
-----------------------------
251. SON OR DAUGHTER
252. MARITAL STATUS
253. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
254. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
255. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
256. IF LIVING APART, AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN HOMES
257. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

SIXTEENTH CHILD MENTIONED
-----------------------------
258. SON OR DAUGHTER
259. MARITAL STATUS
260. MARRIED DAUGHTER HAS A PAID JOB
261. AMOUNT OF TIME LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
262. REASON FOR LIVING TOGETHER WITH CHILD
263. IF LIVING APART, AMOUNT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN HOMES
264. IF LIVING APART, DATE OF LAST VISIT

RESPONDENT/OFFSPRING SUPPORT
-----------------------------
265. CHILDREN LIVING OUTSIDE OF HOUSEHOLD
266. OLDEST CHILD
267. TOTAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN
268. HAVE VISITED CHILD(REN)'S HOME IN PAST TWELVE
MONTHS
269. CHILD HAS STAYED OVERNIGHT IN PAST TWELVE MONTHS
270. ABLE TO HELP CHILD(REN) IN SOME WAY
271. DID NOT HELP CHILDREN DURING LAST MONTH
272. GRANDCHILDREN LIVED IN HOME
273. HELPED CARE FOR GRANDCHILDREN
274. HELPED WHEN SOMEONE WAS ILL
275. GAVE MONEY OR MONEY GIFTS
276. GAVE OTHER GIFTS (CLOTHING, FOOD, ETC.)
277. FIXED THINGS AROUND CHILD'S HOUSE
278. HOUSEKEEPING, HOUSEWORK, MENDING, SEWING, COOKING, ETC.
279. TOOK ON VACATIONS, HOLIDAYS, EXCURSIONS
280. HAD OVER/TOOK OUT TO DINNER
281. PROVIDED TRANSPORTATION (DROVE TO DOCTOR, ETC.)
282. PROVIDED THEM WITH A HOME
283. HELPED IN OTHER WAY (INCLUDE RAN ERRANDS) -- SPECIFY
284. CHILD(REN) HELP(S) IN SOME WAY
285. DID NOT HELP DURING LAST MONTH
286. HELPED DURING RESPONDENT'S ILLNESS
287. HELPED DURING RESPONDENT'S SPOUSE'S ILLNESS
288. PERSONAL CARE (GAVE RESPONDENT PERMANENT, WASHED HAIR, ETC.)
289. GAVE MONEY OR MONEY GIFTS
290. GAVE OTHER GIFTS (CLOTHING, FOOD, ETC.)
291. TOOK OR SENT RESPONDENT ON HOLIDAYS, VACATION, TRIP, ETC.
292. PROVIDED TRANSPORTATION (INCLUDE TOOK RESPONDENT SHOPPING)
293. FIXED THINGS AROUND HOUSE
294. HOUSEKEEPING, HOUSEWORK, MENDING, SEWING, COOKING, ETC.
295. PROVIDED RESPONDENT WITH A HOME
296. HAD OVER/TOOK OUT TO DINNER
297. TAKES CARE OF PERSONAL BUSINESS (INCLUDE SHOPPING)
298. HELPED IN OTHER WAY -- SPECIFY
299. CHILD(REN) PAID RESPONDENT'S MEDICAL BILLS IN PAST 12 MONTHS
300. AMOUNT OF MEDICAL BILLS PAID BY CHILD(REN) IN PAST 12 MONTHS
301. CHILD(REN) GAVE MONEY REGULARLY IN PAST 12 MONTHS
302. (GREAT)GRANDCHILDREN GAVE ADDITIONAL MONEY OCCASIONALLY
303. HAVE ANY LIVING GRANDCHILDREN
304. HAVE ANY GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
305. HELP GRANDCHILDREN IN SOME WAY
306. HELPED GRANDCHILDREN IN PAST MONTH
307. NUMBER OF GRANDCHILDREN RAISED BY RESPONDENT
308. HOW OFTEN RESPONDENT HELPS GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
309. HOW RESPONDENT HELPED GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN IN PAST MONTH
310. NUMBER OF GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN RAISED BY RESPONDENT

RESPONDENT'S SIBLINGS
---------------------
311. HAVE ANY SIBLINGS STILL LIVING
312. NUMBER OF BROTHERS LIVING
313. NUMBER OF SISTERS LIVING
314. LIVE WITH SIBLING(S)
315. NUMBER OF BROTHERS WITH WHOM RESPONDENT LIVES
316. NUMBER OF SISTERS WITH WHOM RESPONDENT LIVES
317. TOTAL NUMBER OF SIBLINGS WITH WHOM RESPONDENT LIVES
318. IN PAST WEEK HAVE SEEN SIBLING(S) LIVING ELSEWHERE
319. IN PAST MONTH HAVE SEEN SIBLING(S) LIVING ELSEWHERE

PARENTS AND OTHER RELATIVES
---------------------------
320. IN PAST WEEK HAVE SEEN OTHER RELATIVES
321. PARENTS LIVING
322. WHERE MOTHER LIVES
323. WHERE FATHER LIVES

MOST RECENT WEEKDAY ACTIVITIES
-------------------------------
324. TIME PASSES SLOWLY FOR RESPONDENT
325. WATCHED TELEVISION
326. LISTENED TO RADIO
327. WENT FOR A WALK
328. WENT SHOPPING
329. MET FRIENDS
330. VISITED FRIENDS OR RELATIVES
331. WHAT ELSE RESPONDENT DID ON MOST RECENT WEEKEND
332. WAS AT HOME

WEEKDAY HOME-ACTIVITIES
------------------------
333. NEIGHBORS VISITED
334. FRIENDS OR ACQUAINTANCES VISITED
335. RELATIVES VISITED
336. IF LIVING ALONE, SPOKE TO SOMEONE

MOST RECENT SUNDAY ACTIVITIES
-------------------------------
337. WATCHED TELEVISION
338. LISTENED TO RADIO
339. WENT FOR A WALK
340. WENT SHOPPING
341. MET FRIENDS
342. VISITED FRIENDS OR RELATIVES
343. WHAT ELSE RESPONDENT DID ON SUNDAY
344. WAS AT HOME

SUNDAY HOME-ACTIVITIES
-----------------------
345. NEIGHBORS VISITED
346. FRIENDS OR ACQUAINTANCES VISITED
347. RELATIVES VISITED
348. IF LIVING ALONE, SPOKE TO SOMEONE
349. OPINION ON HOW MANY OLDER PEOPLE FEEL LONELY
350. HOW OFTEN RESPONDENT FEELS LONELY
351. HAVE SOMEONE IN WHOM CONFIDES
352. IDENTIFY PERSON IN WHOM CONFIDES
353. HOW OFTEN NEIGHBORS VISIT EACH OTHER

MARRIED COUPLES' INFORMATION
-----------------------------------------------
354. SPOUSE'S SERIAL NUMBER
355. HOW COUPLE IS GETTING ALONG, COMPARED TO AGE 60
356. RENT OR OWN HOME
357. OWN HOME FREE AND CLEAR OR HAVE MORTGAGE
358. IF OWN HOME, ESTIMATE OF HOME'S VALUE TODAY'S MARKET
359. IF RESPONDENT RENTS HOME, COST OF RENT
360. IF SOMEONE ELSE OWNS OR RENTS HOME, DOES R PAY RENT
361. COST OF RENT
362. HOW LONG LIVING IN CURRENT HOME
363. NUMBER OF ROOMS IN CURRENT HOME
364. HAVE A KITCHEN
365. HAVE A SEPARATE OR SHARED KITCHEN
366. HAVE RUNNING WATER
367. HAVE A SEPARATE OR SHARED FLUSH TOILET
368. HAVE ELECTRICITY

INCOME INFORMATION
----------------------
369. 1974 GROSS INCOME FOR RESPONDENT AND SPOUSE
370. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
371. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
372. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
373. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

BUSINESS, FARM OR PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE, INCOME
-----------------------------------------------
374. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
375. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
376. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
377. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
-------------------------
378. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
379. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
380. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
381. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

SUPPLEMENTARY SOCIAL SECURITY
-------------------------------
382. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
383. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
384. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
385. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

VETERAN'S PENSION
-----------------

386. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
387. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
388. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
389. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PENSION
---------------------------

390. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
391. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
392. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
393. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT PENSION
----------------------------------

394. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
395. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
396. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
397. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

MILITARY RETIREMENT PENSION
---------------------------

398. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
399. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
400. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
401. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

RAILROAD RETIREMENT PENSION
---------------------------

402. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
403. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
404. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
405. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

COMPANY OR UNION PENSION
------------------------

406. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
407. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
408. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
409. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
---------------------------
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE</th>
<th>AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT</th>
<th>AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE</th>
<th>AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>410.</td>
<td>INTEREST OR DIVIDENDS FROM SAVINGS, STOCKS OR BONDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411.</td>
<td>RENT FROM HOUSE OR PROPERTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412.</td>
<td>RENT FROM ROOMERS OR BOARDERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413.</td>
<td>ANNUITIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414.</td>
<td>REGULAR CONTRIBUTIONS FROM CHILDREN OR RELATIVES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415.</td>
<td>WELFARE (STATE CHECKS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416.</td>
<td>WINDFALL INCOME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
438. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
439. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
440. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
441. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH

OTHER INCOME, SAVINGS AND ASSETS
----------------------------------------

442. ANY INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
443. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT
444. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE
445. AMOUNT RECEIVED BY BOTH
446. GOT TAX REFUND, INSURANCE PAYMENT, ETC. IN 1974
447. AMOUNT OF MONEY RECEIVED
448. SAVED OR USED MONEY
449. HOW MONEY WAS USED
450. HAVE MONEY IN BANK OR CASH SAVINGS
451. HAVE STOCKS AND BONDS
452. HAVE PROPERTY OTHER THAN HOME
453. HAVE $1000 IN BANK OR IN CASH SAVINGS
454. HAVE $1000 IN STOCKS AND BONDS
455. ESTIMATE OF VALUE OF PROPERTY OTHER THAN HOME

INSURANCE INFORMATION
------------------------

456. HAVE INSURANCE FOR SPOUSE'S LIFE
457. AMOUNT OF INSURANCE FOR SELF
458. AMOUNT OF INSURANCE FOR SPOUSE

EXPENSES
-------

459. USED SAVINGS TO MEET EXPENSES IN 1974
460. TYPE OF EXPENSES

SOCIAL SECURITY CONTACTS
------------------------

461. CONTACTED SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE DURING PAST YR
462. REASON FOR CONTACTING SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE
463. SATISFIED WITH RESPONSE RECEIVED

ETHNIC BACKGROUND
----------------

464. AS CHILD, LANGUAGES SPOKEN IN HOME
465. IDENTIFICATION OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN HOME
466. PLACE OF BIRTH—U.S. REGION OR FOREIGN COUNTRY

INFORMATION ON HUSBANDS NOT INTERVIEWED
----------------------------------------

467. HUSBAND'S ID NUMBER
468. HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION
469. TYPE OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY FOR WHOM HUSBAND WORKS

EDUCATION, RELIGION, SELF-PERCEPTION OF AGE
----------------------------------------------

470. LAST YEAR OF SCHOOL FINISHED
471. RELIGIONS PREFERENCE
472. PROTESTANT OR OTHER DENOMINATION
473. BELIEVE IN AFTER LIFE
474. OLD, ELDERLY, OR MIDDLE-AGED
475. HOW OFTEN ALONE

RESPONDENT'S OUTLOOK ON LIFE
-----------------------------

476. DAYS ARE TOO SHORT FOR ALL I WANT TO DO
477. LIFE OF AVERAGE PERSON-GETTING WORSE, NOT BETTER
478. LIVE FOR TODAY, LET TOMORROW WORK ITSELF OUT
479. MOST FAMILIES LIKE TO HAVE OLDER PEOPLE AROUND
480. CAN'T HELP FEELING NOW THAT LIFE IS NOT VERY USEFUL
481. MOST PEOPLE LOSE RESPECT FOR THOSE WHO ARE RETIRED
482. CHILDREN ONLY CARE ABOUT GETTING FROM THEIR PARENTS
483. PRETTY SATISFIED WITH ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN LIFE
484. ANYTHING ELSE TO BE MENTIONED

INTERVIEWER'S NOTATIONS
------------------------

485. LENGTH OF INTERVIEW
486. SEX OF RESPONDENT
487. ETHNIC GROUP TO WHICH RESPONDENT BELONGS
488. TROUBLE PERSUADING RESPONDENT TO BE INTERVIEWED
489. RESPONDENT'S COOPERATION IN INTERVIEW
490. SHOWED CONFUSION
491. DESCRIBE CONFUSION
492. HAVE MARKED PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
493. HARD OF HEARING
494. ANY OTHER DISABILITIES
495. DEGREE OF ALERTNESS
496. OVERALL REACTION TO THE INTERVIEW
497. WHEN SEEMED DISTURBED DURING THE INTERVIEW
498. ANYONE OTHER THAN R PRESENT DURING THE INTERVIEW
499. IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER PERSON PRESENT
500. HOW LONG OTHER PERSON PRESENT
501. OTHER PERSON'S PRESENCE AFFECTED THE INTERVIEW
502. INTERVIEW NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE SPOUSE
503. IF SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD, WAS SPOUSE INTERVIEWED
504. ANY SIGNIFICANT DETAILS ABOUT R OR INTERVIEW
505. DATE OF INTERVIEW

COMPUTED VARIABLES
---------------------

506. INDEX INCAPACITY
507. INDEX AMBULATORY
508. INCOME UNIT
509. INCOME SOURCE
510 WEIGHT
511. VISION PROBLEM
512. ALL WOMEN: HUSBAND'S TYPE OF WORK
513. OCCUPATIONAL STATUS
514. NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN
515. NUMBER OF LIVING SIBLINGS
516. DISTANCE OF NEAREST CHILD
517. WHEN LAST SAW CHILD
518. NUMBER AND SEX OF CHILDREN
519. CHILDREN'S MARITAL STATUS
520. MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENT AND PRESENCE OF CHILDREN
521 GENERATIONS IN FAMILY
522. FAMILY CONTACT PREVIOUS WEEK
523. EMPLOYMENT STATUS
524. YEARS RETIRED
525. INCOME FROM GOVERNMENT BENEFITS
526. INCOME FROM WAGES AND SALARIES
527. INCOME FROM BUSINESS, FARM OR PROFESSION
528. PENSION INCOME
529. INCOME FROM UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
530. INCOME FROM RENT, DIVIDENDS, ANNUITIES, INTEREST
531. OTHER INCOME
532. SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME
533. SSI INCOME
534. OTHER GOVERNMENT BENEFITS
535. TOTAL GOVERNMENT BENEFITS
536. PENSIONS FROM PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT
537. INCOME FROM RENT, DIVIDENDS, ANNUITIES, INTEREST
538. OTHER INCOME SOURCES
539. AMOUNT OF TOTAL INCOME
540. MEDIAN INCOME CATEGOR Y

ICPSR PROCESSING VARIABLES
-----------------------------
541. ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
542. ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
543. ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
544. SEQUENTIAL CASE ID
DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '01'  
DK  1  COL  1- 2
----------------------------------

VAR 0541   ICPSR STUDY NUMBER   NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541   LOC 2699 WIDTH 5    DK  1  COL  3- 7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

...............................................................

VAR 0542   EDITION NUMBER   NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542   LOC 2704 WIDTH 5    DK  1  COL  8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

...............................................................

VAR 0543   PART NUMBER   NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543   LOC 2709 WIDTH 5    DK  1  COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY
ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Identification number
---------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0001 TO 7304

Location number
--------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 11103 TO 93206

Household number
---------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 001 TO 516
PERSON NUMBER
-------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 07

SAMPLE TYPE
------------

1. ALL OTHER HOUSEHOLDS
2. HOUSEHOLDS BELIEVED TO BE OCCUPIED BY BLACKS IN LOCATIONS WITH FEWER THAN 10% BLACK HOUSEHOLDS
3. HOUSEHOLDS BELIEVED TO BE OCCUPIED BY BLACKS IN LOCATIONS WITH 10% OR MORE BLACK HOUSEHOLDS

NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS IN HOUSEHOLD
---------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 4

0. NA

NATURE OF AREA
---------------

91 1. ON A FARM OR RANCH
238 2. IN THE COUNTRY, BUT NOT ON FARM OR RANCH
499 3. IN TOWN OF LESS THAN 10,000
282 4. IN TOWN OF 10,000 - 24,999
304 5. IN MEDIUM SIZE CITY (25,000 - 99,999)
560 6. IN LARGE CITY (100,000 OR MORE)
169 7. IN SUBURB OF A LARGE CITY
0. NA

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0008   V8: HEF;TYPE LIVING QUAR  MD=0
REF 0008   LOC  36 WIDTH  5       DK  1 COL 58-62

TYPE OF LIVING QUARTERS
-----------------------

316 1. APARTMENT OR FLAT (INCLUDE TRIPLEX HERE)
 4 2. HOTEL OR MOTEL ROOM
 3 3. ROOM IN ROOMING HOUSE
14 4. RENTED ROOM, PRIVATE HOME
1534 5. DETACHED HOUSE (SINGLE HOUSE)
172 6. DUPLEX OR ROW HOUSE
90 7. TRAILER OR MOBILE HOME
 1 8. OTHER (SPECIFY)
 2 9. CONDOMINIUM (ONLY IF NOT CODABLE ABOVE)
 7 0. NA

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0009   V9: HEF;HOUSEHOLD TYPE  MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0009   LOC  41 WIDTH  5       DK  1 COL 63-67

HOUSEHOLD TYPE
--------------

UNMARRIED INCLUDES SEPARATED, DIVORCED AND WIDOWED

USE FIRST CODE THAT APPLIES

685 01. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING ALONE
 70 02. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH MARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
125 03. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
146 04. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
(CONTINUED)

35 05. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH UNRELATED OTHERS
885 06. MARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH SPOUSE ONLY
16 07. MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH MARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
126 08. MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
55 09. MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
10. MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH UNRELATED OTHERS

00. NA
99. INAP., INELIGIBLE

-----------------------------------------------

VAR 0010  V10: HEF;GENERATIONS-MAR   MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0010  LOC  46 WIDTH  5           DK  1 COL 68-72

GENERATIONS CODES

IF MARRIED:
-----------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. LIVING WITH SPOUSE
002. LIVING WITH MARRIED DAUGHTER/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
004. LIVING WITH MARRIED SON/SON-IN-LAW
010. LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
020. LIVING WITH PARENT(S)
040. LIVING WITH SIBLING(S)
100. LIVING WITH GRANDCHILDREN AND/OR GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
200. LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
400. LIVING WITH NON-RELATIVES

999. DOES NOT APPLY, RESPONDENT IS UNMARRIED (INCLUDES SEPARATED, DIVORCED, AND WIDOWED)
000. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]

-----------------------------------------------

VAR 0011  V11: HEF;GENERATIONS-UNM   MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0011  LOC  51 WIDTH  5           DK  1 COL 73-77

IF UNMARRIED (INCLUDES SEPARATED, DIVORCED AND WIDOWED)
SUMMARY CODED

001. LIVING ALONE
002. LIVING WITH MARRIED DAUGHTER/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
004. LIVING WITH MARRIED SON/SON-IN-LAW
010. LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
020. LIVING WITH PARENT(S)
040. LIVING WITH SIBLING(S)
100. LIVING WITH GRANDCHILDREN AND/OR GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
200. LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
400. LIVING WITH NON-RELATIVES

999. INAP., RESPONDENT IS MARRIED
000. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE
ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 13

00. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

1520 1. RESPONDENT IS HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
(CONTINUED)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>433</td>
<td>2. SPOUSE IS HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3. MARRIED CHILD IS HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>4. UNMARRIED CHILD IS HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>5. CHILD-IN-LAW IS HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6. PARENT/PARENT-IN-LAW IS HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>7. SIBLING(S) OR SIBLING-IN-LAW IS HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>8. OTHER RELATIVE IS HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9. NON-RELATIVE IS HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|
|VAR 0014| V14: HEF;INFORMANT | MD=0 OR GE 99 |
|REF 0014| LOC 66 WIDTH 5 | DK 2 COL 33-37 |

INFORMANT

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1588</td>
<td>01. RESPONDENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389</td>
<td>02. SPOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>03. DAUGHTER/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>04. SON/SON-IN-LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>05. PARENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>06. SIBLING/SIBLING-IN-LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>07. OTHER RELATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>08. NEIGHBOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>09. OTHER NON-RELATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>00. NA, BUT HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD WAS ENUMERATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|
|VAR 0015| V15: Q1A;WORKED LAST WEE | MD=7 |
|REF 0015| LOC 71 WIDTH 5 | DK 2 COL 38-42 |

Q1A  WE'RE INTERESTED IN HOW PEOPLE 65 AND OLDER ARE GETTING ALONG NOWADAYS. MY FIRST QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT WORK. DID YOU WORK AT ALL LAST WEEK AT A JOB OF ANY KIND OR IN A BUSINESS? (IF NO: WERE YOU TEMPORARILY AWAY FROM YOUR JOB, LOOKING FOR WORK, A HOUSEWIFE, OR ARE YOU RETIRED?)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>1. YES, WORKED LAST WEEK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. NO, TEMPORARILY ABSENT FROM WORK (VACATION, LAY-OFF, ILLNESS, ETC.)
3. NO, UNEMPLOYED AND LOOKING FOR WORK
4. NO, COMPLETELY RETIRED
5. NO, HOUSEWIFE

AN OCCASIONAL WORKER WHO HASN'T WORKED WITHIN THE LAST SIX MONTHS WILL BE CONSIDERED RETIRED.

Q1B IF WORKED LAST WEEK: ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DID YOU WORK LAST WEEK (AT ALL JOBS)?

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 90

99. INAP., DID NOT WORK LAST WEEK (NOT CODED 1 IN Q1A)
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q2 IF HOUSESWIFE OR IF COMPLETELY RETIRED FEMALE: HAVE YOU WORKED AT ALL SINCE YOU WERE 50?

623 1. YES
558 2. NO (SKIP TO Q26)

962 9. INAP., MALE RESPONDENT OR A FEMALE RESPONDENT WHO IS NOT CODED 4 OR 5 IN Q1A
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
THIS SECTION FOR RETIRED MEN AND FOR RETIRED
WOMEN/HOUSEWIVES WHO WORKED AFTER AGE 50:

IF MALE RESPONDENT: Q1A = 4
IF FEMALE RESPONDENT: Q1A = 4 OR 5 AND Q2 = 1

Q3A WHAT KIND OF WORK WERE YOU DOING WHEN YOU GAVE UP
WORKING ALTOGETHER? -- I MEAN WHAT WAS YOUR JOB CALLED AND
EXactly WHAT DID YOU DO?

1. PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, KINDRED
2. CRAFTSMEN, FOREMEN
3. PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD, SERVICE
4. FARMER, MANAGER
5. FARM LABOR, FOREMAN

9. INAP.
0. NA

Q3B AND WHAT KIND OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY DID YOU WORK FOR?
(IF NEEDED: WHAT DO THEY DO OR MAKE THERE?)

10. AGRICULTURE, FOREST AND FISHERIES
20. MINING
24. CONSTRUCTION
30. MANUFACTURING
50. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION AND OTHER PUBLIC
UTILITIES
60. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
70. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
80. BUSINESS AND REPAIR SERVICES
82. PERSONAL SERVICES
85. ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
86. PROFESSIONAL AND RELATED SERVICES
90. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

99. INAP. (INCLUDES THOSE WHO NEVER WORKED AND
(CONTINUED)

HOUSEWIVES WHO HAVEN'T WORK SINCE AGE 50)
2 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 0020  V18: Q-;DOES VOLUNTEER W    NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0020  LOC  96 WIDTH  5            DK  2 COL 63-67

DOES THIS RESPONDENT MENTION DOING VOLUNTEER WORK?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
158  1. YES, VOLUNTEER WORK IS MENTIONED
1985  2. NO, VOLUNTEER WORK IS NOT MENTIONED

THIS VARIABLE WAS USED TO CODE ANY VOLUNTEER WORK MENTIONED
ANYWHERE IN THE INTERVIEW.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 0021  V19: Q4;RETIRED-EMPLOYED     MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0021  LOC 101 WIDTH  5            DK  2 COL 68-72

IMPORTANT!!!

IF RETIRED MAN, CONTINUE WITH Q4.
IF RETIRED WOMAN OR HOUSEWIFE WHO WORKED SINCE AGE 50,
CONTINUE WITH Q4.
IF RETIRED WOMAN OR HOUSEWIFE WHO DID NOT WORK SINCE AGE 50,
SKIP TO Q26.
IF RESPONDENT HAS A JOB (CODE 1 OR 2 IN Q1), OR IF
UNEMPLOYED (CODE 3 IN Q1), ASK Q13 - Q25.

THIS SECTION FOR RETIRED MEN AND RETIRED WOMEN/HOUSEWIVES
WHO WORKED AFTER AGE 50:  ALL OTHERS CODED 9 IN Q5A - Q11B

Q4 WERE YOU EMPLOYED BY (READ CODES)?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
930  1. A PRIVATE COMPANY, BUSINESS OR INDIVIDUAL FOR WAGES,
     SALARY OR COMMISSIONS
139  2. YOUR OWN BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE, OR FARM
15  3. A FAMILY BUSINESS OR FARM, WITHOUT PAY
191  4. FEDERAL, STATE, COUNTY, OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
867  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
1  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q5A WHAT MADE YOU STOP WORKING AT THAT TIME (WHEN YOU RETIRED FOR GOOD) -- WAS IT BECAUSE OF YOUR HEALTH, BECAUSE YOU REACHED COMPULSORY RETIREMENT AGE, BECAUSE THE FIRM MOVED AWAY, BECAUSE YOU LOST YOUR JOB FOR SOME OTHER REASON, BECAUSE YOU WANTED TO RETIRE, OR WHAT? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

SUMMARY CODED

001. BECAUSE OF MY HEALTH
002. COMPULSORY RETIREMENT, FORCED TO RETIRE BECAUSE OF AGE
004. WANTED TO RETIRE (INCLUDE CHOSE TO RETIRE)
010. COMPANY MOVED AWAY
020. LOST JOB FOR OTHER REASON (SPECIFY) (INCLUDE FIRED, TEMPORARY JOB)
040. JOB WAS ELIMINATED (INCLUDE BUSINESS CLOSED DOWN)
100. OTHER (SPECIFY)
200. FAMILY ILLNESS AND FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES, NEEDED AT HOME

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
000. NA, BUT QUESTIONS WAS APPLICABLE

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q5B IF TWO OR MORE REASONS: IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE, WHICH OF THOSE REASONS WOULD YOU SAY WAS THE ONE MAIN REASON YOU STOPPED WORKING?
IF ONLY ONE REASON GIVEN IN Q5A, CODE IT AGAIN IN Q5B AS THE MAIN REASON.

------------------------------------------------------------
501  1. BECAUSE OF MY HEALTH
192  2. COMPULSORY RETIREMENT, FORCED TO RETIRE BECAUSE OF AGE
399  3. WANTED TO, CHOSE TO RETIRE
12  4. COMPANY MOVED AWAY
15  5. LOST JOB FOR OTHER REASON (SPECIFY) (INCLUDE FIRED, TEMPORARY JOB)
59  6. JOB WAS ELIMINATED, INCLUDE BUSINESS CLOSED DOWN
2  7. OTHER (SPECIFY)
84  8. FAMILY ILLNESS AND RESPONSIBILITIES, NEEDED AT HOME
867  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
12  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

...............................................................

Q6A WAS THERE A FORCED RETIREMENT AGE FOR YOUR LAST JOB?

----------------------------------------------------------
369  1. YES
897  2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q6B)
867  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
10  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

...............................................................

Q6B IF YES, THERE WAS A COMPULSORY RETIREMENT AGE ON LAST JOB: DID YOU RETIRE AT THAT TIME, BEFORE THAT TIME, OR LATER?

----------------------------------------------------------
164  1. AT THAT TIME
165  2. BEFORE THAT TIME
38  3. LATER
(CONTINUED)

1  4.  DON'T KNOW

1764  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 2 IN Q6A

11  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0026  V24: Q7; AGE STOPPED WORK MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0026  LOC 126 WIDTH 5  DK  3    COL 38-42

Q7  HOW OLD WERE YOU WHEN YOU STOPPED WORKING COMPLETELY--YEARS OLD?

------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 43 TO 90

000.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

999.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0027  V25: Q8; PERIODS NO WORK- MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0027  LOC 131 WIDTH 5  DK  3    COL 43-47

Q8  DURING THE YEAR BEFORE YOU STOPPED WORKING COMPLETELY, WERE THERE ANY TIMES THAT YOU DIDN'T HAVE A JOB -- NOT COUNTING VACATIONS?  (WHY WAS THAT?)  (WHAT KEPT YOU FROM WORKING DURING THAT PERIOD?)  CODE ALL THAT APPLY

------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001.  NO, NO SUCH PERIOD(S) OF UNEMPLOYMENT (EXCLUSIVE)

002.  UNEMPLOYED, COULD NOT FIND JOB

004.  SICK

010.  ON STRIKE

020.  TEMPORARY LAY-OFF (INCLUDE LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE)

040.  SEASONAL OR OCCASIONAL WORK

100.  OTHER (SPECIFY)

999.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE

000.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q9A  WAS YOUR LAST WORK THE SORT OF WORK YOU DID MOST OF YOUR LIFE?

IF YES:  WERE YOU WORKING PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME JUST BEFORE YOU STOPPED WORKING?

-----------------------------------------------
IF MORE THAN ONE JOB GIVEN, CODE THE LONGEST

357  1.  NO
757  2.  YES, WAS WORKING FULL-TIME
141  3.  YES, WAS WORKING PART-TIME
  4.  YES, WAS USUAL WORK, BUT DON'T KNOW IF FULL OR PART-TIME
867  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
  1  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------
Q9B  WHAT KIND OF WORK DID YOU DO MOST OF YOUR LIFE--I MEAN WHAT WAS YOUR JOB CALLED AND EXACTLY WHAT DID YOU DO?

96  1.  PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, KINDRED
108  2.  CRAFTSMAN, FOREMAN
  3.  PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD, SERVICE
  4.  FARMER, MANAGER
  5.  FARM LABOR, FOREMAN
  6.  HOUSEWIFE
1785  9.  INAP.
     2  0.  NA

Q9C  WHAT KIND OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY DID YOU WORK FOR? (IF NEEDED: WHAT DID THEY DO OR MAKE THERE?)

57  10.  AGRICULTURE, FOREST AND FISHERIES
  9  20.  MINING
 13  24.  CONSTRUCTION
 69  30.  MANUFACTURING
 23  50.  TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION AND OTHER PUBLIC UTILITIES
 48  60.  WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
  5  70.  FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
  2  80.  BUSINESS AND REPAIR SERVICES
 23  82.  PERSONAL SERVICES
  2  85.  ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
 24  86.  PROFESSIONAL AND RELATED SERVICES
 60  66.  HOUSEWIFE
 20  90.  PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

1785  99. INAP. (INCLUDES THOSE WHO NEVER WORKED AND HOUSEWIVES WHO HAVEN'T WORK SINCE AGE 50)
     3  00.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q9D  FOR USUAL KIND OF WORK: WERE YOU EMPLOYED BY (READ CODES):

202  1.  A PRIVATE COMPANY, BUSINESS, FARM, OR INDIVIDUAL FOR WAGES, SALARY OR COMMISSIONS?
  36  2.  FEDERAL, STATE, COUNTY, OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT?
(CONTINUED)

53  3. YOUR OWN BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE, OR FARM?
  4. A FAMILY BUSINESS OR FARM, WITHOUT PAY?

1845  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
  2  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0032      V28: Q9E;RETIRED-AGE STO      MD=0 OR GE  99
REF 0032         LOC  156 WIDTH  5             DK   3 COL 68-72

Q9E  WHEN DID YOU STOP DOING (USUAL KIND OF WORK) -- I MEAN, HOW OLD WERE YOU THEN? ABOUT __ YEARS OLD

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 18 TO 79

99. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
  00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0033      V29: Q9F;RETIRED-WHY STO      MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0033         LOC  161 WIDTH  5             DK   3 COL 73-77

Q9F  WHAT MADE YOU STOP DOING THAT KIND OF WORK -- WAS IT BECAUSE OF YOUR HEALTH, BECAUSE YOU REACHED COMPULSORY RETIREMENT AGE, BECAUSE THE FIRM MOVED AWAY, BECAUSE YOU LOST YOUR JOB FOR SOME OTHER REASON, OR WHAT? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY

SUMMARY CODED

  001. BECAUSE OF MY HEALTH
  002. COMPULSORY RETIREMENT, FORCED TO RETIRE BECAUSE OF AGE
  004. WANTED TO RETIRE, CHOSE TO RETIRE
  010. COMPANY MOVED AWAY
  020. LOST JOB FOR OTHER REASON (SPECIFY) (INCLUDE FIRED, TEMPORARY JOB)
  040. JOB WAS ELIMINATED, BUSINESS CLOSED DOWN
  100. OTHER (SPECIFY)
  200. WANTED DIFFERENT KIND OF JOB, WANTED TO WORK IN A DIFFERENT LOCATION; WANTED BETTER JOB
400. FAMILY ILLNESS, FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES, GETTING MARRIED, NEEDED AT HOME

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '04'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q9G IF TWO OR MORE REASONS: IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE, WHICH OF THOSE REASONS WOULD YOU SAY WAS THE ONE MAIN REASON YOU STOPPED DOING THAT KIND OF WORK?

IF ONLY ONE REASON GIVEN IN Q9F, CODE AGAIN IN Q9G AS MAIN REASON.

56 01. BECAUSE OF MY HEALTH
10 02. COMPULSORY RETIREMENT, FORCED TO RETIRE BECAUSE OF AGE
68 03. WANTED TO RETIRE, CHOSE TO RETIRE
  04. COMPANY MOVED AWAY
13 05. LOST JOB FOR OTHER REASON (SPECIFY)
43 06. JOB WAS ELIMINATED, BUSINESS CLOSED DOWN
  07. OTHER (SPECIFY)
63 08. WANTED DIFFERENT KIND OF JOB, WANTED TO WORK IN A DIFFERENT LOCATION; WANTED BETTER JOB
21 09. FAMILY ILLNESS, FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES, GETTING MARRIED, NEEDED AT HOME

1845 99. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
10 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q9H WERE YOU WORKING PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME WHEN YOU GAVE UP YOUR (USUAL WORK)?

261 1. FULL-TIME (35 HOURS OR MORE)
31 2. PART-TIME

1845 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
6 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q10A ARE THERE SOME THINGS YOU ESPECIALLY ENJOY ABOUT NOT WORKING? (WHAT Sorts OF THINGS?)

PRIORITY CODE: CODE 1 TAKES PRIORITY OVER CODE 2, ETC.

334 1. NOTHING (EXCLUSIVE)
217 2. ENJOYS RESTING, JUST SITTING AROUND (INCLUDES WATCHING TV, HANGING AROUND, TAKING WALKS, DRIVING IN COUNTRY, BEING AT HOME)
332 3. ENJOYS FREEDOM FROM ROUTINE, LACK OF REGIMENTATION, "TIME TO DO AS I LIKE", LACK OF PRESSURE, CAN COME AND GO AS I PLEASE
351 4. ENJOYS OTHER THINGS (NO MENTION OF REST, OR FREEDOM)
26 5. NOTHING, TOO ILL TO ENJOY ANYTHING

866 9. INAP.
17 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE (CODED 00 IN Q10B)

IF CODED 1-3, CODE 99 IN Q10B AND Q24B
IF CODED 4, CODE PARTICULAR ACTIVITIES IN Q10B AND Q24B
IF CODED 4 IN Q10A:
Q10B KINDS OF ACTIVITIES RESPONDENT ENJOYS
-----------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

01. VOLUNTEER WORK
02. BEING WITH FAMILY (INCLUDES VISITING)
04. TRAVEL
10. ACTIVE SPORTS AND RECREATION (E.G., 5 MILE HIKES)
20. WORKING AROUND THE HOUSE: CRAFTS, GARDENING
40. OTHER (SPECIFY)
99. INAP., QUESTION NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS RESPONDENT
   OR NOT CODED 4 IN Q10A
00. NA

Q11A HERE IS A LIST OF THINGS THAT PEOPLE HAVE TOLD US THEY
MISS ABOUT THEIR JOBS WHEN THEY STOP WORKING. IF I READ
SOMETHING YOU MISS, STOP ME. CODE ALL THAT APPLY
--------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

001. THE PEOPLE AT WORK (INCLUDES CO-WORKERS,
   CUSTOMERS, CLIENTS)
002. THE FEELING OF BEING USEFUL
004. THE RESPECT OF OTHERS
010. THINGS HAPPENING AROUND YOU
020. THE WORK ITSELF (INCLUDES "TRAVELING," IF WORK
   RELATED)
040. THE MONEY IT BROUGHT IN
100. SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY)
200. NOTHING (EXCLUSIVE CODE)
999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q11B IF TWO OR MORE ANSWERS TO Q11A: WHICH ONE OF THESE DO YOU MISS MOST?

IF ONLY ONE ANSWER GIVEN IN Q11A CODE AGAIN IN Q11B AS WHAT RESPONDENT MISSEST MOST.

------------------------------------------------------------

296  1.  THE PEOPLE AT WORK (INCLUDES CO-WORKERS, CUSTOMERS, CLIENTS)
104  2.  THE FEELING OF BEING USEFUL
11  3.  THE RESPECT OF OTHERS
43  4.  THINGS HAPPENING AROUND YOU
139  5.  THE WORK ITSELF (INCLUDES "TRAVELING," IF WORK RELATED)
513  6.  THE MONEY IT BROUGHT IN
  5  7.  SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY)
152  8.  NOTHING

868  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
12  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

ALL OF QUESTION 12 APPLIES ONLY TO RETIRED MEN AND RETIRED WOMEN/HOUSEWIVES WHO WORKED AFTER AGE 50:

Q12A WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A JOB OF SOME KIND?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

325  1.  YES (CODED 9 IN Q12D)
849  2.  NO (CODED 9 IN Q12B, Q12C, AND Q12D)
100  3.  DEPENDS (CODED 9 IN Q12B AND Q12C)

866  9.  INAP.
  3  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
IF YES TO Q12A:
Q12B EVEN THOUGH YOU'D LIKE TO WORK, IS THERE ANYTHING THAT
MIGHT KEEP YOU FROM WORKING?

261 1. YES
64 2. NO (CODED 9 IN Q12C AND Q12D)
1815 9. INAP., QUESTION NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS RESPONDENT
3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

IF YES TO Q12A AND Q12B:
Q12C WHAT MIGHT THAT BE?

SUMMARY CODED

001. HEALTH
002. JOB HOURS
004. JOB REQUIREMENTS (E.G., PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS)
010. PAY ENOUGH TO MAKE IT WORTHWHILE TO GIVE UP SOCIAL
SECURITY
020. JOB WHICH WOULDN'T MAKE RESPONDENT LOOSE SOCIAL
SECURITY
040. TRANSPORTATION
100. RESPONDENT HAS UNREALISTIC ASPIRATIONS UNRELATED
TO TRAINING OR BACKGROUND (EXCLUSIVE)
200. OTHER (SPECIFY)
400. "NO ONE WOULD HIRE ME, I'M TOO OLD"

999. INAP.
000. NA
IF CODED 3 IN Q12A:
Q12D WHAT WOULD IT DEPEND ON?
----------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. HEALTH
002. JOB HOURS
004. JOB REQUIREMENTS (E.G., PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS)
010. PAY ENOUGH TO MAKE IT WORTHWHILE TO GIVE UP SOCIAL SECURITY
020. JOB WHICH WOULDN'T MAKE RESPONDENT LOOSE SOCIAL SECURITY
040. TRANSPORTATION
100. RESPONDENT HAS UNREALISTIC ASPIRATIONS UNRELATED TO TRAINING OR BACKGROUND (EXCLUSIVE)
200. OTHER (SPECIFY)
400. "NO ONE WOULD HIRE ME, I'M TOO OLD"

999. INAP.
000. NA

Q13 - Q25B APPLICABLE ONLY TO THOSE WHO ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED AND THOSE WHO ARE UNEMPLOYED AND LOOKING FOR WORK (I.E., Q1A = 1,2,3)

FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, Q13 - Q25B ASKED ABOUT CURRENT JOB;
FOR UNEMPLOYED Q13 - Q25B ASKED ABOUT LAST JOB. ALL OTHERS WILL BE CODED 9 IN Q13 - Q25B.

Q13 DO YOU USUALLY WORK REGULARLY, ONLY AT CERTAIN SEASONS OF THE YEAR, OR OCCASIONALLY?
..................................................................................
1835 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '05'            DK 5 COL 1-2
----------------------------------

VAR 0541 ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541 LOC 2699 WIDTH 5 DK 5 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

VAR 0542 EDITION NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542 LOC 2704 WIDTH 5 DK 5 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

VAR 0543 PART NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543 LOC 2709 WIDTH 5 DK 5 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY
ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q14  HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DO YOU USUALLY WORK WHEN YOU ARE WORKING? ABOUT __ HOURS A WEEK

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 2 TO 98

99. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q15  IF CURRENTLY EMPLOYED: WERE THERE ANY TIMES IN 1974 THAT YOU WEREN'T WORKING -- EXCEPT FOR VACATIONS? (WHY WAS THAT?) CODE ALL THAT APPLY

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, EMPLOYED ALL YEAR (EXCLUSIVE)

YES, DID NOT WORK PART OF YEAR BECAUSE:

002. UNEMPLOYED
004. SICK
010. ON STRIKE
020. TEMPORARY LAY-OFF (INCLUDES LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE)
040. SEASONAL OR OCCASIONAL WORKER
100. OTHER (SPECIFY)
999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0047 V491: Q16A; NON-RET WORK
REF 0047 LOC 231 WIDTH 5
DK 5 COL 33-37

THIS QUESTION FOR THOSE WITH A JOB AND THOSE WHO ARE
UNEMPLOYED AND LOOKING FOR WORK:

Q16A TELL ME ABOUT THE WORK YOU DO NOW . . . . WHAT IS YOUR
JOB CALLED AND EXACTLY WHAT DO YOU DO?

131 1. PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, KINDRED
69 2. CRAFTSMEN, FOREMEN
90 3. PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD, SERVICE
11 4. FARMER, MANAGER
7  5. FARM LABOR, FOREMAN

1835 9. INAP.
  0. NA

VAR 0048 V492: Q16B; NON-RET INDUS
REF 0048 LOC 236 WIDTH 5
DK 5 COL 38-42

Q16B AND WHAT KIND OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY DO/DID YOU WORK
FOR?

<SEE Q16A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

20 10. AGRICULTURE, FOREST AND FISHERIES
  2  20. MINING
11 24. CONSTRUCTION
32 30. MANUFACTURING
18 50. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION AND OTHER PUBLIC
      UTILITIES
51 60. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
17 70. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
28 80. BUSINESS AND REPAIR SERVICES
56 82. PERSONAL SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

6 85. ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
54 86. PROFESSIONAL AND RELATED SERVICES
66. HOUSEWIFE

1835 99. INAP. (INCLUDES THOSE WHO NEVER WORKED AND
HOUSEWIVES WHO HAVEN'T WORK SINCE AGE 50)
2 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0049 V37: Q17;YEARS IN THIS I MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0049 LOC 241 WIDTH 5 DK 5 COL 43-47

Q17 HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN WORKING IN THIS SORT OF BUSINESS
OR INDUSTRY -- ABOUT HOW MANY YEARS? ABOUT ___ YEARS
------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 75

99. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0050 V38: Q18;NON-RETIRE-EMP MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0050 LOC 246 WIDTH 5 DK 5 COL 48-52

Q18 ARE YOU EMPLOYED BY (READ CODES):
------------------------------------------------------------

199 1. A PRIVATE COMPANY, BUSINESS OR INDIVIDUAL FOR WAGES,
SALARY OR COMMISSIONS?
72 2. YOUR OWN BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE, OR FARM?
1 3. A FAMILY BUSINESS OR FARM, WITHOUT PAY?
35 4. FEDERAL, STATE, COUNTY, OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT?

1835 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q19A IS THIS WORK THE SORT OF WORK YOU DID MOST OF YOUR LIFE?
---------------------------------------------------------------
153  1.  YES (CODE 9 IN Q19D - Q19F, Q19H, Q19G)
154  2.  NO
1835 9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
  1  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---------------------------------------------------------------
Q19B WHAT KIND OF WORK DID YOU DO MOST OF YOUR LIFE--I MEAN
WHAT WAS YOUR JOB CALLED AND EXACTLY WHAT DID YOU DO?
---------------------------------------------------------------
58  1.  PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS;
       MANAGERS, OFFICIALS AND PROPRIETORS, EXCEPT FARM;
       CLERICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS; SALES WORKERS
57  2.  CRAFTSMEN, FOREMEN AND KINDRED WORKERS; OPERATIVE
       AND KINDRED WORKERS; LABORERS, EXCEPT FARM AND MINE
  9  3.  PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS, SERVICE WORKERS
  8  4.  FARMERS AND FARM MANAGERS
  6  5.  FARM LABORERS AND FOREMEN
15  6.  HOUSEWIFE
1988 9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE (INCLUDES THOSE WHO
        NEVER WORKED AND HOUSEWIVES WHO HAVEN'T WORKED SINCE
        AGE 50)
  2  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q19C WHAT KIND OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY DID YOU WORK FOR? (IF NEEDED: WHAT DID THEY DO OR MAKE THERE?)

<SEE Q19B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

16 10. AGRICULTURE, FOREST AND FISHERIES
3 20. MINING
10 24. CONSTRUCTION
41 30. MANUFACTURING
11 50. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION AND OTHER PUBLIC UTILITIES
29 60. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
1 70. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
2 80. BUSINESS AND REPAIR SERVICES
6 82. PERSONAL SERVICES
85. ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
13 86. PROFESSIONAL AND RELATED SERVICES
15 66. HOUSEWIFE
7 90. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

1988 99. INAP. (INCLUDES THOSE WHO NEVER WORKED AND HOUSEWIVES WHO HAVEN'T WORKED SINCE AGE 50)
1 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q19D FOR USUAL KIND OF WORK: WERE YOU EMPLOYED BY (READ CODES):

99 1. A PRIVATE COMPANY, BUSINESS OR INDIVIDUAL FOR WAGES, SALARY OR COMMISSIONS?
21 2. YOUR OWN BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE, OR FARM?
3 3. A FAMILY BUSINESS OR FARM, WITHOUT PAY?
15 4. FEDERAL, STATE, COUNTY, OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT?

2002 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
(CONTINUED)

3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0055  V41: Q19E; NON-RETIRED-AG  MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0055  LOC 271 WIDTH 5  DK 5 COL 73-77

Q19E  WHEN DID YOU STOP DOING YOUR USUAL KIND OF WORK -- I MEAN, HOW OLD WERE YOU THEN? ABOUT ___ YEARS OLD

------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 35 TO 80

99. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '06'  DK 6 COL 1-2
------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0541  ICPSR STUDY NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541  LOC 2699 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
---------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0542  EDITION NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542  LOC 2704 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE
VAR 0543  PART NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543  LOC 2709 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
--------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

VAR 0544  SEQUENTIAL CASE ID  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0544  LOC 2714 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 18-22

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES
EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0056  V42: Q19F;NON-RETIRED-WH  MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0056  LOC 276 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 23-27

Q19F WHAT MADE YOU STOP DOING THAT KIND OF WORK -- WAS IT
BECAUSE OF YOUR HEALTH, BECAUSE YOU REACHED COMPULSORY
RETIREMENT AGE, BECAUSE THE FIRM MOVED AWAY, BECAUSE YOU
LOST YOUR JOB FOR SOME OTHER REASON, OR WHAT? CIRCLE ALL
THAT APPLY
-----------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. BECAUSE OF MY HEALTH
002. COMPULSORY RETIREMENT, FORCED TO RETIRE BECAUSE OF
     AGE
004. WANTED TO RETIRE, CHOSE TO RETIRE
010. COMPANY MOVED AWAY
020. LOST JOB FOR OTHER REASON (SPECIFY) (INCLUDING
     FIRED, TEMPORARY JOB)
040. JOB WAS ELIMINATED, BUSINESS CLOSED DOWN
100. OTHER (SPECIFY)
(CONTINUED)

200. WANTED DIFFERENT KIND OF JOB, WANTED TO WORK IN A DIFFERENT LOCATION; WANTED BETTER JOB
400. FAMILY ILLNESS, FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES, GETTING MARRIED, NEEDED AT HOME

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
000. NA, BUT QUESTIONS WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0057      V53: Q19G;NON-RETIRED-MA           MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0057         LOC 281 WIDTH 5              DK   6 COL 28-32

Q19G IF TWO OR MORE REASONS: IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE, WHICH OF THOSE REASONS WOULD YOU SAY WAS THE ONE MAIN REASON YOU STOPPED DOING THAT KIND OF WORK? CIRCLE ONLY ONE CODE

IF ONLY ONE REASON GIVEN IN Q19F, CODE AGAIN IN Q19G AS MAIN REASON.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

20  01. BECAUSE OF MY HEALTH
19  02. COMPULSORY RETIREMENT, FORCED TO RETIRE BECAUSE OF AGE
47  03. WANTED TO RETIRE, CHOSE TO RETIRE
  04. COMPANY MOVED AWAY
  05. LOST JOB FOR OTHER REASON (SPECIFY) (INCLUDE FIRED, TEMPORARY JOB)
15  06. JOB WAS ELIMINATED, BUSINESS CLOSED DOWN
  07. OTHER (SPECIFY)
20  08. WANTED DIFFERENT KIND OF JOB, WANTED TO WORK IN A DIFFERENT LOCATION; WANTED BETTER JOB
  09. FAMILY ILLNESS, FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES, GETTING MARRIED, NEEDED AT HOME

2002  99. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
  00. NA, BUT QUESTIONS WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0058      V43: Q19H;NON-RETIRED-TI           MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0058         LOC 286 WIDTH 5              DK   6 COL 33-37

Q19H WERE YOU WORKING PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME WHEN YOU GAVE UP YOUR (USUAL WORK)?
(CONTINUED)

126 1. FULL-TIME (35 HOURS OR MORE)
10 2. PART-TIME

2002 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
5 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0059 V44: Q20A;FORCED RETIRE  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0059 LOC 291 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 38-42

Q20A IS THERE A FORCED RETIREMENT AGE FOR YOUR PRESENT JOB
(THE JOB YOU'RE DOING NOW)?

19 1. YES
285 2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q20B)

1835 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
4 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0060 V45: Q20B;AGE FOR FORCED  MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0060 LOC 296 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 43-47

Q20B IF YES TO Q20A: WHAT AGE IS IT? __ YEARS OLD

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 65 TO 72

99. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 2 IN Q20A
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0061 V46: Q21A;LEFT JOB DUE T  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0061 LOC 301 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 48-52

Q21A HAVE YOU EVER HAD TO LEAVE A JOB BECAUSE YOU REACHED
RETIREMENT AGE?

---------------------------------------------
(CONTINUED)

33 1. YES
270 2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q21B)
1835 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
5 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0062  V47: Q21B; AGE WHEN FORCE  MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0062  LOC 306 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 53-57

Q21B IF YES TO Q21A: HOW OLD WERE YOU AT THAT TIME (WHEN YOU HAD TO RETIRE FROM THAT JOB) __ YEARS OLD

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 61 TO 70

99. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0063  V48: Q22A; WHEN STOP WORK  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0063  LOC 311 WIDTH 5  DK 6 COL 58-62

Q22A WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO STOP WORKING COMPLETELY -- ABOUT HOW LONG FROM NOW?

43 1. WITHIN A YEAR
19 2. MORE THAN 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 2
35 3. TWO TO NINE YEARS
4 4. TEN YEARS OR MORE
2 5. ONLY WHEN THEY RETIRE ME
37 6. NEVER (CODE 99 IN Q22B)
154 7. ONLY WHEN UNABLE TO WORK ANY LONGER (CODE 99 IN Q22B)
1835 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
18 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q22B  IF EXPECT TO RETIRE WHILE STILL ABLE TO WORK: ABOUT HOW OLD WILL YOU BE THEN?  ____ YEARS OLD

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 65 TO 90

99.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 6-7 IN Q22A
00.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT THEY'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO NOT WORKING; OTHERS SAY THEY DON'T LIKE THE IDEA OF NOT WORKING. Q23  IN GENERAL, HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT STOPPING WORK?

36  1.  LOOKING FORWARD TO NOT WORKING
229  2.  DON'T LIKE IDEA OF NOT WORKING
22  3.  HAVEN'T THOUGHT ABOUT IT
8  4.  DON'T CARE
1835  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
13  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

ASK THOSE WHO ARE CURRENTLY WORKING OR UNEMPLOYED AND LOOKING FOR A JOB:
(REGARDLESS OF HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT STOPPING WORK, ARE THERE SOME THINGS ABOUT NOT WORKING THAT YOU THINK YOU'D ENJOY?) Q24A  WHAT IS IT?

PRIORITY CODE:  CODE 1 TAKES PRIORITY OVER CODE 2, ETC.
(CONTINUED)

110  1. NOTHING (INCLUDES THOSE WHO SAY THEY'LL NEVER STOP
 OR WILL LOOK FOR ANOTHER JOB)
  37  2. ENJOYS RESTING, JUST SITTING AROUND (INCLUDES
 WATCHING TV, HANGING AROUND, TAKING WALKS, DRIVES IN
 COUNTRY, BEING AT HOME)
  47  3. ENJOYS FREEDOM FROM ROUTINE, LACK OF REGIMENTATION,
 "TIME TO DO AS I LIKE", LACK OF PRESSURE, CAN COME
 AND GO AS I PLEASE
  107 4. ENJOYS OTHER THINGS (NO MENTION OF REST, OR FREEDOM)
  5. NOTHING, TOO ILL TO ENJOY ANYTHING

1835  9. INAP.
  7  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE (CODED 00 IN Q24B)

IF CODED 1-3, CODE 99 IN Q10B AND Q24B
IF CODED 4, CODE PARTICULAR ACTIVITIES IN Q10B AND Q24B

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '07'    DK 7 COL 1-2
-------------------------------------

VAR 0541 ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541 LOC 2699 WIDTH 5    DK 7 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA
 COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

-------------------------------------

VAR 0542 EDITION NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542 LOC 2704 WIDTH 5    DK 7 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA
 COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE
VAR 0543      PART NUMBER                 NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543      LOC 2709 WIDTH  5             DK    7 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
----------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1:  GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2:  PROXY SURVEY
PART 3:  NONCONTACT SURVEY

--------------------------------------

VAR 0544      SEQUENTIAL CASE ID          NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0544      LOC 2714 WIDTH  5             DK    7 COL 18-22

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES
EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

--------------------------------------

VAR 0067      V501: Q24;N-RET-ENJOY              MD=0 OR GE  99
REF 0067      LOC  331 WIDTH  5             DK    7 COL 23-27

IF CODED 4 IN Q24A:
Q24B WHAT SORT OF THINGS?)

<SEE Q24A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
-----------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

  01. VOLUNTEER WORK
  02. BEING WITH FAMILY (INCLUDES VISITING)
  04. TRAVEL
  10. ACTIVE SPORTS AND RECREATION (E.G., 5 MILE HIKES)
  20. WORKING AROUND THE HOUSE: CRAFTS, GARDENING
  40. OTHER (SPECIFY)
  99. INAP., QUESTION NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS RESPONDENT
      OR NOT CODED 4 IN Q24A
  00. NA
VAR 0068 V502: Q24; SELF-RET CONSI MD=9
REF 0068 LOC 336 WIDTH 5 DK 7 COL 28-32

Q24C DOES THIS RESPONDENT ALREADY CONSIDER HIM/HERSELF RETIRED?
------------------------------------------------------------------------

27 1. YES
281 2. NO
1835 9. INAP., QUESTION NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS RESPONDENT

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0069 V51: Q25A; NON-RETIRED-MI MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0069 LOC 341 WIDTH 5 DK 7 COL 33-37

HERE’S A LIST OF THINGS THAT PEOPLE HAVE TOLD US THEY MISS ABOUT THEIR JOBS WHEN THEY STOP WORKING.

Q25A IF I READ SOMETHING YOU THINK YOU’D MISS, STOP ME!
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. THE PEOPLE AT WORK (INCLUDES CO-WORKERS, CUSTOMERS, CLIENTS)
002. THE FEELING OF BEING USEFUL
004. THE RESPECT OF OTHERS
010. THINGS HAPPENING AROUND YOU
020. THE WORK ITSELF (INCLUDES "TRAVELING," IF WORK RELATED)
040. THE MONEY IT BROUGHT IN
100. SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY)
200. NOTHING (EXCLUSIVE CODE)

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q25B IF TWO OR MORE ANSWERS TO Q25A: WHICH ONE OF THESE
WOULD YOU MISS MOST?

IF ONLY ONE ANSWER GIVEN IN Q25A, CODE AGAIN IN Q25B AS WHAT
RESPONDENT WOULD MISS MOST.

1. THE PEOPLE AT WORK (INCLUDES CO-WORKERS, CUSTOMERS,
   CLIENTS
2. THE FEELING OF BEING USEFUL
3. THE RESPECT OF OTHERS
4. THINGS HAPPENING AROUND YOU
5. THE WORK ITSELF (INCLUDES "TRAVELING," IF WORK
   RELATED
6. THE MONEY IT BROUGHT IN
7. SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY)
8. NOTHING (EXCLUSIVE CODE)

9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
10. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q26 NOW I'D LIKE TO ASK A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.
IN GENERAL, WOULD YOU SAY YOUR HEALTH WAS GOOD, FAIR, OR
POOR?

1. GOOD, GOOD FOR MY AGE
2. FAIR, FAIR FOR MY AGE
3. POOR
4. NA
Q27  WOULD YOU SAY YOUR HEALTH IS BETTER OR WORSE THAN THE HEALTH OF OTHER PEOPLE YOUR AGE?

1104  1.  BETTER
737  2.  ABOUT THE SAME
262  3.  WORSE
40  0.  NA

Q28  ABOUT HOW OLD ARE YOU?  __ YEARS OLD

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 65 TO 99

99.  99 YEARS OLD OR MORE

Q29  I'M GOING TO READ THREE STATEMENTS TO YOU.  WOULD YOU TELL ME WHICH ONE OF THESE BEST DESCRIBES YOUR HEALTH RIGHT NOW?

41  1.  I CAN'T GET AROUND IN THE HOUSE AND I HAVE TO STAY IN BED OR IN A WHEELCHAIR (INCLUDES "WALKER") (CODE 9 IN Q30A - Q30C)
115  2.  I HAVE TO STAY INDOORS ALL OR MOST OF THE TIME, BUT NOT IN BED (CODE 9 IN Q31A - Q31C)
1987  3.  I CAN GET ABOUT INDOORS AND OUT (CODE 9 IN Q30A - Q31C) [ASK Q32 - Q35E:  Q36 - Q40 = INAP.]
Q30A HOW LONG IS IT SINCE YOU'VE BEEN ABLE TO GET OUT REGULARLY?

9  1.  LESS THAN 4 WEEKS
106 2.  AT LEAST 4 WEEKS (CODE 9 IN Q30B) [ASK Q32 - Q35, Q38 - Q40: Q36 - Q37B = INAP.]

2028 9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q30B IF LESS THAN FOUR WEEKS IN Q30A (CODED 1): HOW LONG DO YOU THINK YOU'LL STILL HAVE TO STAY IN THE HOUSE?

3  1.  LESS THAN TWO MORE WEEKS (CODE 9 IN Q30C - Q31C) [ASK Q32 - Q35: Q36 - Q40C = INAP.]
6  2.  AT LEAST TWO MORE WEEKS (CODE 9 IN Q31A - Q31C) [ASK Q32 - Q35, Q38 - Q40C: Q36 - Q37 = INAP.]

2134 9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q30A IS CODED 2
0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q30C IF HOUSEBOUND FOR 4 WEEKS OR IF EXPECTS TO BE HOUSEBOUND FOR AT LEAST TWO MORE WEEKS: WHAT KEEPS (WILL KEEP) YOU FROM GETTING OUT?
(CONTINUED)

SUMMARY CODED

001. STROKE, ALL PARALYSES
002. HEART, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE (INCLUDES HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE)
004. CHEST DISEASES, OTHER PULMONARY
010. ARTHRITIS, RHEUMATISM
020. EYESIGHT
040. BECAUSE OF AN ACCIDENT (BROKEN HIP, ETC.)
100. OLD AGE AND DEBILITY (INCLUDES NEEDS HELP TO LEAVE HOUSE BECAUSE OF OLD AGE AND DEBILITY)
200. COLD WEATHER (NO MENTION OF SPECIFIC ILLNESS)
400. OTHER SPECIFIC ILLNESS

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q30B IS CODED 1
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '08'            DK   8 COL   1- 2

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE
ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
-------------------------------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.
PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q31A HOW LONG IS IT SINCE YOU'VE BEEN ABLE TO GET UP?
-------------------------------------------
2  1. LESS THAN FOUR WEEKS
39 2. AT LEAST FOUR WEEKS (CODE 9 IN Q31B - Q31C)
2102 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q31B IF LESS THAN FOUR WEEKS SINCE ABLE TO GET UP: HOW LONG DO YOU THINK YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE TO STAY IN BED OR IN A WHEELCHAIR?

2 1. AT LEAST TWO MORE WEEKS (CODE 9 IN Q31C) [ASK Q36 - Q40: Q32 - Q35 = INAP.
2. LESS THAN TWO WEEKS

2141 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q31A IS CODED 2
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q31C IF LESS THAN TWO MORE WEEKS (IN Q31B): WILL YOU BE ABLE TO GET OUT OF THE HOUSE THEN?

1. YES [ASK Q32 - Q35: Q36 - Q40 = INAP.]
2. NO [ASK Q32 - Q35, Q38 - Q40: Q36 - Q37 = INAP.]

2143 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q31B IS CODED 2 OR Q31A IS CODED 2
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q32-Q34 THESE QUESTIONS FOR BOTH HOUSEBOUND (BUT NOT BEDFAST) AND AMBULATORY PEOPLE

THIS (PART OF THE) SERIES ASKED ONLY OF THOSE WHO ARE CODED 3 IN Q29 OR CODED 2 IN Q30A OR CODED 1 OR 2 IN Q30B OR CODED 1 OR 2 IN Q31C.

Q32 NOW HERE IS A LIST OF THINGS QUITE A FEW PEOPLE 65 OR OLDER HAVE TROUBLE DOING WITHOUT HELP. AS I READ EACH ONE,
PLEASE TELL ME WHETHER THIS IS SOMETHING YOU DO WITH NO TROUBLE, SOMETHING YOU DO ALONE WITH SOME TROUBLE, SOMETHING YOU NEED HELP DOING, OR SOMETHING YOU CAN'T DO AT ALL...

Q32A HOW ABOUT (EACH ITEM)? (IS THIS SOMETHING YOU DO WITH NO TROUBLE, SOMETHING YOU DO ALONE WITH SOME TROUBLE, SOMETHING YOU NEED HELP DOING, OR SOMETHING YOU CAN'T DO AT ALL?)

Q32A(1) GOING OUT OF DOORS?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1835</td>
<td>0. DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>1. DO ALONE WITH SOME TROUBLE/DIFFICULTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>2. NEED HELP IN DOING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3. CAN'T DO AT ALL, EVEN WITH HELP/UNABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q32B FOR EACH ITEM R NEEDS HELP DOING OR CAN'T DO AT ALL (CODED 2 OR 3 IN Q32A): DO YOU HAVE ANYONE TO HELP YOU WITH ACTIVITY?

Q32B(1) GOING OUT OF DOORS?

SUMMARY CODED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>NO, NO ONE TO HELP [EXCLUSIVE CODE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>HUSBAND OR WIFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>020</td>
<td>OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>040</td>
<td>PODIATRIST OR CHIROPODIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>VISITING NURSE OR HOME HEALTH SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN &quot;OTHER&quot; SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999</td>
<td>INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE, OR CORRESPONDING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PART OF Q32A IS CODED 0 OR 1
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0083        V66: Q32A; WALKING UP-DOWN     MD=8 OR GE 9
REF 0083        LOC 411 WIDTH 5               DK 8 COL 48-52

Q32A(2)  <TROUBLE> WALKING UP AND DOWN STAIRS?

<SEE Q32A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1540  0. DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE
389  1. DO ALONE WITH SOME TROUBLE/DIFFICULTY
106  2. NEED HELP IN DOING
64   3. CAN'T DO AT ALL, EVEN WITH HELP/UNABLE

2   8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
42   9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE

VAR 0084        V67: Q32B; WHO HELPS WITH     MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0084        LOC 416 WIDTH 5               DK 8 COL 53-57

A32B(2)  <ANYONE TO HELP> WALKING UP AND DOWN STAIRS?

<SEE Q32B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP [EXCLUSIVE CODE]
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD
040. PODIATRIST OR CHIROPODIST
100. VISITING NURSE OR HOME HEALTH SERVICE
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE, OR CORRESPONDING PART OF Q32A IS CODED 0 OR 1
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0085  V68: Q32A; GETTING ABOUT  MD=8 OR GE 9
REF 0085  LOC 421 WIDTH 5  DK 8 COL 58-62

Q32A(3)  <TROUBLE> GETTING ABOUT THE HOUSE?

<SEE Q32A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
-----------------------------------------------

0  0. DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE
1  1. DO ALONE WITH SOME TROUBLE/DIFFICULTY
2  2. NEED HELP IN DOING
3  3. CAN'T DO AT ALL, EVEN WITH HELP/UNABLE

1  8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
41  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE

VAR 0086  V69: Q32B; WHO HELPS GET  MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0086  LOC 426 WIDTH 5  DK 8 COL 63-67

A32B(3)  <ANYONE TO HELP> GETTING ABOUT THE HOUSE?

<SEE Q32B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
-----------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP [EXCLUSIVE CODE]
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD
040. PODIATRIST OR CHIROPODIST
100. VISITING NURSE OR HOME HEALTH SERVICE
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
(CONTINUED)

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE, OR CORRESPONDING
   PART OF Q32A IS CODED 0 OR 1
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0087  V70: Q32A; WASHING AND BA  MD=8 OR GE 9
REF 0087  LOC 431 WIDTH 5  DK 8 COL 68-72

Q32A(4)  <TROUBLE> WASHING AND BATHING?

<SEE Q32A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1917 0. DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE
122 1. DO ALONE WITH SOME TROUBLE/DIFFICULTY
  58 2. NEED HELP IN DOING
     2 3. CAN'T DO AT ALL, EVEN WITH HELP/UNABLE
  3 8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
  41 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE

VAR 0088  V71: Q32B; WHO HELPS WAS  MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0088  LOC 436 WIDTH 5  DK 8 COL 73-77

A32B(4)  <ANYONE TO HELP> WASHING AND BATHING?

<SEE Q32B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SUMMARY CODED

  001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP [EXCLUSIVE CODE]
  002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
  004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
  010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
  020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD
  040. PODIATRIST OR CHIROPODIST
  100. VISITING NURSE OR HOME HEALTH SERVICE
  200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A
       RELATIVE
  400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A
       NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED
WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE, OR CORRESPONDING
    PART OF Q32A IS CODED 0 OR 1

000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '09'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA
    COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA
    COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER INDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES
EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q32A(5) <TROUBLE> DRESSING AND PUTTING ON SHOES?

<SEE Q32A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1922 0. DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE
144 1. DO ALONE WITH SOME TROUBLE/DIFFICULTY
  33 2. NEED HELP IN DOING
  2  3. CAN'T DO AT ALL, EVEN WITH HELP/UNABLE
  1  8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
  41 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE

A32B(5) <ANYONE TO HELP> DRESSING AND PUTTING ON SHOES?

<SEE Q32B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP [EXCLUSIVE CODE]
(CONTINUED)

002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD
040. PODIATRIST OR CHIROPODIST
100. VISITING NURSE OR HOME HEALTH SERVICE
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE, OR CORRESPONDING PART OF Q32A IS CODED 0 OR 1
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------
VAR 0091   V74: Q32A; CUTTING TOENAILS
REF 0091   LOC 451 WIDTH 5   DK 9 COL 33-37

Q32A(6)  <TROUBLE> CUTTING YOUR TOENAILS?

<SEE Q32A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------

1621  0. DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE
204  1. DO ALONE WITH SOME TROUBLE/DIFFICULTY
180  2. NEED HELP IN DOING
96  3. CAN'T DO AT ALL, EVEN WITH HELP/UNABLE
1  8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
41  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------
VAR 0092   V75: Q32B; WHO HELPS CUT
REF 0092   LOC 456 WIDTH 5   DK 9 COL 38-42

A32B(6)  <ANYONE TO HELP> CUTTING YOUR TOENAILS?

<SEE Q32B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED
(CONTINUED)

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP [EXCLUSIVE CODE]
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD
040. PODIATRIST OR CHIROPODIST
100. VISITING NURSE OR HOME HEALTH SERVICE
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE, OR CORRESPONDING PART OF Q32A IS CODED 0 OR 1
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0093 V76: Q33A;EVER FEEL LIKE MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0093 LOC 461 WIDTH 5 DK 9 COL 43-47

Q33A  DO YOU EVER FEEL AS THOUGH YOU WERE GOING TO FALL?

--------------------------------------------------------
753  1.  YES
1343  2.  NO (CODE 9 IN Q33B)
41  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
6  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

--------------------------------------------------------
VAR 0094 V77: Q33B;FELT LIKE FALL MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0094 LOC 466 WIDTH 5 DK 9 COL 48-52

Q33B IF YES TO Q33A: HAVE YOU FELT THAT WAY WITHIN THE LAST WEEK?

--------------------------------------------------------
333  1.  YES
420  2.  NO (CODE 9 IN Q33C)
1384  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 2 IN Q33A
6  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q33C  IF YES, FELT THAT WAY WITHIN LAST WEEK:  DID YOU FALL?  
------------------------------------------------------------
31  1.  YES
301  2.  NO

1804  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 2 IN Q33A OR
       CODED 2 IN Q33B
       7  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
       ...............................................................

Q34  NOW HERE ARE SOME USUAL HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITIES.  YOU MAY
     OR MAY NOT DO THEM YOURSELF, BUT WE'D LIKE TO KNOW IF YOU
     COULD DO THEM IF YOU HAD TO....

Q34A  HOW ABOUT (EACH ITEM)?  IS THAT SOMETHING YOU CAN DO
     FOR YOURSELF WITH NO TROUBLE, YOU CAN DO ALONE WITH SOME
     TROUBLE, OR IS IT SOMETHING YOU NEED HELP IN DOING?

Q34A(1)  DOING LIGHT HOUSEHOLD TASKS LIKE WASHING DISHES OR
         STRAIGHTENING UP?
-----------------------------------------------------------
1895  0.  DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE (ASK Q34B(1))
116  1.  DO ALONE WITH TROUBLE (ASK Q34B(1))
91   2.  NEED HELP IN DOING/UNABLE (ASK Q34C(1))

41  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
       8.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q34B  IF CAN DO (WITH OR WITHOUT DIFFICULTY):  [CODED 0 OR 1
      IN CORRESPONDING PART OF Q34A]
Q34B(1) DO YOU HAVE ANYONE TO HELP YOU WITH THIS <LIGHT HOUSEHOLD TASKS> NOWADAYS? (WHO?) CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP (EXCLUSIVE CODE)  
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE  
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD  
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD  
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER  
040. PAID HELPER  
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)  
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE  
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT  
999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q34A(1) IS CODED 2 (CANNOT DO ALONE)  
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q34C IF NEEDS HELP DOING: [CODED 2 IN CORRESPONDING PART OF Q34A]

Q34C(1) WHO DOES THIS <LIGHT HOUSEHOLD TASKS> FOR YOU NOW? CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP (EXCLUSIVE CODE)  
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE  
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD  
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD  
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER  
040. PAID HELPER  
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)  
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE  
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED
WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q34A(1) IS CODED 0 OR 1 (CAN DO WITHOUT HELP)
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------------

Q34A(2) <TROUBLE> DOING HEAVY HOUSEHOLD TASKS LIKE WASHING FLOORS OR CLEANING WINDOWS?

<SEE Q34A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------------------

1288 0. DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE (ASK Q34B(2))
179 1. DO ALONE WITH TROUBLE (ASK Q34B(2))
634 2. NEED HELP IN DOING/UNABLE (ASK Q34C(2))
41 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
  8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '10'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
--------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q34B(2) ANYONE TO HELP YOU WITH THIS <HEAVY HOUSEHOLD TASKS> NOWADAYS?

<SEE Q34B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP (EXCLUSIVE CODE)
(CONTINUED)

002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q34A(2) IS CODED 2 (CANNOT DO ALONE)
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP (EXCLUSIVE CODE)
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q34A(2) IS CODED 0 OR 1 (CAN DO WITHOUT HELP)
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q34A(3)  <TROUBLE> MAKING A CUP OF COFFEE OR TEA?

<SEE Q34A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

2019  0.  DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE (ASK Q34B(3))
43  1.  DO ALONE WITH TROUBLE (ASK Q34B(3))
39  2.  NEED HELP IN DOING/UNABLE (ASK Q34C(3))

41  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
1  8.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q34B(3)  ANYONE TO HELP YOU WITH THIS <MAKING A CUP OF COFFEE> NOWADAYS?

<SEE Q34B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SUMMARY CODED

001.  NO, NO ONE TO HELP (EXCLUSIVE CODE)
002.  HUSBAND OR WIFE
004.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020.  OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040.  PAID HELPER
100.  SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q34A(3) IS CODED 2 (CANNOT DO ALONE)
000.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q34C(3)  WHO DOES THIS <MAKING A CUP OF COFFEE> FOR YOU NOW?

<SEE Q34C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

------------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001.  NO, NO ONE TO HELP (EXCLUSIVE CODE)
002.  HUSBAND OR WIFE
004.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020.  OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040.  PAID HELPER
100.  SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
999.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q34A(3) IS CODED 0 OR 1 (CAN DO WITHOUT HELP)
000.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------------------

Q34A(4)  <TROUBLE> PREPARING A WARM MEAL?

<SEE Q34A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1931  0.  DO MYSELF WITH NO TROUBLE (ASK Q34B(4))
     85  1.  DO ALONE WITH TROUBLE (ASK Q34B(4))
     86  2.  NEED HELP IN DOING/UNABLE (ASK Q34C(4))
     41  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
          8.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q34B(4)  ANYONE TO HELP YOU WITH THIS <PREPARING A WARM MEAL> NOWADAYS?

<SEE Q34B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP (EXCLUSIVE CODE)
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q34A(4) IS CODED 2 (CANNOT DO ALONE)
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-------------------------------------------------------
Q34C(4)  WHO DOES THIS <PREPARING A WARM MEAL> FOR YOU NOW?

<SEE Q34C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

---------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

001. NO, NO ONE TO HELP (EXCLUSIVE CODE)
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
(CONTINUED)

200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q34A(4) IS CODED 0 OR 1 (CAN DO WITHOUT HELP)
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

...............................................................

VAR 0108 V91: Q35A;LAST CONFINED MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0108 LOC 536 WIDTH 5 DK 10 COL 63-67

THIS QUESTION ASKED ONLY OF THOSE WHO ARE CODED 3 IN Q29 OR CODED 2 IN Q30A OR CODED 1 OR 2 IN Q30B OR CODED 1 OR 2 IN Q31C.

Q35A WHEN DID YOU LAST SPEND ANY TIME IN BED AT HOME BECAUSE OF SICKNESS?

------------------------------------------------------------------------

581  1. WITHIN THE LAST 12 MONTHS (CODE 9 IN Q35D - Q35E)
1229  2. MORE THAN 12 MONTHS AGO (CODE 9 IN Q35B - Q35C)
292  3. NEVER (CODE 9 IN Q35B - Q35C)

41  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

...............................................................

VAR 0109 V92: Q35B;WHILE SICK WHO MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0109 LOC 541 WIDTH 5 DK 10 COL 68-72

Q35B(1) IF WITHIN THE LAST 12 MONTHS (CODED 1 IN Q35A):
WHILE YOU WERE HOME SICK, WHO GOT YOUR MEALS? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY

------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO ONE OR SELF
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OR WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q35A CODED 2 OR 3
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q35B(2) IF WITHIN THE LAST 12 MONTHS (CODED 1 IN Q35A):
WHILE YOU WERE HOME SICK, WHO DID YOUR SHOPPING? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO ONE OR SELF
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OR WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q35A CODED 2 OR 3
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '11'
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
----------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(CONTINUED)

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0111 V94: Q35B;WHILE SICK WHO MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0111 LOC 551 WIDTH 5 DK 11 COL 23-27

Q35B(3) IF WITHIN THE LAST 12 MONTHS (CODED 1 IN Q35A):
WHILE YOU WERE HOME SICK, WHO DID MOST OF THE HOUSEWORK?
CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY
-------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO ONE OR SELF
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OR WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q35A CODED 2 OR 3
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0112 V95: Q35C;DID DOCTOR MAK MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0112 LOC 556 WIDTH 5 DK 11 COL 28-32

Q35C DID YOU HAVE A DOCTOR HERE AT HOME AT THAT TIME?
------------------------------------------------------

79 1. YES
497 2. NO

1563 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 2 OR 3 IN Q35A
0 4. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
IF MORE THAN 12 MONTHS SINCE SICK IN BED AT HOME (OR IF NEVER):

Q35D  IF RIGHT NOW, YOU WOULD HAVE TO SPEND TWO WEEKS IN BED AT HOME BECAUSE OF SICKNESS WHO WOULD (EACH ITEM)?

Q35D(1)  BE THE MAIN PERSON WHO WOULD HELP YOU?  CIRCLE ONLY ONE

114  1.  NO ONE OR SELF
651  2.  HUSBAND OR WIFE
  97  3.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
282  4.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
  86  5.  OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
  74  6.  PAID HELPER
   13  7.  SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
 186  8.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD (SPECIFY)

622  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 1 IN Q35A
  18  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q35D(2)  GET YOUR MEALS?  CODE ALL THAT APPLY

<SEE Q35D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SUMMARY CODED

001.  NO ONE OR SELF
002.  HUSBAND OR WIFE
004.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020.  OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040.  PAID HELPER
100.  SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A
NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 1 IN Q35A
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------

VAR 0115      V98: Q35D; IF R GOT ILL W
REF 0115         LOC  571 WIDTH  5
                  DK  11 COL 43-47

Q35D(3) DO YOUR SHOPPING? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

<SEE Q35D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

  001. NO ONE OR SELF
  002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
  004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
  010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
  020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
  040. PAID HELPER
  100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
  200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
  400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 1 IN Q35A
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------

VAR 0116      V99: Q35D; IF R GOT ILL W
REF 0116         LOC  576 WIDTH  5
                  DK  11 COL 48-52

Q35D(4) DO THE HOUSEWORK? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

<SEE Q35D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------

SUMMARY CODED
001. NO ONE OR SELF
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 1 IN Q35A
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q35E IF YOU WERE SICK NOW, DO YOU HAVE A REGULAR DOCTOR YOU COULD CALL?

1300 1. YES
194  2. NO
622  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 1 IN Q35A
    27  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q36 WHO USUALLY (EACH ITEM)? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Q36A PREPARES MOST OF YOUR MEALS
(CONTINUED)

SUMMARY CODED

001. I DO (SELF)
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------

VAR 0119  V102: Q36;BEDFAST OR WC-    MD=0 OR GE  999
REF 0119    LOC  591 WIDTH 5        DK 11 COL 63-67

Q36B <WHO USUALLY> DOES MOST OF YOUR SHOPPING?

<SEE Q36A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. I DO (SELF)
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q36C  <WHO USUALLY> DOES MOST OF YOUR HOUSEWORK?

<SEE Q36A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

001.  I DO (SELF)
002.  HUSBAND OR WIFE
004.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020.  OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040.  PAID HELPER
100.  SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
000.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------

Q37A  ARE YOU ABLE TO GO TO THE WASHROOM?

------------------------------------

28  1.  YES
10  2.  NO

2102  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE

3  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '12'
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAR</th>
<th>V105: Q37B; BEDFAST OR WC</th>
<th>MD=0 OR GE 999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>LOC 606 WIDTH 5 DK 12 COL 23-27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q37B  WHO HELPS YOU WITH THIS <GOING TO THE WASHROOM>? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUMMARY CODED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001. NO ONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002. HUSBAND OR WIFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>040. PAID HELPER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN &quot;OTHER&quot; SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAR</th>
<th>V106: Q38A; HB AND BF-NUR</th>
<th>MD=0 OR GE 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>LOC 611 WIDTH 5 DK 12 COL 28-32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THESE QUESTIONS ASKED ONLY OF HOUSEBOUND AND BEDFAST PERSONS, THOSE CODED 2 IN Q30A, THOSE CODED 2 IN Q30B, THOSE CODED 2 IN Q31A, AND THOSE CODED 1 IN Q31B, AND THOSE CODED 2 IN Q31C.

Q38A  HAS A NURSE BEEN HERE TO SEE YOU DURING THE LAST MONTH OR SO?

| 20  | 1. YES |
| 119 | 2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q38B) |
(CONTINUED)

1990  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
14  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------

VAR 0124      V107: Q38B;HB AND BF-HOW            MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0124         LOC  616 WIDTH  5             DK  12 COL 33-37

Q38B  IF YES TO Q38A:  HOW OFTEN DOES THE NURSE CALL?

14  1.  ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
2  2.  AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH, BUT LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK
3  3.  LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH

2109  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 2 IN Q38A
15  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------

VAR 0125      V108: Q39A;HB AND BF-DR             MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0125         LOC  621 WIDTH  5             DK  12 COL 38-42

Q39A  DOES THE DOCTOR VISIT YOU REGULARLY AT HOME OR ONLY
WHEN HE'S SENT FOR?  (IN THE LAST MONTH OR SO?)

4  1.  CALLS REGULARLY
3  2.  CALLS ONCE IN A WHILE
29  3.  ONLY WHEN SENT FOR
103  4.  NEVER (CODE 9 IN Q39B)

1990  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
14  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------

VAR 0126      V109: Q39B;HB AND BF-HOW            MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0126         LOC  626 WIDTH  5             DK  12 COL 43-47

Q39B  IF EVER VISITED BY DOCTOR IN Q39A:  HOW OFTEN DOES HE
VISIT YOU?

-----------------------------------------------------
VAR 0127  V110: Q40A;HB AND BF-TAK  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0127 LOC 631 WIDTH 5 DK 12 COL 48-52

Q40A ARE YOU TAKEN TO SEE THE DOCTOR REGULARLY AT HIS OFFICE OR CLINIC?

75 1. YES, REGULARLY
41 2. OCCASIONALLY
23 3. NO, NOT AT ALL (CODE 9 IN Q40B, Q40C(1), Q40C(2))

1990 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
14 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0128  V111: Q40B;HB AND BF-HOW  MD=8 OR GE 9
REF 0128 LOC 636 WIDTH 5 DK 12 COL 53-57

IF GOES TO DOCTOR'S OFFICE IN Q40A:

Q40B HOW OFTEN DO YOU SEE HIM (AT HIS OFFICE OR AT THE CLINIC)?

USE FIRST APPLICABLE CODE

4 0. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
6 1. ONCE A WEEK
57 2. AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
29 3. ONCE EVERY 3 MONTHS
13 4. ONCE A YEAR
3 5. LESS THAN ONCE A YEAR

2013 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 3 IN Q40A
18 8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
VAR 0129  V112: Q40C;HB AND BF-TRA  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0129  LOC 641 WIDTH 5  DK 12 COL 58-62

IF GOES TO DOCTOR'S OFFICE IN Q40A:

Q40C  HOW DO YOU GET THERE?

Q40C(1) <METHOD OF GETTING THERE>
-----------------------------------
92 1. BY CAR
  2. BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
  7 3. BY TAXI
  4. BY AMBULANCE
  2 5. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2013 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 3 IN Q40A
  29 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

...............................................................

VAR 0130  V126: Q40C;HB & BF-WHO G  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0130  LOC 646 WIDTH 5  DK 12 COL 63-67

Q40C(2) <WITH WHOM GOES TO DOCTOR>

<SEE Q40C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
-------------------------------------
3 1. ALONE, WITH NO ONE
  44 2. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW
  24 3. HUSBAND OR WIFE
  12 4. OTHER RELATIVE
   7 5. NEIGHBOR
   4 6. FRIEND
  15 7. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2013 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CODED 3 IN Q40A
  21 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q41 DO YOU HAVE ANY TROUBLE SEEING EVEN WITH GLASSES?

607  1.  YES
1533  2.  NO
3  0.  NA

Q42A HAVE YOU BEEN IN THE HOSPITAL OVERNIGHT IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS FOR ANY CONDITION?

404  1.  YES
1738  2.  NO (CODE 999 IN Q42B)
1  0.  NA (CODE 000 IN Q42B)

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '13'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q42B IF YES TO Q42A: HOW MANY NIGHTS ALTOGETHER DID YOU SPEND IN THE HOSPITAL IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS? ___ NIGHTS
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 001 TO 330

999. INAP., NOT IN HOSPITAL IN LAST 12 MONTHS (CODED 2 IN Q42A)
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR NO ANSWER TO Q42A

VAR 0134 V116: Q43A; HAVE MEDICARE MD=0
REF 0134 LOC 666 WIDTH 5 DK 13 COL 28-32

Q43 NOW I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTION ABOUT HEALTH INSURANCE.

Q43A DO YOU HAVE MEDICARE?

2032 1. YES
105 2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q43B)
6 0. NA (CODE 9 IN Q43B)

VAR 0135 V117: Q43B; MEDICARE-PAY MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0135 LOC 671 WIDTH 5 DK 13 COL 33-37

Q43B IF YES TO Q43A: DOES IT PAY ONLY TOWARD HOSPITAL BILLS, DOES IT PAY ONLY TOWARD DOCTOR BILLS, OR DOES IT PAY TOWARD BOTH HOSPITAL AND DOCTOR BILLS?

118 1. HOSPITAL ONLY
15 2. DOCTOR ONLY
1718 3. BOTH HOSPITAL AND DOCTOR
177 4. DON'T KNOW COVERAGE
105 9. INAP., DOESN'T HAVE MEDICARE (CODED 2 IN Q43A)
10 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR CODED 0 IN Q43A
VAR 0136 V118: Q44; MEDICAID OR OT MD=0
REF 0136 LOC 676 WIDTH 5 DK 13 COL 38-42

Q44  DO YOU BELONG TO ANY OTHER PLAN LIKE MEDICAID, IN WHICH THE COUNTY OR THE WELFARE DEPARTMENT WILL PAY FOR SOME OF YOUR DOCTOR OR OTHER MEDICAL BILLS?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

294  1. YES  
1799  2. NO  
35  3. DON'T KNOW  
15  0. NA

VAR 0137 V119: Q45; HAVE OTHER PVT MD=0
REF 0137 LOC 681 WIDTH 5 DK 13 COL 43-47

Q45A  DO YOU NOW HAVE ANY OTHER HEALTH INSURANCE THAT YOU (OR YOUR FAMILY/WIFE/HUSBAND) PAY FOR?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1288  1. YES  
846  2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q45C - Q45E)  
9  0. NA (CODE 0 IN Q45C - Q45E)

VAR 0138 V120: Q45C; PVT INS-PAY P MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0138 LOC 686 WIDTH 5 DK 13 COL 48-52

IF YES TO Q45A:

Q45C  DOES THIS INSURANCE PAY ANY PART OF HOSPITAL BILLS?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTE: THIS QUESTION WILL BE CODED FOR ANY OF RESPONDENT'S INSURANCE POLICIES. WE ARE CODING COVERAGE RATHER THAN INDIVIDUAL POLICIES. IN OTHER WORDS, A YES FOR ANY POLICY WILL BE CODED YES FOR COVERAGE EVEN IF RESPONDENT HAS POLICIES WHICH DO NOT INCLUDE THAT PARTICULAR COVERAGE.

1236  1. YES, RESPONDENT HAS 1 OR MORE POLICIES WHICH COVER
SOME PART OF HOSPITAL BILLS

27  2. NO, RESPONDENT HAS NO POLICIES WHICH COVER SOME PART
    OF HOSPITAL BILLS

17  3. RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW COVERAGE

846  9. INAP., RESPONDENT HAS NO OTHER HEALTH INSURANCE
    (CODED 2 IN Q45A)

17  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0139   V121: Q45D;PVT INS-PAY D    MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0139   LOC 691 WIDTH 5            DK 13 COL 53-57

IF YES TO Q45A:

Q45D  DOES IT PAY ANY PART OF DOCTOR BILLS FOR CARE IN A
    HOSPITAL?

------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTE: THIS QUESTION WILL BE CODED FOR ANY OF RESPONDENT'S
INSURANCE POLICIES. WE ARE CODING COVERAGE RATHER THAN
INDIVIDUAL POLICIES. IN OTHER WORDS A YES FOR ANY POLICY
WILL BE CODED YES FOR COVERAGE EVEN IF RESPONDENT HAS
POLICIES WHICH DO NOT INCLUDE THAT PARTICULAR COVERAGE.

1062  1. YES, RESPONDENT HAS 1 OR MORE POLICIES WHICH COVER
    SOME PART OF DOCTOR BILLS FOR CARE IN A HOSPITAL

174  2. NO, RESPONDENT HAS NO POLICIES WHICH COVER SOME PART
    OF DOCTOR BILLS FOR CARE IN A HOSPITAL

25  3. RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW COVERAGE

846  9. INAP., RESPONDENT HAS NO OTHER HEALTH INSURANCE
    (CODED 2 IN Q45A)

36  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0140   V122: Q45E;PVT INS-PAY O    MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0140   LOC 696 WIDTH 5            DK 13 COL 58-62

IF YES TO Q45A:

Q45E  HOW ABOUT OTHER DOCTOR BILLS FOR HOME OR OFFICE
    VISITS?

------------------------------------------------------------------------
(CONTINUED)

NOTE: THIS QUESTION WILL BE CODED FOR ANY OF RESPONDENT'S INSURANCE POLICIES. WE ARE CODING COVERAGE RATHER THAN INDIVIDUAL POLICIES. IN OTHER WORDS A YES FOR ANY POLICY WILL BE CODED YES FOR COVERAGE EVEN IF RESPONDENT HAS POLICIES WHICH DO NOT INCLUDE THAT PARTICULAR COVERAGE.

485 1. YES, RESPONDENT HAS 1 OR MORE POLICIES WHICH COVER DOCTOR BILLS
686 2. NO, RESPONDENT HAS NO POLICIES WHICH COVER DOCTOR BILLS
79 3. RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW COVERAGE

846 9. INAP., RESPONDENT HAS NO OTHER HEALTH INSURANCE (CODED 2 IN Q45A)
47 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q46 SOMETIMES PEOPLE PUT OFF GOING TO SEE A DOCTOR OR DENTIST OR GETTING SOME KIND OF CARE OR TREATMENT, EVEN THOUGH THEY FEEL THEY SHOULD DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT.

Q46A IS THERE SOME KIND OF DOCTOR CARE OR TREATMENT THAT YOU HAVE PUT OFF THAT YOU STILL NEED?

305 1. YES
1831 2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q46C - Q46D)
7 0. NA

Q46B HOW ABOUT DENTISTS? IS THERE SOME KIND OF DENTAL CARE OR TREATMENT THAT YOU HAVE PUT OFF, THAT YOU STILL NEED?

<SEE Q46 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
369  1. YES
1767  2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q46C, Q46D)

7  0. NA

------------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 0143      V123: Q46C; TYPE MED RX N          MD=0 OR GE  99
REF 0143         LOC  711 WIDTH  5             DK  13 COL 73-77

Q46C(1)  IF YES TO Q46A: WHAT IS THE CARE OR TREATMENT
(TO NEED FROM THE DOCTOR)?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

  01. CHECKUP OR PHYSICAL EXAM
  02. SURGERY
  04. EYEGLASSES, OR EYES CHECKED
  10. HEARING
  20. TREATMENT FOR A SPECIFIC AILMENT
  40. UNSPECIFIED COMPLAINTS, DIAGNOSES OR TREATMENTS

  99. INAP., ANSWERED NO TO Q46A (CODED 2)
  00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '14'       DK  14 COL 1- 2
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 0541      ICPSR STUDY NUMBER          NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541         LOC 2699 WIDTH  5             DK  14 COL  3- 7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
------------------------------------------------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA
COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q46D(1) IF YES TO Q46A: WHY AREN'T YOU TAKING CARE OF IT? <TREATMENT OR CARE THAT YOU NEED FROM THE DOCTOR> (ANY OTHER REASONS?)
SUMMARY CODED

0001. DON'T HAVE A DOCTOR
0002. MONEY
0004. FEAR (GENERALIZED -- OF DOCTOR, TREATMENT, BEING ILL, ETC.)
0010. GENERAL PROCRASTINATION
0020. DIFFICULTY, DELAYS IN GETTING CARE/TREATMENT
0040. NO ONE TO TAKE RESPONDENT TO DOCTOR
0100. DON'T LIKE OR TRUST DOCTOR(S) [NOT FEAR]
0200. TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS OR DISTANCE TO DOCTORS
0400. DOCTOR CAN'T HELP ME
1000. ILLNESS, SYMPTOMS NOT SEVERE ENOUGH
4000. OTHER (SPECIFY)

9999. INAP., ANSWERED NO TO Q46A (CODED 2)
0000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q46C(2) IF YES TO Q46B: WHAT IS THE CARE OR TREATMENT (THAT YOU NEED FROM THE DENTIST)?

SUMMARY CODED

01. FALSE TEETH, DENTURES, PLATES
02. EXTRACTIONS
04. CHECK-UPS, CLEANING, OR OTHER PREVENTATIVE CARE
10. GUM DISEASES
20. TOOTHACHE OR ROTTEN TEETH
40. OTHER (SPECIFY)

99. INAP., ANSWERED NO TO Q46B (CODED 2)
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q46D(2) IF YES TO Q46B: WHY AREN'T YOU TAKING CARE OF IT?
<TREATMENT OR CARE THAT YOU NEED FROM THE DENTIST>  (ANY OTHER REASONS?)

SUMMARY CODED

0001. DON'T HAVE A DENTIST
0002. MONEY
0004. FEAR (GENERALIZED -- OF DENTIST, TREATMENT, BEING ILL, ETC.)
0010. GENERAL PROCRASTINATION
0020. DIFFICULTY, DELAYS IN GETTING CARE/TREATMENT
0040. NO ONE TO TAKE RESPONDENT TO DENTIST
0100. DON'T LIKE OR TRUST DENTIST(S) [NOT FEAR]
0200. TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS OR DISTANCE TO DENTIST
0400. DENTIST CAN'T HELP ME
1000. PROBLEM NOT SEvere ENOUGH
2000. DON'T WANT TO LOSE TEETH (UNSPECIFIED)
4000. OTHER (SPECIFY)

9999. INAP., ANSWERED NO TO Q46B (CODED 2)
0000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0147  V130: Q47; TIME SINCE LAST MD=0
           REF 0147   LOC  731 WIDTH  5  DK  14 COL 38-42

Q47 HOW LONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE YOU LAST SAW A MEDICAL DOCTOR (PHYSICIAN) ABOUT YOUR HEALTH?

739  1. WITHIN THE LAST MONTH (30 DAYS)
730  2. WITHIN THE LAST SIX MONTHS
264  3. WITHIN THE LAST YEAR
270  4. DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS
124  5. MORE THAN FIVE YEARS AGO
10  6. NEVER

   6   0. NA
Q48: HOW WOULD YOU SAY YOUR HEALTH TODAY COMPARES WITH YOUR HEALTH LAST YEAR AT ABOUT THIS TIME? (IS IT BETTER, WORSE, OR THE SAME?)

328 1. BETTER NOW
387 2. WORSE NOW
1414 3. SAME
8 4. DON'T KNOW, HAVE NO IDEA
6 0. NA

Q49A: ARE YOU NOW MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED, OR NEVER MARRIED?

1082 1. MARRIED
131 2. SEPARATED
823 3. WIDOWED
107 4. NEVER MARRIED (CODE 9 IN Q49B - Q50G)
0. NA, ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED (CODE 0 IN Q49B - Q50G)

Q49B: IF EVER MARRIED: NOW I'D LIKE TO ASK SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR FAMILY. DO YOU HAVE ANY LIVING CHILDREN (INCLUDING STEP-CHILDREN, ADOPTED CHILDREN, AND FOSTER CHILDREN)?

1680 1. YES, LIVING CHILDREN
356 2. NO, NONE (CODE 9 IN Q49C - Q50G)
(CONTINUED)

107 9. INAP. (CODE 0 IN Q49C - Q50G)
    0. NA, ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED

-------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0151      V134: Q49C;NUMBER LIVING             MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0151         LOC  751 WIDTH  5             DK  14 COL 58-62

Q49C  IF ANY LIVING CHILDREN:  HOW MANY OF THESE ARE SONS
     AND HOW MANY ARE DAUGHTERS?

Q49C(1) ____ SONS
-------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 6

7. 7 OR MORE
8. NONE

9. INAP., NEVER MARRIED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN
0. NA

-------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0152      V135: Q49C;NUMBER LIVING             MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0152         LOC  756 WIDTH  5             DK  14 COL 63-67

Q49C(2) ____ DAUGHTERS

<SEE Q49C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
-------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 6

7. 7 OR MORE
8. NONE

9. INAP., NEVER MARRIED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN
0. NA
THIS SECTION ONLY FOR THOSE WITH LIVING CHILDREN

TELL ME ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN....

CODING FOR FIRST CHILD

Q50A(1) IS THE (OLDEST)(NEXT)(OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER?  
<FIRST MENTIONED CHILD>

-------------------------------------------------------
860  1.  SON
820  2.  DAUGHTER
463  9.  INAP., NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0154  V137: Q50B;1ST CHILD-MAR  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0154  LOC 766 WIDTH 5  DK 14 COL 73-77

Q50B(1) IS (HE)(SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED
OR NEVER MARRIED?  <FIRST MENTIONED CHILD>

-------------------------------------------------------
1367  1.  MARRIED
124  2.  SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
76  3.  WIDOWED
104  4.  NEVER MARRIED
463  9.  INAP., NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  9  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '15'  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0541  ICPSR STUDY NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541  LOC 2699 WIDTH 5  DK 15 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7945. The ICPSR has attached this number as a data collection identification number.

VAR 0542  EDITION NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542  LOC 2704 WIDTH 5  DK 15 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

The number identifying the release edition of the data collection.

1. Winter, 1982 release

VAR 0543  PART NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543  LOC 2709 WIDTH 5  DK 15 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
----------------------

The number identifying this part of a 3-part study.

PART 1:  GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2:  PROXY SURVEY
PART 3:  NONCONTACT SURVEY

VAR 0544  SEQUENTIAL CASE ID  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0544  LOC 2714 WIDTH 5  DK 15 COL 18-22

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
----------------------------------------------

The ICPSR has attached a sequential case identification number to every record. This number uniquely identifies each record in the data collection.
Q50C(1) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB?  
<FIRST MENTIONED CHILD>

307 1. YES
322 2. NO

1503 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50D(1) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?  <FIRST MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(A) IF YES, LIVE TOGETHER: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?  <FIRST MENTIONED CHILD>

1547 2. NO
57 3. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
9 4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
19 5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
11 6. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
31 7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE
5 8. YES, DON'T KNOW HOW LONG
464 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA

Q50E2(A) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED
LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME?  <FIRST MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

---

16  01.  DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
21  02.  DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
  7  03.  POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON
  5  04.  POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
  1  05.  OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
       06.  CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
       07.  CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
  4  08.  CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
       09.  OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
  10.  TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
  6  11.  WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
  3  12.  BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
  4  13.  OTHER (SPECIFY)
  1  14.  SPOUSE ILLNESS

2067 99.  INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD
         NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  8  00.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---

VAR 0158  V141: Q50F;1ST CHILD-HOW  MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0158  LOC  786 WIDTH  5  DK  15 COL 38-42

Q50F(1)  IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD:  HOW LONG
         WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE
         (HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)?  <FIRST MENTIONED CHILD>

---

345  1.  10 MINUTES OR LESS
340  2.  11-30 MINUTES
206  3.  31-60 MINUTES
454  4.  MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
183  5.  ONE DAY OR LONGER
  11  6.  DON'T KNOW

596 9.  INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
       THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
       MARRIED
  8  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q50G(1) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM)(HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME)

<FIRST MENTIONED CHILD>

---

325 1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
390 2. 2 - 7 DAYS
296 3. 8 - 30 DAYS
381 4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
150 5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

596 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED

5 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---

VAR 0160 V143: Q50A;2ND CHILD-SEX MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0160 LOC 796 WIDTH 5 DK 15 COL 48-52

CODING FOR SECOND CHILD

Q50A(2) IS THE (OLDEST)(NEXT)(OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER?

<SECOND MENTIONED CHILD>

---

608 1. SON
640 2. DAUGHTER

895 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED

0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---

VAR 0161 V144: Q50B;2ND CHILD-MAR MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0161 LOC 801 WIDTH 5 DK 15 COL 53-57

Q50B(2) IS (HE)(SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <SECOND MENTIONED CHILD>

---
1. MARRIED
2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED
4. NEVER MARRIED

9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50C(2) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB?  
<SECOND MENTIONED CHILD>

2. NO

1. YES

16. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50D(2) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (SECOND CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?  
<SECOND MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(B) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?  
<SECOND MENTIONED CHILD>

2. NO

1. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
10. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE
2. YES, DON'T KNOW HOW LONG
(CONTINUED)

895  9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN
     OR NEVER MARRIED
  2  0.  NA

.................................................................

VAR 0164  V147: Q50E2;2ND CHILD-WH  MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0164  LOC 816 WIDTH 5  DK 15 COL 68-72

Q50E2(B)  IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED
LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME?  <SECOND MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------------------

3  01.  DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
6  02.  DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
3  03.  POOR HEALTH OR OLDER PERSON
2  04.  POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
1  05.  OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
     06.  CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
1  07.  CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
1  08.  CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
     09.  OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
1  10.  TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
6  11.  WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
3  12.  BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
1  13.  OTHER (SPECIFY)

2104  99.  INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD
     NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
11  00.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

.................................................................

VAR 0165  V148: Q50F;2ND CHILD-HOW  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0165  LOC 821 WIDTH 5  DK 15 COL 73-77

Q50F(2)  IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW LONG
WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE
(HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)?  <SECOND MENTIONED
CHILD>

-----------------------------------------------------------

257  1.  10 MINUTES OR LESS
(CONTINUED)

254  2.  11-30 MINUTES
147  3.  31-60 MINUTES
349  4.  MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
147  5.  ONE DAY OR LONGER
  4  6.  DON'T KNOW

980  9.  INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
       THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
       MARRIED
  5   0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '16'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA
       COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA
       COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q50G(2) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM)(HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME) <SECOND MENTIONED CHILD>

247 1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
290 2. 2 - 7 DAYS
243 3. 8 - 30 DAYS
268 4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
112 5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

980 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

CODING FOR THIRD CHILD
Q50A(3) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <THIRD MENTIONED CHILD>

408  1.  SON
413  2.  DAUGHTER

1322  9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
    0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50B(3) IS (HE) (SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <THIRD MENTIONED CHILD>

665  1.  MARRIED
50   2.  SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
27   3.  WIDOWED
75   4.  NEVER MARRIED

1322  9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
    4   0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50C(3) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB? <THIRD MENTIONED CHILD>

145  1.  YES
163  2.  NO

1826  9.  INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
    9   0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q50D(3)  ASK ALL:  DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?  <THIRD MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(C)  IF YES:  HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?  <THIRD MENTIONED CHILD>

770  2.  NO
30  3.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
2  4.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
6  5.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
5  6.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
4  7.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE
4  8.  YES, DON'T KNOW HOW LONG
1322  9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0.  NA

Q50E2(C)  IF LIVE TOGETHER:  ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME?  <THIRD MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1  01.  DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
5  02.  DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
1  03.  POOR HEALTH OR OLDER PERSON
04.  POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
1  05.  OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
06.  CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
1  07.  CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
08.  CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
09.  OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
10.  TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
2  11.  WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
1  12.  BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
1  13.  OTHER (SPECIFY)
2122 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
8 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>2. 11-30 MINUTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>3. 31-60 MINUTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>5. ONE DAY OR LONGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6. DON'T KNOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>2. 2 - 7 DAYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>3. 8 - 30 DAYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1374</td>
<td>9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODING FOR FOURTH CHILD

Q50A(4) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <FOURTH MENTIONED CHILD>

-----------------------------------------------

272  1. SON
272  2. DAUGHTER

1599  9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------

Q50B(4) IS (HE) (SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <FOURTH MENTIONED CHILD>

-----------------------------------------------

434  1. MARRIED
37  2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
14  3. WIDOWED
56  4. NEVER MARRIED

1599  9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
3  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------

Q50C(4) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB? <FOURTH MENTIONED CHILD>

-----------------------------------------------

112  1. YES
105  2. NO
1918 9. INAP. THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
8 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '17'  DK 17 COL 1-2
----------------------------------

VAR 0541 ICPSR STUDY NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541 LOC 2699 WIDTH 5  DK 17 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

----------------------------------

VAR 0542 EDITION NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542 LOC 2704 WIDTH 5  DK 17 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

----------------------------------

VAR 0543 PART NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543 LOC 2709 WIDTH 5  DK 17 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
----------------------

THE NUMBER INDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
(CONTINUED)

PART 2: PROXY SURVEY

PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

-------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

-------------------------------------------

Q50D(4) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER? <FOURTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(D) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER? <FOURTH MENTIONED CHILD>

507  2.  NO
19  3.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
  6  4.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
  3  5.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
  1  6.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
  4  7.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE
  4  8.  YES, DON'T KNOW HOW LONG
1599  9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
   0.  NA

Q50E2(D) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <FOURTH MENTIONED CHILD>
(CONTINUED)

<SEE Q50D(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

3  01. DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
6  02. DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
1  03. POOR HEALTH OR OLDER PERSON
04. POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
05. OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
06. CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
1  08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
1 10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
1 13. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2125 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
5  00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50F(4) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM)(HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE (HE)(SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)? <FOURTH MENTIONED CHILD>

124  1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
101  2. 11-30 MINUTES
68  3. 31-60 MINUTES
139  4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
67  5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
4  6. DON'T KNOW

1636  9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
5  00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q50G(4) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM) (HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME) <FOURTH MENTIONED CHILD>

108 1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
130 2. 2 - 7 DAYS
88 3. 8 - 30 DAYS
132 4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
44 5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

1637 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
4 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

CODING FOR FIFTH CHILD

Q50A(5) IS THE (OLDEST)(NEXT)(OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <FIFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

160 1. SON
172 2. DAUGHTER

1811 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50B(5) IS (HE) (SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <FIFTH MENTIONED CHILD>
(CONTINUED)

267 1. MARRIED
30 2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
  6 3. WIDOWED
27 4. NEVER MARRIED

1811 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  2 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0183  V166: Q50C;5TH CHILD-MAR  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0183  LOC 911 WIDTH 5  DK 17 COL 53-57

Q50C(5) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB? <FIFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

58 1. YES
74 2. NO

2008 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0184  V167: Q50D-E1;5TH CHILD-  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0184  LOC 916 WIDTH 5  DK 17 COL 58-62

Q50D(5) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER? <FIFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(E) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER? <FIFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

313 2. NO
  12 3. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
  1 4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
  4 5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
  1 6. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
  7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE
  1 8. YES, DON'T KNOW HOW LONG
1811 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  0. NA

                     0185      0185
VAR V168: Q50E2;5TH CHILD-WH       MD=0 OR GE 99
REF LOC 921 WIDTH 5                 DK 17 COL 63-67

Q50E2(E) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <FIFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01. DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
  1 02. DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
  2 03. POOR HEALTH OR OLDER PERSON
  1 04. POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
  05. OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
  06. CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
  07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
  08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
  09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
  10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
  11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
  1 12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
  13. OTHER (SPECIFY)
  1 14. SPOUSE ILLNESS

2136 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  1 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

                     0186      0186
VAR V169: Q50F;5TH CHILD-HOW       MD=0 OR GE 9
REF LOC 926 WIDTH 5                 DK 17 COL 68-72

Q50F(5) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE (HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)? <FIFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

83 1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
(CONTINUED)

58  2.  11-30 MINUTES
43  3.  31-60 MINUTES
82  4.  MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
46  5.  ONE DAY OR LONGER
6.  DON'T KNOW

1830  9.  INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
          THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
          MARRIED
          1  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

                            Q50G(5) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID
          YOU LAST SEE (HIM)(HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME)
          <FIFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

                           DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '18'

                            ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

                           7945.  THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA
                           COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

CODING FOR SIXTH CHILD

Q50A(6) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER?
<SIXTH MENTIONED CHILD>

107 1. SON
128 2. DAUGHTER

1908 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0189 V172: Q50B;6TH CHILD-MAR MD=0 OR GE 9  
REF 0189 LOCA 941 WIDTH 5 DK 18 COL 28-32

Q50B(6) IS (HE)(SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <SIXTH MENTIONED CHILD>

------------------------------------------------------------------

182 1. MARRIED
21 2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
7 3. WIDOWED
21 4. NEVER MARRIED

1908 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
4 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0190 V173: Q50C;6TH CHILD-MAR MD=0 OR GE 9  
REF 0190 LOCA 946 WIDTH 5 DK 18 COL 33-37

Q50C(6) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB? <SIXTH MENTIONED CHILD>

------------------------------------------------------------------

36 1. YES
57 2. NO

2047 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q50D(6) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER? <SIXTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(F) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER? <SIXTH MENTIONED CHILD>

213 2. NO
11 3. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
   2  4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
   3  5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
   1  6. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
   3  7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE

1908 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
   1  0. NA

Q50E2(F) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <SIXTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(6) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01. DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
  3 02. DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
  03. POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON
  04. POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
  05. OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
  2 06. CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
  07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
  1 08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
  09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
  10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
  11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
  12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
  1 13. OTHER (SPECIFY)
  1 14. SPOUSE ILLNESS
2132  99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD
    NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
3  00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

V176: Q50F; 6TH CHILD-HOW
MD=0 OR GE 9
LOC 961 WIDTH 5
DK 18 COL 48-52

Q50F(6)  IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD:  HOW LONG
WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE
(HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)?  <SIXTH MENTIONED CHILD>

52  1.  10 MINUTES OR LESS
41  2.  11-30 MINUTES
36  3.  31-60 MINUTES
48  4.  MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
33  5.  ONE DAY OR LONGER
1  6.  DON'T KNOW

1929  9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
MARRIED
3  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

V177: Q50G; 6TH CHILD-WHE
MD=0 OR GE 9
LOC 966 WIDTH 5
DK 18 COL 53-57

Q50G(6)  IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD:  WHEN DID
YOU LAST SEE (HIM) (HER)?  (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME)
<SIXTH MENTIONED CHILD>

44  1.  TODAY OR YESTERDAY
51  2.  2 - 7 DAYS
51  3.  8 - 30 DAYS
48  4.  DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
17  5.  MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

1929  9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
MARRIED
3  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
CODING FOR SEVENTH CHILD

Q50A(7) IS THE (OLDEST)(NEXT)(OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <SEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

69  1.  SON
81  2.  DAUGHTER

1993  9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50B(7) IS (HE)(SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <SEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

113  1.  MARRIED
11  2.  SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
  3.  WIDOWED
  21  4.  NEVER MARRIED

1993  9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  2  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50C(7) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB? <SEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

32  1.  YES
28  2.  NO
2080 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0198 V181: Q50D-E1; 7TH CHILD- MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0198 LOC 986 WIDTH 5 DK 18 COL 73-77

Q50D(7) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?
<SEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(G) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?
<SEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

131 2. NO
13 3. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
1 4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
4 5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
6 5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE

1993 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
1 0. NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '19' DK 19 COL 1-2

VAR 0541 ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541 LOC 2699 WIDTH 5 DK 19 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

V50E2(G) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <SEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>
(CONTINUED)

<SEE Q50D(7) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01. DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
2 02. DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
1 03. POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON
04. POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
05. OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
1 06. CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
1 11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
13. OTHER (SPECIFY)
2 137 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD
   NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
1 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0200  V183: Q50F;7TH CHILD-HOW MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0200  LOC 996 WIDTH 5  DK 19 COL 28-32

Q50F(7) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW LONG
WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE
(HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)? <SEVENTH MENTIONED
CHILD>

32 1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
20 2. 11-30 MINUTES
13 3. 31-60 MINUTES
40 4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
25 5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
6. DON'T KNOW

2 011 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
   THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
   MARRIED
2 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
VAR 0201 V184: Q50G; 7TH CHILD-WHE
REF 0201 LOC 1001 WIDTH 5 DK 19 COL 33-37

Q50G(7) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM)(HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME) <SEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

20 1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
38 2. 2 - 7 DAYS
15 3. 8 - 30 DAYS
34 4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
23 5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2011 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0202 V188: Q50A; 8TH CHILD-SEX
REF 0202 LOC 1006 WIDTH 5 DK 19 COL 38-42

CODING FOR EIGHTH CHILD

Q50A(8) IS THE (OLDEST)(NEXT)(OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <EIGHTH MENTIONED CHILD>

48 1. SON
54 2. DAUGHTER

2041 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0203 V189: Q50B; 8TH CHILD-MAR
REF 0203 LOC 1011 WIDTH 5 DK 19 COL 43-47

Q50B(8) IS (HE)(SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <EIGHTH MENTIONED CHILD>

-----------------------------------------------
(CONTINUED)

74 1. MARRIED
3 2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
2 3. WIDOWED
20 4. NEVER MARRIED

2041 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN
OR NEVER MARRIED
3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0204 V190: Q50C;8TH CHILD-MAR
REF 0204 LOC 1016 WIDTH 5
DK 19 COL 48-52

Q50C(8) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB?
<EIGHTH MENTIONED CHILD>

17 1. YES
22 2. NO

2103 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT
MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING
CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0205 V191: Q50D-E1;8TH CHILD-
REF 0205 LOC 1021 WIDTH 5
DK 19 COL 53-57

Q50D(8) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?
<EIGHTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(H) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?
<EIGHTH MENTIONED CHILD>

83 2. NO
13 3. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
3 4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
5 5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
6 6. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
1 7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE
2041 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
   2 0. NA

VAR 0206 V192: Q50E2;8TH CHILD-Wh  MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0206 LOC 1026 WIDTH 5  DK 19 COL 58-62

Q50E2(H) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <EIGHTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(8) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1 01. DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
1 02. DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
03. POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON
04. POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
05. OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
06. CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
2 10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
13. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2137 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
2 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0207 V193: Q50F;8TH CHILD-HOW  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0207 LOC 1031 WIDTH 5  DK 19 COL 63-67

Q50F(8) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE (HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)? <EIGHTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2 1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
13 2. 11-30 MINUTES
(CONTINUED)

15 3. 31-60 MINUTES
22 4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
11 5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
6. DON'T KNOW

2058 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0208 V194: Q50G;8TH CHILD-WHE MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0208 LOC 1036 WIDTH 5 DK 19 COL 68-72

Q50G(8) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM)(HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME) <EIGHTH MENTIONED CHILD>

27 1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
18 2. 2 - 7 DAYS
8 3. 8 - 30 DAYS
23 4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
6 5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2058 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0209 V195: Q50A;9TH CHILD-SEX MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0209 LOC 1041 WIDTH 5 DK 19 COL 73-77

CODING FOR NINETH CHILD

Q50A(9) IS THE (OLDEST)(NEXT)(OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <NINTH MENTIONED CHILD>

22 1. SON
37 2. DAUGHTER

2084 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN
(CONTINUED)

OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '20'
DK 20 COL 1-2

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY
ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0210 V196: Q50B;9TH CHILD-MAR MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0210 LOC 1046 WIDTH 5 DK 20 COL 23-27

Q50B(9) IS (HE)(SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <NINTH MENTIONED CHILD>
------------------------------------------------------------

43 1. MARRIED
4 2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED
10 4. NEVER MARRIED

2084 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
2 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0211 V197: Q50C;9TH CHILD-MAR MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0211 LOC 1051 WIDTH 5 DK 20 COL 28-32

Q50C(9) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB? <NINTH MENTIONED CHILD>
------------------------------------------------------------

7 1. YES
20 2. NO

2115 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q50D(9) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER? <NINTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(I) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER? <NINTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8. YES, DON'T KNOW HOW LONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8. YES, DON'T KNOW HOW LONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2084</td>
<td>9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0. NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q50E2(I) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <NINTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(9) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>POOR HEALTH OF CHILD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>OTHER (SPECIFY)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2141 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD
NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
2 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0214 V200: Q50F;9TH CHILD-HOW MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0214 LOC 1066 WIDTH 5 DK 20 COL 43-47

Q50F(9) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW LONG
WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM)(HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE
(HE)(SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)? <NINTH MENTIONED CHILD>

7 1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
8 2. 11-30 MINUTES
7 3. 31-60 MINUTES
18 4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
8 5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
6. DON'T KNOW

2093 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
MARRIED
2 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0215 V201: Q50G;9TH CHILD-WHE MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0215 LOC 1071 WIDTH 5 DK 20 COL 48-52

Q50G(9) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID
YOU LAST SEE (HIM)(HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME)
<NINTH MENTIONED CHILD>

9 1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
12 2. 2 - 7 DAYS
13 3. 8 - 30 DAYS
10 4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
4 5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2093 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
MARRIED
2 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
CODING FOR TENTH CHILD

Q50A(10) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <TENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

20 1. SON
20 2. DAUGHTER

2103 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50B(10) IS (HE) (SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <TENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

25 1. MARRIED
3 2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
2 3. WIDOWED
8 4. NEVER MARRIED

2103 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
2 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50C(10) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB? <TENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2 1. YES
12 2. NO
2128  9.  INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  1 0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0219      V205: Q50D-E1;CHILD 10-H            MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0219         LOC 1091 WIDTH 5             DK 20 COL 68-72

Q50D(10)  ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?  <TENTH MENTIONED CHILD>
Q50E1(J)  IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?  <TENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

32  2.  NO
  7  3.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
  4.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
  5.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
  6.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
  7.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE

2103  9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  1 0.  NA

VAR 0220      V206: Q50E2;CHILD 10-WHY           MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0220         LOC 1096 WIDTH 5             DK 20 COL 73-77

Q50E2(J)  IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME?  <TENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(10) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01.  DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
02.  DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
03.  POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON
04.  POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
05.  OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
06.  CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
13. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2142  99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD
       NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
1  00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '21'
DK 21 COL 1-2

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA
       COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA
COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE
ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
-------------------
THE NUMBER INDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

V50F(10) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM)(HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE (HE)(SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)? <TENTH MENTIONED CHILD> 
---------------------------------------------------------------

11 1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
6 2. 11-30 MINUTES
5 3. 31-60 MINUTES
6 4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
2 5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
1 6. DON'T KNOW

2110 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
2 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q50G(10) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM) (HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME) <TENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

10  1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
7  2.  2 - 7 DAYS
7  3.  8 - 30 DAYS
5  4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
2  5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2110  9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
2  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

CODING FOR ELEVENTH CHILD

Q50A(11) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <ELEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

9  1. SON
13  2. DAUGHTER

2121  9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50B(11) IS (HE) (SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <ELEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>
(CONTINUED)

12  1. MARRIED
    2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
    3. WIDOWED
    9  4. NEVER MARRIED

2121  9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
    1  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0225  V211: Q50C;CHILD 11-MARR
REF 0225  LOC 1121 WIDTH 5
          DK 21 COL 43-47

Q50C(11) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB?
<ELEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

    1. YES
    7  2. NO

2135  9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
    1  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0226  V212: Q50D-E1;CHILD 11-H
REF 0226  LOC 1126 WIDTH 5
          DK 21 COL 48-52

Q50D(11) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?
<ELEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(K) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?
<ELEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

    16  2. NO
    5  3. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
    4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
    1  5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
    6. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
    7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE
2121 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN
   OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA

2142 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD
   NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50E2(K) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED
LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <ELEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(11) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

Q50F(11) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW
LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE
(HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)? <ELEVENTH MENTIONED
CHILD>

2 1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
2 2. 11–30 MINUTES
(CONTINUED)

2 3. 31-60 MINUTES
6 4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
3 5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
6. DON'T KNOW

2127 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
   THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
   MARRIED
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0229 V215: Q50G; CHILD 11-WHEN MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0229 LOC 1141 WIDTH 5 DK 21 COL 63-67

Q50G(11) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN
   DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM) (HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER
   HOME) <ELEVENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

---------------------------------------------------------

3 1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
2 2. 2 - 7 DAYS
3 3. 8 - 30 DAYS
5 4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
2 5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2127 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
   THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
   MARRIED
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0230 V216: Q50A; CHILD 12-SEX MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0230 LOC 1146 WIDTH 5 DK 21 COL 68-72

CODING FOR TWELFTH CHILD

Q50A(12) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER?
   <TWELFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

---------------------------------------------------------

8 1. SON
4 2. DAUGHTER

2131 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN
OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50B(12) IS (HE)(SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <TWELFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

7 1. MARRIED
1 2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED
3 4. NEVER MARRIED

2131 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA
(CONTINUED)

COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q50C(12) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB? <TWELFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

1. YES
2. NO

2139 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q50D(12)  ASK ALL:  DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?  
<TWELFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(L)  IF YES:  HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?  
<TWELFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11</th>
<th>2.  NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2131</td>
<td>9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.  NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q50E2(L)  IF LIVE TOGETHER:  ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME?  <TWELFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(12) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

| 01.  | DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE |
| 02.  | DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE |
| 03.  | POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON |
| 04.  | POOR HEALTH OF CHILD |
| 05.  | OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS |
| 06.  | CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS |
| 07.  | CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL |
| 08.  | CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON |
| 09.  | OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD |
| 10.  | TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY |
| 11.  | WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED) |
| 12.  | BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE) |
| 13.  | OTHER (SPECIFY) |
| 2143| 99.  INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD |
(CONTINUED)

NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0235  V221: Q50F; CHILD 12-HOW
REF 0235  LOC 1171 WIDTH 5
DK 22 COL 38-42

Q50F(12) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD:  HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE (HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)?  <TWELFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2 1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
2 2. 11-30 MINUTES
3 3. 31-60 MINUTES
1 4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
2 5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
6. DON'T KNOW

2132 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0236  V222: Q50G; CHILD 12-WHEN
REF 0236  LOC 1176 WIDTH 5
DK 22 COL 43-47

Q50G(12) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD:  WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM) (HER)?  (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME)  <TWELFTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2 1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
2 2. 2 - 7 DAYS
3 3. 8 - 30 DAYS
3 4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2132 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
CODING FOR THIRTEENTH CHILD

Q50A(13) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER?  
<THIRTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2 1.  SON
3 2.  DAUGHTER

2138 9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN 
OR NEVER MARRIED

0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50B(13) IS (HE) (SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED,  
WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED?  <THIRTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

5 1.  MARRIED
2.  SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
3.  WIDOWED
4.  NEVER MARRIED

2138 9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN 
OR NEVER MARRIED

0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50C(13) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER:  DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB?  
<THIRTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

1.  YES
3 2.  NO
2140 9.  INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0240 V226: Q50D-E1; CHILD 13-H MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0240 LOC 1196 WIDTH 5 DK 22 COL 63-67

Q50D(13) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER? <THIRTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(M) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER? <THIRTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2138 9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0.  NA

VAR 0241 V227: Q50E2; CHILD 13-WHY MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0241 LOC 1201 WIDTH 5 DK 22 COL 68-72

Q50E2(M) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <THIRTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(13) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>POOR HEALTH OF CHILD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
13. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2143 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD
       NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
       NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 0242  V228: Q50F; CHILD 13-HOW MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0242  LOC 1206 WIDTH 5 DK 22 COL 73-77

Q50F(13) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW
LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE
(HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)?  <THIRTEENTH MENTIONED
CHILD>
------------------------------------------------------------------
3  1.  10 MINUTES OR LESS
   2.  11-30 MINUTES
   3.  31-60 MINUTES
   4.  MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
   5.  ONE DAY OR LONGER
   6.  DON'T KNOW

2138 9.  INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
       THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
       MARRIED
       NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '23'
DK 23 COL 1-2
------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 0541  ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541  LOC 2699 WIDTH 5 DK 23 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
------------------------------------------------------------------
7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.
Q50G(13) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM) (HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME)  <THIRTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

1  1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
2  2. 2 - 7 DAYS
2  3. 8 - 30 DAYS
4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2138 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

CODING FOR FOURTEENTH CHILD

Q50A(14) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER?  
<FORTIEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2  1. SON
2  2. DAUGHTER

2139 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50B(14) IS (HE) (SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED?  <FOURTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>
(CONTINUED)

4 1. MARRIED
2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED
4. NEVER MARRIED

2139 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN
OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VARIABLES:  V232: Q50C; CHILD 14-MARR
MD=0 OR GE 9

VAR 0246
REF 0246
LOC 1226 WIDTH 5
DK 23 COL 38-42

Q50C(14) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB?
<FOURTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

1. YES
2. NO

2141 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT
MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING
CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VARIABLES:  V233: Q50D-E1; CHILD 14-H
MD=0 OR GE 9

VAR 0247
REF 0247
LOC 1231 WIDTH 5
DK 23 COL 43-47

Q50D(14) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?
<FOURTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(N) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?
<FOURTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

4 2. NO
3. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
6. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE
(CONTINUED)

2139 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
     0. NA

VAR 0248   V234: Q50E2; CHILD 14-WHY  MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0248   LOC 1236 WIDTH 5       DK 23 COL 48-52

Q50E2(N) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <FOURTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(14) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01. DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
02. DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
03. POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON
04. POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
05. OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
06. CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
13. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2143 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
     00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0249   V235: Q50F; CHILD 14-HOW  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0249   LOC 1241 WIDTH 5       DK 23 COL 53-57

Q50F(14) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM) (HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE (HE) (SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)? <FOURTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2 1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
2. 11-30 MINUTES
(CONTINUED)

2 3. 31-60 MINUTES
4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
6. DON'T KNOW

2139 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50G(14) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM) (HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME) <FOURTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2 1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
2 2. 2 - 7 DAYS
2 3. 8 - 30 DAYS
4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2139 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

CODING FOR FIFTEENTH CHILD

Q50A(15) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <FIFTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

4 1. SON
2. DAUGHTER

2139 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN
(CONTINUED)

OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

----------------------------------

VAR 0252 V238: Q50B; CHILD 15-MARI MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0252 LOC 1256 WIDTH 5 DK 23 COL 68-72

Q50B(15) IS (HE)(SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <FIFTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>
----------------------------------

2 1. MARRIED
2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED
2 4. NEVER MARRIED

2139 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

----------------------------------

VAR 0253 V239: Q50C; CHILD 15-MARR MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0253 LOC 1261 WIDTH 5 DK 23 COL 73-77

Q50C(15) IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB? <FIFTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>
----------------------------------

1. YES
2. NO

2143 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '24' DK 24 COL 1-2
----------------------------------
VAR 0541  ICPSR STUDY NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541  LOC 2699 WIDTH 5  DK 24 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

...............................................................

VAR 0542  EDITION NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542  LOC 2704 WIDTH 5  DK 24 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

...............................................................

VAR 0543  PART NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543  LOC 2709 WIDTH 5  DK 24 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------

THE NUMBER INDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

...............................................................

VAR 0544  SEQUENTIAL CASE ID  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0544  LOC 2714 WIDTH 5  DK 24 COL 18-22

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0254  V240: Q50D-E1; CHILD 15-H  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0254  LOC 1266 WIDTH 5  DK 24 COL 23-27

Q50D(15) ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER? <FIFTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(O) IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER? <FIFTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2  2. NO
2  3. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
4. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
5. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
6. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
7. YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE

2139  9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA

VAR 0255  V241: Q50E2; CHILD 15-WHY  MD=0 OR GE 99
REF 0255  LOC 1271 WIDTH 5  DK 24 COL 28-32

Q50E2(O) IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME? <FIFTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

<SEE Q50D(15) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01. DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
02. DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
03. POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON
04. POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
05. OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
06. CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
(CONTINUED)

10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
13. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2143 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD
NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---------------------------------------------------------
1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
2. 11-30 MINUTES
3. 31-60 MINUTES
4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
6. DON'T KNOW

2141 9. INAP., THIS-child IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR
THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER
MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---------------------------------------------------------
1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
2. 2 - 7 DAYS
3. 8 - 30 DAYS
4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2141 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

CODING FOR SIXTEENTH CHILD

Q50A(16) IS THE (OLDEST) (NEXT) (OTHER) A SON OR DAUGHTER? <SIXTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

2 1. SON
2. DAUGHTER

2141 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50B(16) IS (HE) (SHE) MARRIED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED, WIDOWED OR NEVER MARRIED? <SIXTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

1. MARRIED
2. SEPARATED OR DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED
2 4. NEVER MARRIED

2141 9. INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
VAR 0260  V246: Q50C;CHILD 16-MARR  MD=0 OR GE  9  
REF 0260  LOC 1296 WIDTH  5  DK 24 COL 53-57

Q50C(16)  IF MARRIED DAUGHTER: DOES SHE HAVE A PAID JOB?  
<SIXTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>
---------------------------------------------------------
1.  YES
2.  NO
2143  9.  INAP., THIS CHILD IS A SON OR THIS DAUGHTER IS NOT  
       MARRIED OR THIS FIELD IS NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING  
       CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0261  V247: Q50D-E1;CHILD 16-H  MD=0 OR GE  9  
REF 0261  LOC 1301 WIDTH  5  DK 24 COL 58-62

Q50D(16)  ASK ALL: DO YOU AND (CHILD) LIVE TOGETHER?  
<SIXTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

Q50E1(P)  IF YES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED TOGETHER?  
<SIXTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>
---------------------------------------------------------
2.  NO
  2  3.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER ALL HIS/HER LIFE
  4.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER LESS THAN A YEAR
  5.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 5 YEARS
  6.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10 YEARS
  7.  YES, HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 10 YEARS OR MORE
2141  9.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN  
       OR NEVER MARRIED
0.  NA

---------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0262  V248: Q50E2;CHILD 16-WHY  MD=0 OR GE  99  
REF 0262  LOC 1306 WIDTH  5  DK 24 COL 63-67

Q50E2(P)  IF LIVE TOGETHER: ANY SPECIAL REASON YOU STARTED  
       LIVING TOGETHER AT THAT TIME?  <SIXTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>
<SEE Q50D(16) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01. DEATH OF OLDER PERSON'S SPOUSE
02. DEATH OR DIVORCE OF CHILD'S SPOUSE
03. POOR HEALTH OF OLDER PERSON
04. POOR HEALTH OF CHILD
05. OLDER PERSON'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
06. CHILD'S FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
07. CHILD NEEDS HELP, BUT NOT FINANCIAL
08. CHILD'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR OLDER PERSON
09. OLDER PERSON'S GENERALIZED CONCERN FOR CHILD
10. TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT ONLY
11. WANTED TO LIVE TOGETHER (UNSPECIFIED)
12. BREAKUP OF ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD (EXCEPT FOR SPOUSE)
13. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2143 99. INAP., DOES NOT LIVE WITH THIS CHILD OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q50F(16) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR (HIM)(HER) TO GET HERE FROM WHERE (HE)(SHE) LIVES (BY THE USUAL WAY)? <SIXTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

1. 10 MINUTES OR LESS
2. 11-30 MINUTES
3. 31-60 MINUTES
4. MORE THAN AN HOUR, LESS THAN A DAY
5. ONE DAY OR LONGER
6. DON'T KNOW

2143 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q50G(16) IF NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH THIS CHILD: WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE (HIM) (HER)? (EITHER HERE OR AT HIS/HER HOME) <SIXTEENTH MENTIONED CHILD>

1. TODAY OR YESTERDAY
2. 2 - 7 DAYS
3. 8 - 30 DAYS
4. DURING LAST YEAR, MORE THAN 30 DAYS
5. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

2143 9. INAP., THIS CHILD IS IN HOUSEHOLD WITH RESPONDENT OR THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED OR NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '25'

ICPSR STUDY NUMBER

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

EDITION NUMBER

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE
ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

V50(H) DOES THIS RESPONDENT HAVE CHILDREN LIVING OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD?

1615 1. YES
65 2. NO
463 9. INAP., NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
0. NA

Q50(I) OLDEST CHILD
CONTINUED)

CODE 2-DIGIT CHILD NO., WHICH IS THE EQUIVALENT OF THE FIELD IN WHICH THE OLDEST CHILD HAS BEEN CODED. IN OTHER WORDS, IF THE SECOND CHILD (02), CODED IN THE FIELD OF Q50A(2)-Q50G(2), IS THE OLDEST CHILD ENTER 02. IF THE INTERVIEWER HAS NOT ENTERED A CHILD NO. IN THE BOX AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE ASSUME THAT 01 IS THE OLDEST CHILD SINCE THE QUESTION FIRST ASKS ABOUT THE OLDEST CHILD.

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 10

  99. INAP., NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  00. NA

Q50(J) TOTAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN CODED IN Q50

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 16

  99. INAP., NO LIVING CHILDREN OR NEVER MARRIED
  00. NA, Q49C-Q50 OMITTED

VAR 0267 V187: Q50; TOTAL NUMBER 0 MD=0 OR GE 99
VAR 0268 V251: Q51A; VISITED CHILD MD=0 OR GE 9

THIS SERIES OF QUESTIONS APPLIES ONLY TO THOSE WITH LIVING CHILDREN: IF NEVER MARRIED (Q49A = 4) OR NO LIVING CHILDREN (Q49B = 2) CODE 9 IN Q51A - Q55B.

THIS QUESTION ONLY FOR PERSONS WITH CHILDREN LIVING OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD.

Q51A [APART FROM THE CHILD(REN) YOU LIVE WITH] HAVE YOU VISITED OVERNIGHT AT THE HOME OF (ANY OF) YOUR OTHER CHILD(REN) DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?

705  1. YES, HAVE VISITED
(CONTINUED)

905 2. NO, HAVE NOT VISITED

527 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR CHILDREN ARE ALL IN HOUSEHOLD

6 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0269  V252: Q51B;CHILD VISIT R                MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0269  LOC 1341 WIDTH  5                        DK  25 COL 43-47

Q51B  (HAVE ANY/EITHER OF YOUR OTHER CHILDREN) (HAS YOUR OTHER SON/DAUGHTER) STAYED OVERNIGHT WITH YOU DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

722 1. YES, HAVE STAYED

881 2. NO, HAVE NOT STAYED

527 9. INAP., NO CHILDREN OR ONLY CHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLD

13 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0270  V253: Q52A;ABLE TO HELP                MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0270  LOC 1346 WIDTH  5                        DK  25 COL 48-52

Q52A  ASK ALL WITH CHILDREN:

Q52A  PEOPLE HELP THEIR CHILDREN IN MANY DIFFERENT WAYS. IT COULD BE JUST LITTLE THINGS YOU DO FOR THEM, IT COULD BE MONEY, OR IT COULD BE OTHER KINDS OF HELP. ARE YOU ABLE TO DO ANYTHING TO HELP YOUR CHILD(REN) IN ANY WAY -- EVEN SMALL THINGS?

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

1140 1. YES

45 2. YES, BUT THEY WOULDN'T LET ME (CODE 9 IN Q52B(1)-Q52B(13))

171 3. I WOULD IF THEY NEED IT (CODE 9 IN Q52B(1)-Q52B(13))

317 4. NO, CAN'T HELP (CODE 9 IN Q52B(1)-Q52B(13))

464 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE

6 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE (CODE 0 IN Q52B(1)-Q52B(13))
Q52B IF YES TO Q52A (CODE 1 ONLY): HOW ABOUT DURING THE LAST MONTH -- ARE THERE ANY THINGS YOU DID DO TO HELP YOUR CHILD(REN)? (ANYTHING ELSE?) DO NOT READ CODES. CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

Q52B(1) NOTHING DURING LAST MONTH (EXCLUSIVE CODE)

390 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
745 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER

997 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED

Q52B(2) GRANDCHILDREN LIVED WITH ME

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

29 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1106 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER

997 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED

Q52B(3) HELPED CARE FOR GRANDCHILDREN

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>
246 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
889 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
997 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED

VAR 0274  V257: Q52B;R HELPED OUT  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0274  LOC 1366 WIDTH 5  DK 25 COL 68-72

Q52B(4) HELPED OUT WHEN SOMEONE WAS ILL

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

55 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1080 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
997 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED

VAR 0275  V258: Q52B;R GAVE MONEY  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0275  LOC 1371 WIDTH 5  DK 25 COL 73-77

Q52B(5) GAVE MONEY OR MONEY GIFTS <INCLUDING XMAS PRESENTS UP TO 2/15>

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

228 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
907 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
997 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '26'  DK 26 COL 1-2
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

| VAR 0276 | V259: Q52B;R GAVE OTHER | MD=0 OR GE 9 |
| REF 0276 | LOC 1376 WIDTH 5 | DK 26 COL 23-27 |

Q52B(6) GAVE OTHER GIFTS (CLOTHING, FOOD, ETC.) <INCLUDING XMAS PRESENTS UP TO 2/15>

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

| 1 | RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER |
| 2 | RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER |
| 9 | INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1 |
| 0 | NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED |

| VAR 0277 | V260: Q52B;R FIXED THING | MD=0 OR GE 9 |
| REF 0277 | LOC 1381 WIDTH 5 | DK 26 COL 28-32 |

Q52B(7) FIXED THINGS AROUND CHILD'S HOUSE (HOME REPAIRS, GARDENING, ETC.)

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

| 1 | RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER |
| 2 | RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER |
| 9 | INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1 |
| 0 | NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED |
VAR 0278  V261: Q52B;R DID HOUSEKE MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0278  LOC 1386 WIDTH 5  DK 26 COL 33-37

Q52B(8) HOUSEKEEPING, HOUSEWORK, MENDING, SEWING, COOKING, LAUNDRY, ETC.

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

212  1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
923  2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
997  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0279  V262: Q52B;R TOOK CHILD MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0279  LOC 1391 WIDTH 5  DK 26 COL 38-42

Q52B(9) TOOK ON VACATIONS, HOLIDAYS, EXCURSIONS

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

6  1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1129  2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
997  9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0280  V263: Q52B;R HAD CHILD O MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0280  LOC 1396 WIDTH 5  DK 26 COL 43-47

Q52B(10) HAD OVER/TOOK OUT TO DINNER

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

36  1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1099  2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
997 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS
OMITTED

VAR 0281  V264: Q52B; R PROVIDED TR            MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0281   LOC 1401 WIDTH 5             DK 26 COL 48-52

Q52B(11) PROVIDED TRANSPORTATION (DROVE TO DOCTOR, GROCERY,
SENT TAXI, ETC.)

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

16 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1119 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
997 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS
OMITTED

VAR 0282  V265: Q52B; R PROVIDED HO            MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0282   LOC 1406 WIDTH 5             DK 26 COL 53-57

Q52B(12) PROVIDED THEM WITH A HOME

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

16 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1119 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
997 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS
OMITTED
VAR 0283  V266: Q52B;R DID OTHER-R   MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0283  LOC 1411 WIDTH 5   DK 26 COL 58-62

Q52B(13) OTHER (SPECIFY):  (INCLUDE R AN ERRANDS HERE)

<SEE Q52B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

19 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1116 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
997 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q52A WAS NOT CODED 1
11 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q52 WAS OMITTED

VAR 0284  V267: Q53A;CHILDREN HELP   MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0284  LOC 1416 WIDTH 5   DK 26 COL 63-67

Q53A (DO YOUR CHILDREN) (DOES YOUR SON/DAUGHTER) HELP YOU IN ANY WAY, EVEN WITH SMALL THINGS?

1132 1. YES, THEY HELP
291 2. THEY WOULD IF NECESSARY (CODE 9 IN Q53B)
193 3. NO, THEY DON'T HELP (CODE 9 IN Q53B)
58 4. NO, I WON'T LET THEM HELP (CODE 9 IN Q53B)
463 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
6 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE (CODE 0 IN Q53B)

VAR 0285  V268: Q53B;NO HELP TO R   MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0285  LOC 1421 WIDTH 5   DK 26 COL 68-72

Q53B IF YES TO Q53A (CODE 1 ONLY): DURING THE LAST MONTH, WHAT SORTS OF THINGS DID YOUR CHILD(REN) DO TO HELP YOU? (ANYTHING ELSE?) DO NOT READ CODES. CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Q53B(1) NOTHING DURING THE LAST MONTH (EXCLUSIVE)

256 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER

9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1

0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS OMITTED

---

VAR 0286 V269: Q53B;CHILD HELPED MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0286 LOC 1426 WIDTH 5 DK 26 COL 73-77

Q53B(2) HELPED OUT WHEN I WAS ILL

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

---

1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER

2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER

9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1

0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS OMITTED

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '27' DK 27 COL 1-2

---

VAR 0541 ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541 LOC 2699 WIDTH 5 DK 27 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

---

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

---

VAR 0542 EDITION NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542 LOC 2704 WIDTH 5 DK 27 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

---
(CONTINUED)

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

---------------------
ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

---------------------
ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

---------------------
VAR 0287 V270: Q53B; CHILD HELPED MD=0 OR GE 9
---------------------
Q53B(3) HELPED OUT WHEN MY HUSBAND/WIFE WAS ILL

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>
---------------------
37 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1090 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
1006 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
(CONTINUED)

10  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS OMITTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAR</th>
<th>V271: Q53B;CHILD GAVE PE</th>
<th>MD=0 OR GE 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>LOC 1436 WIDTH 5</td>
<td>DK 27 COL 28-32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q53B(4) PERSONAL CARE (GAVE ME PERMANENT, WASHED MY HAIR, ETC.)

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>1046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1006  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS OMITTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAR</th>
<th>V272: Q53B;CHILD GAVE MO</th>
<th>MD=0 OR GE 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>LOC 1441 WIDTH 5</td>
<td>DK 27 COL 33-37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q53B(5) GAVE MONEY OR MONEY GIFTS <INCLUDING XMAS PRESENTS UP TO 2/15>

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1006  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS OMITTED
Q53B(6) GAVE OTHER GIFTS (CLOTHING, FOOD, ETC.) <INCLUDING XMAS PRESENTS UP TO 2/15>

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

321 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
806 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
1006 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS OMITTED

Q53B(7) TOOK ME OR SENT ME ON HOLIDAYS, VACATION, EXCURSIONS, ETC.

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

49 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1078 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
1006 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS OMITTED

Q53B(8) PROVIDED TRANSPORTATION (DROVE ME TO DOCTOR, GROCERY, SENT TAXI, ETC.) (INCLUDES "TAKES ME SHOPPING")

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>
(CONTINUED)

381 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
747 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER

1005 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS
     OMITTED

...............................................................

VAR 0293  V276: Q53B;CHILD FIXED T            MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0293  LOC 1461 WIDTH 5              DK 27 COL 53-57

Q53B(9)  FIXED THINGS AROUND HOUSE (HOME REPAIRS, BUILDING,
         GARDENING, ETC.)

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

 ...............................................................

239 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
888 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER

1006 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS
     OMITTED

...............................................................

VAR 0294  V277: Q53B;CHILD DID HOU            MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0294  LOC 1466 WIDTH 5              DK 27 COL 58-62

Q53B(10)  HOUSEKEEPING, HOUSEWORK, MENDING, SEWING, COOKING,
          LAUNDRY, ETC.

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

 ...............................................................

239 1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
888 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER

1006 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS
     OMITTED
Q53B(11) PROVIDED ME WITH A HOME

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>
-------------------------------------

16  1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1111 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
1006 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS OMITTED

-------------------------------------

Q53B(12) HAD OVER/TOOK ME TO DINNER

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>
-------------------------------------

54  1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1073 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
1006 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS OMITTED

-------------------------------------

Q53B(13) TAKES CARE OF PERSONAL BUSINESS (INCLUDES DOES MY SHOPPING)

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>
-------------------------------------

97  1. RESPONDENT MENTIONED THIS ANSWER
1030 2. RESPONDENT DID NOT MENTION THIS ANSWER
1006  9.  INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q53A WAS NOT CODED 1
10  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR ALL OF Q53 WAS
OMITTED

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '28'           DK  28  COL 1- 2
----------------------------------

VAR 0541  ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541  LOC 2699 WIDTH 5                DK  28  COL 3- 7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA
COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

VAR 0542  EDITION NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542  LOC 2704 WIDTH 5                DK  28  COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
----------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA
COLLECTION.

1.  WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

VAR 0543  PART NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543  LOC 2709 WIDTH 5                DK  28  COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1:  GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2:  PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q53B(14) OTHER (SPECIFY)

<SEE Q53B FOR COMPLETE TEXT QUESTION>

Q54A IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS [HAVE (ANY)(EITHER) OF YOUR CHILDREN][HAS YOUR CHILD] PAID ANY MEDICAL, DENTAL, NURSING OR HOSPITAL BILLS FOR YOU?

33 1. YES
1641 2. NO (CODE 9999 IN Q54B)
463 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
6 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE (CODE 0000 IN Q54B)
Q54B IF YES TO Q54A: ABOUT HOW MUCH DID THESE BILLS AMOUNT TO? ABOUT $___.

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0010 TO 4189

9999. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE OR Q54A WAS CODED 20000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q55 IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS [HAVE (ANY) (EITHER) OF YOUR CHILDREN] [HAS YOUR CHILD] GIVEN YOU--

Q55A A REGULAR MONEY ALLOWANCE, OR PAID YOUR RENT REGULARLY OR PAID ANY OTHER BILLS FOR YOU REGULARLY?

60 1. YES
1602 2. NO

465 9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
10 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q55B (IN ADDITION TO THAT) DID HE/SHE/THEY GIVE YOU OCCASIONAL MONEY GIFTS OR PAY THE RENT ONCE IN AWHILE?

<SEE Q55 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

253 1. YES
1412 2. NO
9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE
13  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q56  THIS QUESTION APPLIES TO ANYONE WHO IS/WAS EVER MARRIED. IF NEVER MARRIED (Q49A = 4) CODE 9 IN Q56A-Q56E.

Q56A  DO YOU HAVE ANY LIVING GRANDCHILDREN?

1. YES
2. NO (CODE 1 IN Q56B-Q56E(1))
9. INAP., NEVER MARRIED
23  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q56B  DO YOU HAVE ANY GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN?

1. YES
1199  2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q56C-Q56E)
9. INAP., NEVER MARRIED
31  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q56C  DO YOU HELP YOUR (GRANDCHILDREN) (GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN) IN ANY WAY? IT COULD BE JUST LITTLE THINGS YOU DO FOR THEM, IT COULD BE MONEY, OR IT COULD BE OTHER KINDS OF HELP. (IF
(CONTINUED)

YES:  OFTEN OR ONLY OCCASIONALLY?

Q56C(1)  GRANDCHILDREN

-------------------------------------------------------------

497  1.  NO (CODE 9 IN Q56D(1))
379  2.  YES, OFTEN
698  3.  YES, OCCASIONALLY
13  4.  YES, BUT WE DON'T KNOW HOW OFTEN

530  9.  INAP., NEVER MARRIED OR HAS NO GRANDCHILDREN
26  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0306   V289: Q56D;HELP GRANDCHI          MD=0 OR GE  999
REF 0306   LOC 1526 WIDTH  5             DK  28 COL 63-67

Q56D  IF EVER HELPS:  HOW ABOUT DURING THE LAST MONTH, DID
YOU DO ANYTHING TO HELP THEM?  CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Q56D(1)  GRANDCHILDREN

-------------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001.  NOTHING DURING LAST MONTH (EXCLUSIVE CODE)
002.  HAD THEM OVERNIGHT OR ON WEEKENDS
004.  TOOK CARE OF THEM (OR BABYSAT)
010.  MADE THINGS FOR THEM
020.  GAVE THEM MONEY OR GIFTS
040.  OTHER (SPECIFY)
100.  LIVE WITH ME
200.  TOOK ON VACATION, HOLIDAY, EXCURSIONS
400.  HOUSEWORK

999.  INAP., NEVER MARRIED OR HAS NO GRANDCHILDREN OR
ANSWERED "NO" TO Q56C(1)
000.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0307   V290: Q56E;NUMBER GRANDC         MD=8 OR GE  9
REF 0307   LOC 1531 WIDTH  5             DK  28 COL 68-72

Q56E  ASK ALL:  DID YOU BY ANY CHANCE RAISE (ANY/EITHER OF)
YOUR GRANDCHILD(REN)/GREAT-GRANDCHILD(REN)? (IF YES: HOW MANY DID YOU RAISE?)

Q56E(1) RAISED ____ GRANDCHILD(REN)

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0 TO 7

7. 7 OR MORE

8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

9. INAP., NEVER MARRIED OR HAS NO GRANDCHILDREN

Q56C(2) <DO YOU HELP> GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN

<SEE Q56C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

437 1. NO (CODE 9 IN Q56D(2)-Q56E(2))
  92 2. YES, OFTEN
  266 3. YES, OCCASIONALLY
  4  4. YES, BUT WE DON'T KNOW HOW OFTEN

1306 9. INAP., NEVER MARRIED OR HAS NO GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
  38 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '29'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q56D(2) <ANY HELP IN LAST MONTH> GRANDCHILDREN

<SEE Q56D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
SUMMARY CODED

001. NOTHING DURING LAST MONTH (EXCLUSIVE CODE)
002. HAD THEM OVERNIGHT OR ON WEEKENDS
004. TOOK CARE OF THEM (OR BABYSAT)
010. MADE THINGS FOR THEM
020. GAVE THEM MONEY OR GIFTS
040. OTHER (SPECIFY)
100. LIVE WITH ME
400. HOUSWORK

999. INAP., NEVER MARRIED OR HAS NO GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN OR ANSWERED "NO" TO Q56C(2)
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0310 V293: Q56E; NUMBER GREAT- MD=8 OR GE 9
REF 0310 LOC 1546 WIDTH 5 DK 29 COL 28-32

Q56E(2) RAISED ____ GREAT-GRANDCHILD(REN)

<SEE Q56E FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0 TO 5

8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
9. INAP., NEVER MARRIED OR HAS NO GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN

VAR 0311 V294: Q57A; LIVING SIBLIN MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0311 LOC 1551 WIDTH 5 DK 29 COL 33-37

THIS SECTION FOR ALL RESPONDENTS

Q57A DO YOU HAVE ANY BROTHERS OR SISTER STILL LIVING?

1720 1. YES
418  2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q57D(2)-Q57F)
     5  0. NA (CODE 0 IN Q57D(2)-Q57F AND 8 IN Q57B-Q57C)
IF YES, HAVE LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS:

Q57B  HOW MANY LIVING BROTHERS DO YOU HAVE?  ____ BROTHERS
----------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 7

0.  NONE, BUT HAS LIVING SISTER(S)
7.  7 OR MORE
8.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
9.  INAP., HAS NO LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS

...............................................................

IF YES, HAVE LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS:

Q57C  AND HOW MANY LIVING SISTERS DO YOU HAVE?  ____ SISTERS
------------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 7

0.  NONE, BUT HAS LIVING BROTHER(S)
7.  7 OR MORE
8.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
9.  INAP., HAS NO LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS

...............................................................

IF YES, HAVE LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS:

Q57D  DO YOU AND (ANY/EITHER OF) YOUR (BROTHERS) (OR) (SISTERS) LIVE TOGETHER?  (IF YES: WHICH OF YOU LIVE TOGETHER?)
Q57D(1)  <LIVE WITH SIBLINGS>
-----------------------------------------------------
75  1. YES, LIVES WITH SIBLING(S)
1647 2. NO, DO NOT LIVE WITH ANY SIBLING(S) (CODE 9 IN Q57D(2)-Q57D(4))
421 9. INAP., HAS NO LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

IF LIVES WITH SIBLING(S):

Q57D(2)  <NUMBER OF BROTHER(S) RESPONDENT LIVES WITH>

<SEE Q57D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
-----------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 3

0. NONE, BUT LIVES WITH SISTER(S)
8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
9. INAP., HAS NO LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS OR DOES NOT LIVE WITH ANY SIBLING(S)

IF LIVES WITH SIBLING(S):

Q57D(3)  <NUMBER OF SISTER(S) RESPONDENT LIVES WITH>

<SEE Q57D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
-----------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0 TO 2

0. NONE, BUT LIVES WITH BROTHER(S)
8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
9. INAP., HAS NO LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS OR DOES NOT LIVE WITH ANY SIBLING(S)

----------------------------------------
VAR 0317   V300: Q57D; TOTAL SIBLING
MD=8 OR GE 9
----------------------------------------

REF 0317   LOC 1581 WIDTH 5
DK 29 COL 63-67

IF LIVES WITH SIBLING(S):

Q57D(4)  <TOTAL NUMBER OF SIBLINGS RESPONDENT LIVES WITH>

<SEE Q57D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
----------------------------------------

<THIS QUESTION IS THE TOTAL OF Q57D(2)-Q57D(3)>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 3

8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
9. INAP., HAS NO LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS OR DOES NOT LIVE WITH ANY SIBLINGS

----------------------------------------
VAR 0318   V301: Q57E; SEEN SIBS WIT
MD=0 OR GE 3
----------------------------------------

REF 0318   LOC 1586 WIDTH 5
DK 29 COL 68-72

IF ANY BROTHERS OR SISTERS LIVING ELSEWHERE (NOT WITH R):

Q57E  HAVE YOU SEEN (ANY/EITHER OF) YOUR OTHER (BROTHER) (SISTER) (BROTHERS AND SISTERS) WITHIN THE LAST WEEK?
----------------------------------------

556  1. YES (CODE 9 IN Q57F)
1139  2. NO
9  3. INAP., LIVES WITH ONLY SIBLINGS
429  9. INAP., HAS NO LIVING BROTHERS OR SISTERS
10  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
IF NO TO Q57E: HAVE YOU SEEN (HIM) (HER) (EITHER/ANY OF THEM) WITHIN THE LAST MONTH (I MEAN THE ONE(S) NOT LIVING HERE WITH YOU)?

344 2. YES, HAVE SEEN THEM
780 3. NO, HAVE NOT SEEN THEM

1. INAP., HAS NO OTHER SIBLINGS
985 9. INAP., HAS NO LIVING SIBLINGS OR HAS SEEN SIBLINGS WITHIN THE LAST WEEK OR LIVES WITH ONLY SIBLINGS
24 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '30'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE
ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------
THE NUMBER INDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES
EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

V303: Q58; SEEN OTHER REL
Q58 ARE THERE ANY (OTHER) RELATIVES (APART FROM CHILDREN
[AND GRANDCHILDREN] AND BROTHERS AND SISTERS) WHOM YOU'VE
SEEN IN THE LAST WEEK? (IF NO: DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER
RELATIVES?)

NOTE THE ADDITION OF GRANDCHILDREN TO THE ORIGINAL QUESTION

1 1. YES, IN SAME HOUSEHOLD
2 2. YES, BUT NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD
3 3. NO, HAVE NOT SEEN THEM
4 4. HAVE NO OTHER RELATIVES

4 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q59A  ARE EITHER OF YOUR PARENTS STILL ALIVE?  (WHICH?)

7  1.  BOTH PARENTS ALIVE
69  2.  MOTHER ALIVE, FATHER DEAD (CODE 9 IN Q59B(2))
10  3.  FATHER ALIVE, MOTHER DEAD (CODE 9 IN Q59B(1))
2055  4.  NO, BOTH PARENTS DEAD (CODE 9 IN Q59B(1)-Q59B(2))

2  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE (CODE 0 IN Q59B(1)-Q59B(2))

Q59B IF EITHER PARENT ALIVE:  WHO (DO THEY)(DOES HE/SHE) LIVE WITH?

Q59B(1)  <WHO DOES> MOTHER <LIVE WITH?>

19  1.  BY THEMSELVES
3  2.  IN A HOME FOR THE AGED
11  3.  IN A NURSING HOME
17  4.  WITH ME
19  5.  WITH MY BROTHER OR SISTER
4  6.  WITH ANOTHER RELATIVE
1  7.  OTHER (SPECIFY)

2065  9.  INAP., NOT LIVING
4  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q59B(2)  <WHO DOES> FATHER <LIVE WITH?>

<SEE Q59B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
10 1. BY THEMSELVES
1 2. IN A HOME FOR THE AGED
1 3. IN A NURSING HOME
1 4. WITH ME
2 5. WITH MY BROTHER OR SISTER
1 6. WITH ANOTHER RELATIVE
7. OTHER (SPECIFY)

2124 9. INAP., NOT LIVING
3 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------
VAR 0324  V307: Q60; TIME PASS SLOW       MD=0
REF 0324  LOC 1616 WIDTH  5       DK  30 COL 43-47

Q60  NOW I'D LIKE TO ASK, DOES TIME PASS SLOWLY FOR YOU?
-----------------------------------------------

IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS IN TERMS OF THE SEASONS OR TIME OF THE
YEAR, CODE FOR NOW, I.E., WINTER.

534 1. YES
1600 2. NO
9 0. NA

-----------------------------------
VAR 0325  V308: Q61A; WEEKDAY-WATCH       MD=0
REF 0325  LOC 1621 WIDTH  5       DK  30 COL 48-52

Q61  WE'RE ALSO INTERESTED IN HOW YOU SPEND YOUR TIME....

ASK ABOUT THE MOST RECENT SUNDAY AND ABOUT THE MOST RECENT
WEEKDAY (MONDAY - FRIDAY) USING "YESTERDAY" OR "THIS PAST
SUNDAY" AS APPROPRIATE:

Q61A  HOW DID YOU SPEND YOUR TIME (YESTERDAY)(THIS PAST
SUNDAY)
(If SUNDAY OR MONDAY INTERVIEW: ON FRIDAY?)
FOR EXAMPLE --

Q61A(1)  DID YOU WATCH TELEVISION? <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>
-----------------------------------------------
1788 1. YES
340 2. NO
15 0. NA

| VAR 0326 | V309: Q61A;WEEKDAY-LISTE | MD=0 |
| REF 0326 | LOC 1626 WIDTH 5 | DK 30 COL 53-57 |

Q61A(2) DID YOU LISTEN TO THE RADIO? <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

| 1263 | 1. YES |
| 866 | 2. NO |
| 14 | 0. NA |

| VAR 0327 | V310: Q61A;WEEKDAY-GO FO | MD=0 |
| REF 0327 | LOC 1631 WIDTH 5 | DK 30 COL 58-62 |

Q61A(3) DID YOU GO OUT FOR A WALK? <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

| 855 | 1. YES |
| 1266 | 2. NO |
| 22 | 0. NA |

| VAR 0328 | V311: Q61A;WEEKDAY-GO SH | MD=0 |
| REF 0328 | LOC 1636 WIDTH 5 | DK 30 COL 63-67 |

Q61A(4) DID YOU DO SOME SHOPPING? <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
(CONTINUED)

876  1. YES
1249  2. NO
18  0. NA

VAR 0329      V312: Q61A;WEEKDAY MEET                      MD=0
REF 0329         LOC 1641 WIDTH  5             DK  30 COL 68-72

Q61A(5)  [DID YOU] MEET FRIENDS SOMEWHERE?  <MOST RECENT
WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

--------------------------------------------------------

646  1. YES
1482  2. NO
15  0. NA

VAR 0330      V313: Q61A;WEEKDAY-VISIT                     MD=0
REF 0330         LOC 1646 WIDTH  5             DK  30 COL 73-77

Q61A(6)  [DID YOU] VISIT FRIENDS OR RELATIVES?  <MOST RECENT
WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

------------------------------------------------------------

542  1. YES
1579  2. NO
22  0. NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '31'            DK  31 COL   1-  2
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------
7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
----------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0331 V335: Q61B; WEEKDAY-DO WH MD=0
REF 0331 LOC 1651 WIDTH 5 DK 31 COL 23-27

Q61B(1) WHAT ELSE DID YOU DO (YESTERDAY) (SUNDAY) (FRIDAY)?
<MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

20 001. WENT TO CHURCH
83 002. JUST SAT, RESTED, THOUGHT
208 004. READ
 008. GARDENING, "BUILDING"
151 010. HOBBIES OR CREATIVE ACTIVITIES (WOULD INCLUDE COOKING IF IT WERE "SOMETHING SPECIAL")
29 020. VOLUNTEER WORK, ORGANIZATIONAL WORK
1455 040. NOTHING (WOULD INCLUDE USUAL CHORES AROUND THE HOUSE)
 4 100. OTHER (SPECIFY)
 48 400. SOCIAL OR RECREATION EVENT

38 000. NA

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0332 V314: Q61C; WEEKDAY-AT HO MD=0
REF 0332 LOC 1656 WIDTH 5 DK 31 COL 28-32

Q61C CODE IN EVERY CASE, ASKING IF NOT CLEAR: WERE YOU AT HOME AT ALL (YESTERDAY) (THAT DAY)?

Q61C(1) <HOME AT ALL?> <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

---------------------------------------------------------------------

2077 1. YES
 54 2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q61D(1), Q61E(1), Q61F(1), AND Q61G(1))
 12 0. NA
IF YES TO Q61C(1) (WAS AT HOME DURING <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>):

Q61D DID ANY OF YOUR NEIGHBORS STOP BY TO SEE YOU (DAY)?

Q61D(1) <NEIGHBORS STOP BY?> <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

523  1.  YES
1530  2.  NO

54  9.  INAP., WAS NOT HOME AT ALL THAT DAY ("NO" TO Q61C(1))
36  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------

Q61E HOW ABOUT FRIENDS OR ACQUAINTEANCES -- DID THEY STOP BY?

Q61E(1) <FRIENDS STOP BY?> <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

392  1.  YES
1653  2.  NO

54  9.  INAP., WAS NOT HOME AT ALL THAT DAY ("NO" TO Q61C(1))
44  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
VAR 0335      V317: Q61F;WEEKDAY-RELAT            MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0335      LOC 1671 WIDTH  5             DK  31 COL 43-47

Q61F  AND DID ANYONE IN YOUR FAMILY OR OTHER RELATIVES STOP BY?

Q61F(1)  <RELATIVES STOP BY?> <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------------------
650  1.  YES
1397  2.  NO

54  9.  INAP., WAS NOT HOME AT ALL THAT DAY ("NO" TO Q61C(1))
42  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0336      V318: Q61G;WEEKDAY-TALK             MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0336      LOC 1676 WIDTH  5             DK  31 COL 48-52

Q61G  ASK ONLY IF LIVING ALONE:  AND WHILE YOU WERE AT HOME, DID YOU TALK TO ANYBODY ELSE EITHER IN PERSON OR ON THE PHONE?

Q61G(1)  <TALK TO ANYONE ELSE?> <MOST RECENT WEEKDAY>

<SEE Q61 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------------------
494  1.  YES
132  2.  NO

1477  9.  INAP., DOES NOT LIVE ALONE
40  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0337      V319: Q61A;SUNDAY-WATCH                      MD=0
REF 0337      LOC 1681 WIDTH  5             DK  31 COL 53-57

Q61A(7)  DID YOU WATCH TELEVISION?  <SUNDAY>
(CONTINUED)

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1625</td>
<td>1. YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505</td>
<td>2. NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0. NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR 0338  V320: Q61A;SUNDAY-LISTEN  MD=0
REF 0338  LOC 1686 WIDTH 5  DK 31 COL 58-62

Q61A(8)  DID YOU LISTEN TO THE RADIO?  <SUNDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1116</td>
<td>1. YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1006</td>
<td>2. NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0. NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR 0339  V321: Q61A;SUNDAY-GO FOR  MD=0
REF 0339  LOC 1691 WIDTH 5  DK 31 COL 63-67

Q61A(9)  DID YOU GO OUT FOR A WALK?  <SUNDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>1. YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1530</td>
<td>2. NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0. NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR 0340  V322: Q61A;SUNDAY-GO SHO  MD=0
REF 0340  LOC 1696 WIDTH 5  DK 31 COL 68-72

Q61A(10)  DID YOU DO SOME SHOPPING?  <SUNDAY>
165  1. YES  
1957  2. NO  
21   0. NA

Var 0341  V323: Q61a; Sunday meet F  
Ref 0341  Loc 1701 Width 5  
DK 31 Col 73-77

Q61a(11)  [Did you] meet friends somewhere?  <Sunday>  

Var 0541  ICPSR study number  
Ref 0541  Loc 2699 Width 5  
DK 32 Col 3-7

ICPSR data collection number - 7945  

7945. The ICPSR has attached this number as a data collection identification number.

Var 0542  Edition number  
Ref 0542  Loc 2704 Width 5  
DK 32 Col 8-12

ICPSR edition number - 1
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

-------------------------------
VAR 0543      PART NUMBER                 NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543      LOC 2709 WIDTH  5         DK  32 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
----------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

-------------------------------
VAR 0544      SEQUENTIAL CASE ID          NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0544      LOC 2714 WIDTH  5         DK  32 COL 18-22

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

-------------------------------
VAR 0342      V324: Q61A;SUNDAY-VISIT      MD=0
REF 0342      LOC 1706 WIDTH  5         DK  32 COL 23-27

Q61A(12)  [DID YOU] VISIT FRIENDS OR RELATIVES?  <SUNDAY>
<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
-------------------------------------------------------------------

626  1.  YES
1499  2.  NO
18   0.  NA
Q61B(2)  WHAT ELSE DID YOU DO (YESTERDAY) (SUNDAY) (FRIDAY)?
<MOST RECENT SUNDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

527  001.  WENT TO CHURCH
85  002.  JUST SAT, RESTED, THOUGHT
218  004.  READ
  008.  GARDENING, "BUILDING"
36  010.  HOBBIES OR CREATIVE ACTIVITIES (WOULD INCLUDE COOKING IF IT WERE "SOMETHING SPECIAL")
  020.  VOLUNTEER WORK, ORGANIZATIONAL WORK
993  040.  NOTHING (WOULD INCLUDE USUAL CHORES AROUND THE HOUSE)
  100.  OTHER (SPECIFY)
  400.  SOCIAL OR RECREATIONAL EVENTS

62  000.  NA

Q61C(2)  <HOME AT ALL?>  <SUNDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

2049  1.  YES
87  2.  NO (CODE 9 IN Q61D(2), Q61E(2), Q61F(2), AND Q61G(2))

7  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q61D(2)  <NEIGHBORS STOP BY?>  <SUNDAY>
(CONTINUED)

<SEE Q61 AND Q61D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
---------------------------------------------

364 1. YES
1652 2. NO

87 9. INAP., WAS NOT HOME AT ALL THAT DAY ("NO" TO Q61C(2))
40 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---------------------------------------------

VAR 0346 V327: Q61E; SUNDAY FRIEND MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0346 LOC 1726 WIDTH 5 DK 32 COL 43-47

Q61E(2) <FRIENDS STOP BY?> <SUNDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61E FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
---------------------------------------------

346 1. YES
1664 2. NO

87 9. INAP., WAS NOT HOME AT ALL THAT DAY ("NO" TO Q61C(2))
46 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

---------------------------------------------

VAR 0347 V328: Q61F; SUNDAY-RELATI MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0347 LOC 1731 WIDTH 5 DK 32 COL 48-52

Q61F(2) <RELATIVES STOP BY?> <SUNDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
---------------------------------------------

719 1. YES
1301 2. NO

87 9. INAP., WAS NOT HOME AT ALL THAT DAY ("NO" TO Q61C(2))
36 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q61G (2) <TALK TO ANYONE ELSE?> <SUNDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61G FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

 Q61G(2)  <TALK TO ANYONE ELSE?> <SUNDAY>

<SEE Q61 AND Q61G FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

443  1.  YES
175  2.  NO
1487  9.  INAP., DOES NOT LIVE ALONE
38  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q62A SOME PEOPLE WHO PASS A CERTAIN AGE SAY THEY BECOME LONELY. OTHERS SAY IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE. DO YOU THINK MANY OLDER PEOPLE ARE LONELY? (JUST YOUR OPINION!) (WOULD YOU SAY ALL ARE LONELY, MANY OR ONLY SOME ARE LONELY?)

64  1.  NONE ARE LONELY
1129  2.  SOME ARE LONELY
860  3.  MANY ARE LONELY
47  4.  ALL ARE LONELY
43  0.  NA

Q62B WHAT ABOUT YOURSELF? HOW OFTEN WOULD YOU SAY YOU'RE LONELY? (OFTEN, SOMETIMES, RARELY, OR NEVER?)

161  1.  OFTEN
440  2.  SOMETIMES
585  3.  RARELY
949  4.  NEVER
Q63A  IS THERE SOMEONE YOU CAN TALK TO ABOUT ANYTHING THAT
REALLY BOTHERS YOU OR IS IMPORTANT TO YOU, OR DON'T YOU HAVE
ANYBODY LIKE THAT?

1873  1.  YES
264  2.  NO (CODE 9 IN Q63B)
6  0.  NA (CODE 0 IN Q63B)

Q63B  IF YES TO Q63A:  WHO IS THAT PERSON?  CODE ALL THAT
APPLY.

SUMMARY CODED

001.  HUSBAND OR WIFE
002.  CHILD(REN)
004.  FRIEND(S)
010.  BROTHER OR SISTER
020.  MOTHER OR FATHER
040.  CLERGYMAN
100.  DOCTOR
200.  OTHER, INCLUDING NEIGHBORS
400.  OTHER RELATIVES
999.  INAP., ANSWERED "NO" TO Q63A
000.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
----------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

-------------------------------
VAR 0353 V334: Q64;PEOPLE IN AREA MD=0
REF 0353 LOC 1761 WIDTH 5 DK 33 COL 23-27

Q64 DO THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE AROUND HERE OFTEN VISIT WITH ONE ANOTHER OR DO THEY KEEP MOSTLY TO THEMSELVES?

643 1. OFTEN VISIT
1427 2. KEEP TO THEMSELVES
66 3. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T GUESS
7 0. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 0354 V337: Q-;FINANCIAL CODE MD=9999
REF 0354 LOC 1766 WIDTH 5 DK 33 COL 28-32

THE FINANCIAL SECTION WILL BE CODED ONLY ONCE FOR A MARRIED COUPLE WHO ARE BOTH ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS. IN MOST CASES THE MAN WILL HAVE BEEN ASKED THE FINANCIAL QUESTIONS. HOWEVER IT IS POSSIBLE THAT THE WOMAN WILL HAVE ANSWERED THEM.

THIS VARIABLE WILL BE CODED 9999 FOR THE RESPONDENT FOR WHOM WE ARE CODING THE DATA.

THIS VARIABLE WILL BE CODED WITH THE SPOUSE'S SERIAL NUMBER FOR THE RESPONDENT FOR WHOM WE ARE NOT CODING THE DATA.

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0005 TO 7106

9999. RESPONDENT GAVE FINANCE DATA
Q65  WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW OLDER PEOPLE ARE MANAGING IN THE WAY OF MONEY THESE DAYS. HOW WOULD YOU SAY YOU (AND YOUR WIFE/HUSBAND) ARE GETTING ALONG NOW COMPARED WITH WHEN YOU WERE ABOUT 60? (WOULD YOU SAY YOU'RE GETTING ALONG BETTER, WORSE OR ABOUT THE SAME AS WHEN YOU WERE ABOUT 60?)

352 1. BETTER
611 2. WORSE
757 3. SAME
43 4. IMPOSSIBLE TO COMPARE

380 0. NA

Q66A  DO YOU (AND YOUR WIFE/HUSBAND) RENT OR OWN THIS (HOUSE) (APARTMENT) (TRAILER)?

1102 1. WE (SPOUSE AND I) I/WE (RESPONDENT AND OTHER) OWN IT (CODE 9 IN Q66D - Q66G)
448 2. WE (SPOUSE AND I) I/WE (RESPONDENT AND OTHER) RENT IT (CODE 9 IN Q66B,Q66C,Q66F - Q66G)
19 3. ANOTHER FAMILY MEMBER RENTS IT (CODE 9 IN Q66B - Q66D)
181 4. ANOTHER FAMILY MEMBER OWNS IT (CODE 9 IN Q66B - Q66D)
24 5. SOMEONE ELSE (UNRELATED TO ME) OWNS IT (CODE 9 IN Q66B - Q66D)
1 6. SOMEONE ELSE (UNRELATED TO ME) RENTS IT (CODE 9 IN Q66B - Q66D)

368 0. NA (CODE 0 IN Q66B - Q66G)
IF "WE OWN IT" (CODED 1 IN Q66A):

Q66B DO YOU OWN THE HOUSE FREE AND CLEAR, OR IS THERE A MORTGAGE?
-----------------------------------------------

933 1. FREE AND CLEAR
154 2. MORTGAGE
 1 3. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T SAY

672 9. INAP., NOT CODED 1 IN Q66A
383 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

------------------------------------------------

IF "WE OWN IT" (CODED 1 IN Q66A):

Q66C ABOUT HOW MUCH DO YOU THINK THIS PROPERTY WOULD SELL FOR ON TODAY'S MARKET? (JUST YOUR BEST GUESS!)
-----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 98

 01. $1,000 OR LESS
 98. $98,000 OR MORE

 99. INAP., NOT CODED 1 IN Q66A
 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

INCLUDE ALL TRAILER LAND THAT IS OWNED ALONG WITH THE VALUE OF THE TRAILER.

IF RESPONDENT DIDN'T KNOW OR COULDN'T GUESS THE VALUE AND THE INTERVIEWER ENTERED A "GUESS" ON THE BASIS OF WHAT SHE/HE KNEW OF THE AREA WE WILL CODE THE INTERVIEWER'S ESTIMATE INSTEAD OF CODING NA.
VAR 0359  V342: Q66D-E; RENT-AMT OF  MD=0 OR GE 998
REF 0359  LOC 1791 WIDTH 5  DK 33 COL 53-57

IF "WE RENT IT" (CODED 2 IN Q66A):

Q66D  HOW MUCH IS YOUR RENT?  <RESPONSES CONVERTED TO MONTHLY FIGURES>

----------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 008 TO 419

998. RENTER WHO DOES NOT PAY RENT BUT WORKS IN EXCHANGE

999. INAP., NOT CODED 2 IN Q66A

000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

----------------------------------------

VAR 0360  V343: Q66F; OTHER OWNS OR  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0360  LOC 1796 WIDTH 5  DK 33 COL 58-62

IF SOMEONE ELSE (NOT RESPONDENT AND/OR SPOUSE) OWNS OR RENTS IT (CODED 3, 4, 5, OR 6 IN Q66A):

Q66F  DO YOU PAY ANY RENT?

----------------------------------------

78  1. YES, PAY RENT
133 2. NO, DO NOT PAY RENT (CODED 9 IN Q66G)
  5 3. RESPONDENT CONTRIBUTES TO A JOINT HOUSEHOLD BUT DOES NOT PAY RENT (CODED 9 IN Q66G)

1550 9. INAP., NOT CODED 3, 4, 5, OR 6 IN Q66A

377 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

----------------------------------------

VAR 0361  V344: Q66G-H; OTHER OWNS  MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0361  LOC 1801 WIDTH 5  DK 33 COL 63-67

IF YES, PAYS RENT (CODED 1 IN Q66F):

Q66G  HOW MUCH RENT DO YOU PAY?  <RESPONSES CONVERTED TO MONTHLY FIGURES>

----------------------------------------
(CONTINUED)

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 015 TO 200

999. INAP., NOT CODED 3, 4, OR 5 IN Q66A OR NOT CODED 1 IN Q66F
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0362      V345: Q67; HOW LONG LIVED                     MD=0
REF 0362         LOC 1806 WIDTH 5             DK 33 COL 68-72

Q67  HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED HERE IN THE
     (HOUSE) (APARTMENT) (ROOM) (TRAILER)?

107  1. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
79   2. AT LEAST 1 YEAR, LESS THAN 2
88   3. AT LEAST 2 YEARS, LESS THAN 3
131  4. AT LEAST 3 YEARS, LESS THAN 5
294  5. AT LEAST 5 YEARS, LESS THAN 10
361  6. AT LEAST 10 YEARS, LESS THAN 20
687  7. AT LEAST 20 YEARS
 29   8. ALL MY LIFE

367  0. NA

VAR 0363      V346: Q68A; NUMBER ROOMS                      MD=0
REF 0363         LOC 1811 WIDTH 5             DK 33 COL 73-77

Q68A  HOW MANY ROOMS DO YOU HAVE HERE (NOT COUNTING THE
     KITCHEN AND NOT COUNTING BATHROOMS, HALLWAYS OR PORCHES)?
      ________ ROOMS

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 20

00. NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '34'             DK 34 COL 1-2
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0364 V347: Q68B: HAVE KITCHEN MD=0
REF 0364 LOC 1816 WIDTH 5 DK 34 COL 23-27

Q68B DO YOU (ALSO) HAVE A KITCHEN?

1757 1. YES, HAVE KITCHEN
   9 2. NO, NO KITCHEN
   377 0. NA

VAR 0365 V348: Q69; PVT OR SHARED MD=0 OR GE 3
REF 0365 LOC 1821 WIDTH 5 DK 34 COL 28-32

Q69 DOES THIS (HOUSE)(APARTMENT)(ROOM) HAVE A KITCHEN OR COOKING EQUIPMENT JUST FOR YOU (AND YOUR FAMILY'S) USE, OR IS IT SHARED?

NOTE: "YOUR FAMILY" SHOULD BE EXTENDED TO MEAN ANYONE WHO IS ENUMERATED AS BEING IN THIS HOUSEHOLD.

1758 1. FOR EXCLUSIVE USE
   16 2. SHARED
   3 3. INAP., NO KITCHEN
   366 0. NA

VAR 0366 V349: Q70; HAVE RUNNING W MD=0
REF 0366 LOC 1826 WIDTH 5 DK 34 COL 33-37

Q70 IS THERE RUNNING WATER FOR YOUR USE IN THIS (HOUSE)(BUILDING)?
1726  1.  HOT AND COLD WATER INSIDE THE STRUCTURE
  2.  COLD WATER ONLY, INSIDE STRUCTURE
  3.  RUNNING WATER OUTSIDE STRUCTURE
  4.  NO RUNNING WATER

364  0.  NA

Q71  IS THERE A FLUSH TOILET INSIDE THIS BUILDING JUST FOR YOU (AND YOUR HUSBAND/WIFE) (AND YOUR FAMILY), OR IS IT SHARED?

NOTE: AGAIN, "YOUR FAMILY" SHOULD BE READ AS ANYONE WHO IS ENUMERATED AS BEING IN THIS HOUSEHOLD

1718  1.  FOR EXCLUSIVE USE
  2.  SHARED
  3.  NONE, NO INSIDE TOILET

364  0.  NA

Q72  DOES THIS (HOUSE) (APARTMENT) (ROOM) HAVE ELECTRICITY?

1774  1.  YES
  2.  NO

364  0.  NA
Q73

ABOUT HOW MUCH CASH INCOME DID YOU (AND YOUR WIFE/HUSBAND) HAVE DURING 1974, THAT'S BEFORE TAXES? (JUST GIVE ME YOUR BEST GUESS ON THIS.)

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00000 TO 99000

99000. $99,000 OR MORE
99996. DON'T KNOW
99997. REFUSED TO ANSWER
99998. NA, QUESTION OMITTED

Q74

AS YOU KNOW, SOME KINDS OF INCOME ARE MORE AFFECTED BY RISING PRICES THAN OTHERS. CAN YOU TELL ME WHETHER YOU (AND YOUR WIFE/HUSBAND) RECEIVED ANY INCOME IN 1974 FROM

Q74A(1) WAGES OR SALARY? <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

375 1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74A(3) AND Q74A(4))
2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74A(2) AND Q74A(4))
3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74A(2) AND Q74A(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74A(4))
4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74A(2) - Q74A(4))
5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74A(4))
6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74A(2) - Q74A(4))
7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74A(2) - Q74A(4))
1768 8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74A(2) - Q74A(4))
Q74A(2)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74A(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00027 TO 32000

66666.  DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74A(1))
77777.  RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER
88888.  NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT
99999.  INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000.  INAP., THIS FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION.

Q74A(3)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74A(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00030 TO 24000

66666.  DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74A(1))
77777.  RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888.  NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999.  INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000.  INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION
Q74A(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74A(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00300 TO 21000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74A(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

Q74B(1) A BUSINESS, A FARM, OR A PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE? (HOW MUCH WAS THAT AFTER ALLOWING FOR YOUR EXPENSES BUT BEFORE TAXES?)  <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

106 1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74B(3) AND Q74B(4))
2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74B(2) AND Q74B(4))
3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74B(2) AND Q74B(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74B(4))
4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74B(2) - Q74B(4))
5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74B(4))
6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99996 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74B(2); CODE 66666 IN Q74B(3) - Q74B(4))
7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 99997 IN Q74B(2); CODE 77777
DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '35'  DK  35 COL  1- 2
---------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0541  ICPSR STUDY NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541  LOC 2699 WIDTH  5  DK  35 COL  3- 7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------
7945.  THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

VAR 0542  EDITION NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542  LOC 2704 WIDTH  5  DK  35 COL  8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.
1.  WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

VAR 0543  PART NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543  LOC 2709 WIDTH  5  DK  35 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1:  GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2:  PROXY SURVEY
PART 3:  NONCONTACT SURVEY
ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0375  V416: Q74B;R INC BUS   MD=0 OR GE 99996
REF 0375  LOC 1871 WIDTH 5      DK 35 COL 23-27

Q74B(2) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74B(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00100 TO 99000

99000. $99,000 OR MORE

99996. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74B(1))

99997. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99998. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0376  V417: Q74B; INC BUS SPOUS   MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0376  LOC 1876 WIDTH 5      DK 35 COL 28-32

Q74B(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74B(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
(CONTINUED)

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00365 TO 20000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74B(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

---------------------------------------------------
VAR 0377 V418: Q74B;BUS INC BOTH MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0377 LOC 1881 WIDTH 5 DK 35 COL 33-37

Q74B(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74B(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

---------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00400 TO 08000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74B(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

---------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 0378 V419: Q74C;INC SSA BENEF MD=6 OR GE 7
REF 0378 LOC 1886 WIDTH 5 DK 35 COL 38-42

Q74C(1) SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS? (A BLUE OR GREEN CHECK) 
<WHO RECEIVED INCOME>
(CONTINUED)

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1553  1.  SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74C(3) AND Q74C(4))
   2.  WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74C(2) AND Q74C(4))
   3.  BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74C(2) AND
       Q74C(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74C(4))
   4.  NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74C(2) -
       Q74C(4))
   5.  INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT
       (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74C(4))
   6.  DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE
       66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74C(2) - Q74C(4))
   7.  REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74C(2) - Q74C(4))

590  8.  NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74C(2) - Q74C(4))

---------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0379      V420: Q74C; R SSA BENEF         MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0379         LOC 1891 WIDTH  5             DK  35 COL 43-47

Q74C(2)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74C(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00087 TO 06432

66666.  DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS
        SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74C(1))
77777.  RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN
        APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888.  NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT
        DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE
        VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999.  INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000.  INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMTHING IS CODED
         IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS
         OF THIS QUESTION
VAR 0380  V421: Q74C;SSA BEN SPOUS       MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0380   LOC 1896 WIDTH 5            DK 35 COL 48-52

Q74C(3)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74C(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00100 TO 05400

66666.  DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74C(1))
77777.  RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888.  NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999.  INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000.  INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0381  V422: Q74C;SSA BEN BOTH       MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0381   LOC 1901 WIDTH 5            DK 35 COL 53-57

Q74C(4)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74C(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00300 TO 06500

66666.  DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74C(1))
77777.  RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888.  NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999.  INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000.  INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION
**VAR 0382**  V423: Q74D; INC FROM SSI  MD=6 OR GE 7

**REF 0382**  LOc 1906 WIDTH 5  DK 35 COL 58-62

Q74D(1)  SUPPLEMENTARY SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME?  (A GOLD OR YELLOW CHECK)  <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

215  1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74D(3) AND Q74D(4))
  2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74D(2) AND Q74D(4))
  3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74D(2) AND Q74D(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74D(4))
  4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74D(2) - Q74D(4))
  5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74D(4))
  6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74D(2) - Q74D(4))
  7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74D(2) - Q74D(4))
  8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74(2) - Q74D(4))

1928  8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74(2) - Q74D(4))

**VAR 0383**  V424: Q74D; R SSI INC  MD=0 OR GE 66666

**REF 0383**  LOc 1911 WIDTH 5  DK 35 COL 63-67

Q74D(2)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74D(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00006 TO 03657

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74D(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION
Q74D(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74D(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00015 TO 01436

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74D(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

Q74D(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74D(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00245 TO 01900

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74D(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION
DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '36'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0386  V427: Q74E; INC VET PEN  MD=6 OR GE 7
REF 0386  LOC 1926 WIDTH 5  DK 36 COL 23-27

Q74E(1) VETERAN'S PENSION? <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

126  1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74E(3) AND Q74E(4))
    2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74E(2) AND Q74E(4))
    3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74E(2) AND Q74E(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74E(4))
    4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74E(2) - Q74E(4))
    5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74E(4))
    6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74E(2) - Q74E(4))
    7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74E(2) - Q74E(4))
    2017  8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74E(2) - Q74E(4))

VAR 0387  V428: Q74E; R VET INC  MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0387  LOC 1931 WIDTH 5  DK 36 COL 28-32

Q74E(2) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74E(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00240 TO 08964

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74E(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT
(CONTINUED)

DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

-----------------------------

VAR 0388  V429: Q74E;VET RECV'D SPO  MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0388  LOC 1936 WIDTH 5  DK 36 COL 33-37

Q74E(3)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74E(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00540 TO 02748

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74E(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

-----------------------------------------------

VAR 0389  V430: Q74E;VET BOTH  MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0389  LOC 1941 WIDTH 5  DK 36 COL 38-42

Q74E(4)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74E(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74E(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT
DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0390    V431: Q74F;INC FED PENSI   MD=6 OR GE 7
REF 0390    LOC 1946 WIDTH  5         DK 36 COL 43-47

Q74F(1)  FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PENSION?  <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

70  1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74F(3) AND Q74F(4))
   2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74F(2) AND Q74F(4))
   3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74F(2) AND Q74F(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74F(4))
   4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74F(2) - Q74F(4))
   5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74F(4))
   6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74F(2) - Q74F(4))
   7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74F(2) - Q74F(4))
   2073 8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74F(2) - Q74F(4))

VAR 0391    V432: Q74F;FED PENSI   MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0391    LOC 1951 WIDTH  5         DK 36 COL 48-52

Q74F(2)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74F(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00456 TO 10836

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74F(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 03000 TO 06200

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74F(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 03072 TO 03132
VAR 0394  V435: Q74G;INC STATE-LOC        MD=6 OR GE 7
REF 0394   LOC 1966 WIDTH  5           DK  36 COL 63-67

Q74G(1)  STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT PENSION?  <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

119   1.  SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74G(3) AND Q74G(4))
      2.  WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74G(2) AND Q74G(4))
      3.  BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74G(2) AND Q74G(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74G(4))
      4.  NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74G(2) - Q74G(4))
      5.  INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74G(4))
      6.  DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74G(2) - Q74G(4))
      7.  REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74G(2) - Q74G(4))

2024  8.  NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74G(2) - Q74G(4))

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0395  V436: Q74G;R STATE-LOC        MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0395   LOC 1971 WIDTH  5           DK  36 COL 68-72

Q74G(2)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74G(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00096 TO 66660

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74G(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0396 V437: Q74G;STATE-LOC SPO MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0396 LOC 1976 WIDTH 5 DK 36 COL 73-77

Q74G(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74G(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00096 TO 06420

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74G(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '37' DK 37 COL 1- 2

------------------------------------------------
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0397  V438: Q74G;STATE BOTH  MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0397  LOC 1981 WIDTH 5  DK 37 COL 23-27

Q74G(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74G(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01080 TO 10200

66666.  DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74G(1))
77777.  RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888.  NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999.  INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000.  INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0398  V439: Q74H;INC MILIT RET  MD=6 OR GE 7
REF 0398  LOC 1986 WIDTH 5  DK 37 COL 28-32

Q74H(1) MILITARY RETIREMENT PENSION?  <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

10  1.  SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74H(3) AND Q74H(4))
   2.  WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74H(2) AND Q74H(4))
   3.  BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74H(2) AND Q74H(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74H(4))
   4.  NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74H(2) - Q74H(4))
   5.  INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74H(4))
6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74H(2) - Q74H(4))
7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74H(2) - Q74H(4))
8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74H(2) - Q74H(4))
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

Q74H(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74H(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74H(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

Q74I(1) RAILROAD RETIREMENT PENSION? <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

55 1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74I(3) AND Q74U(4))
2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74I(2) AND Q74I(4))
3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74I(2) AND Q74I(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74I(4))
4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74I(2) - Q74I(4))
5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74I(4))

6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74I(2) - Q74(4))

7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74I(2) - Q74I(4))

2088 8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74I(2) - Q74I(4))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE</td>
<td>66666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER</td>
<td>77777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT</td>
<td>88888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE</td>
<td>99999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION</td>
<td>00000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE</td>
<td>66666</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE</td>
<td>66666</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 0404**

V445: Q74I;RR RETIRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE</td>
<td>66666</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 0404**

V445: Q74I;RR RETIRE SPO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE</td>
<td>66666</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 0404**

V445: Q74I;RR RETIRE SPO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE</td>
<td>66666</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(CONTINUED)

SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74I(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0405 V446: Q74I;RR RETIR-BOTH MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0405 LOC 2021 WIDTH 5 DK 37 COL 63-67

Q74I(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74I(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

---------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00720 TO 05988

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74I(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0406 V447: Q74J;INC CO-UNION MD=6 OR GE 7
REF 0406 LOC 2026 WIDTH 5 DK 37 COL 68-72

Q74J(1) A COMPANY OR UNION PENSION? <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

---------------------------------------------------------------------

322 1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74J(3) AND Q74J(4))
(CONTINUED)

2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74J(2) AND Q74J(4))

3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74J(2) AND Q74J(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74J(4))

4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74J(2) – Q74J(4))

5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74J(4))

6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74J(2) – Q74J(4))

7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74J(2) – Q74J(4))

1821 8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74J(2) – Q74J(4))

------------------------------

VAR 0407  V448: Q74J;R CO-UNION       MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0407  LOC 2031 WIDTH 5           DK 37 COL 73-77

Q74J(2) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74J(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

----------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00120 TO 32000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74J(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '38'   DK 38 COL 1-2

----------------------------------
VAR 0541  ICPSR STUDY NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541  LOC 2699 WIDTH 5  DK 38 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA
COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

...............................................................

VAR 0542  EDITION NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542  LOC 2704 WIDTH 5  DK 38 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA
COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

...............................................................

VAR 0543  PART NUMBER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543  LOC 2709 WIDTH 5  DK 38 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

...............................................................

VAR 0544  SEQUENTIAL CASE ID  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0544  LOC 2714 WIDTH 5  DK 38 COL 18-22

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0408 V449: Q74J;CO-UNION SPOU MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0408 LOC 2036 WIDTH 5 DK 38 COL 23-27

Q74J(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74J(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00160 TO 05000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74J(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0409 V450: Q74J;CO-UNION BOTH MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0409 LOC 2041 WIDTH 5 DK 38 COL 28-32

Q74J(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74J(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 06000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74J(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED
   IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS
   OF THIS QUESTION

----------------------------------------------------------

Q74K(1) UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION? <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

----------------------------------------------------------

19 1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74K(3) AND Q74K(4))
2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74K(2) AND Q74K(4))
3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74K(2) AND
   Q74K(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74K(4))
4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74K(2) -
   Q74K(4))
5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT
   (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74K(4))
6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE
   66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74K(2) - Q74K(4))
7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74K(2) - Q74K(4))

2124 8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74K(2) - Q74K(4))

----------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00164 TO 01620

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS
   SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74K(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN
   APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

Q74K(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74K(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00200 TO 02720

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74K(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

Q74K(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74K(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74K(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT
   DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE
   VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED
   IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS
   OF THIS QUESTION

Q74L(1)  INTEREST OR DIVIDENDS FROM SAVINGS, STOCK OR BONDS?
<WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 0414      V455: Q74L;INC INTEREST             MD=6 OR GE  7
VAR 0415      V456: Q74L;R INC INTER             MD=0 OR GE 66666

Q74L(2)  HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74L(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00001 TO 36000
(CONTINUED)

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74L(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0416      V457: Q74L;SP INC INTERE       MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0416       LOC 2076 WIDTH 5             DK 38 COL 63-67

Q74L(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74L(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00027 TO 15000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74L(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0417      V458: Q74L;BOTH INC INTERE      MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0417       LOC 2081 WIDTH 5             DK 38 COL 68-72

Q74L(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74L(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODE 00020 TO 50000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS
SOURCE (MUST BE CODED)

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

-----------------------------
VAR 0418 V459: Q74M; INC RENT
REF 0418 LOC 2086 WIDTH 5 DK 38 COL 73-77

Q74M(1) RENT FROM A HOUSE OR PROPERTY? (HOW MUCH WAS THAT AFTER ALLOWING FOR YOUR EXPENSES BUT BEFORE TAXES?) <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

--------------------
167 1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74M(3) AND Q74M(4))
    2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74M(2) AND Q74M(4))
    3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74M(2) AND Q74M(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74M(4))
    4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74M(2) - Q74M(4))
    5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74M(4))
    6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74M(2) - Q74M(4))
    7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74M(2) - Q74M(4))

1976 8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74M(2) - Q74M(4))

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '39' DK 39 COL 1-2

-----------------------------
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------
7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

...............................................................

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

...............................................................

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

...............................................................

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0419  V460: Q74M;R INC RENT       MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0419  LOC 2091 WIDTH  5          DK  39 COL 23-27

Q74M(2) HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74M(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00020 TO 20000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74M(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0420  V461: Q74M; INC RENT SPOU    MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0420  LOC 2096 WIDTH  5             DK  39 COL 28-32

Q74M(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74M(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00240 TO 07200

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74M(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
CONTINUED

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00090 TO 07500

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74M(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

------------------------------------------------
Q74M(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74M(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

41 1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74N(3) AND Q74N(4))
   2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74N(2) AND Q74N(4))
   3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74N(2) AND Q74N(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74N(4))
   4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74N(2) -
Q74N(4)
5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74N(4))
6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74N(2) - Q74N(4))
7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74N(2) - Q74N(4))
2102 8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74N(2) - Q74N(4))

-------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00100 TO 02800

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74N(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

-------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 02100

Q74N(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74N(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
(CONTINUED)

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74N(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00800 TO 02640

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74N(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

------------------------------------------------

VAR 0426 V467: Q74-O; INC ANNUITIE MD=6 OR GE 7
REF 0426 LOC 2126 WIDTH 5 DK 39 COL 58-62

Q74O(1) ANNUITIES? <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

------------------------------------------------
(CONTINUED)

59  1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74O(3) AND Q74O(4))
    2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74O(2) AND Q74O(4))
    3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODE IN Q74O(2) AND
       Q74O(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODE IN Q74O(4))
    4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74O(2) -
       Q74O(4))
    5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT
       (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74O(4))
    6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE
       66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74O(2) - Q74O(4))
    7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74O(2) - Q74O(4))
    2084  8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74O(2) - Q74O(4))

........................................................................

VAR 0427   V468: Q74-O;R ANNUITIE        MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0427   LOC 2131 WIDTH 5              DK 39 COL 63-67

Q74O(2)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74O(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

---------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00016 TO 25000

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS
       SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74O(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN
       APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT
       DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE
       VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED
       IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS
       OF THIS QUESTION

........................................................................

VAR 0428   V469: Q74-O;ANNUITIES-SP       MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0428   LOC 2136 WIDTH 5              DK 39 COL 68-72

Q74O(3)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SPOUSE>
<SEE Q74 AND Q74O(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00180 TO 03612

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74O(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

Q74O(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74O(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00612 TO 03300

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74O(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '40'

DK 40 COL 1-2
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

| VAR 0430 | V471: Q74P; INC RELATIVES | MD = 6 OR GE 7 |
| REF 0430 | LOC 2146 WIDTH 5           | DK 40 COL 23-27 |

Q74P(1) REGULAR CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SOMEBODY OUTSIDE THE HOUSE, LIKE CHILDREN OR OTHER RELATIVES? <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

17 1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74P(3) AND Q74P(4))
2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74P(2) AND Q74P(4))
3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODED IN Q74P(2) AND Q74P(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODED IN Q74P(4))
4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74P(2) - Q74P(4))
5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74P(4))
6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74P(2) - Q74P(4))
7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74P(2) - Q74P(4))

2126 8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74P(2) - Q74P(4))

| VAR 0431 | V472: Q74P; R INC RELAT | MD = 0 OR GE 66666 |
| REF 0431 | LOC 2151 WIDTH 5         | DK 40 COL 28-32 |

Q74P(2) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74P(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00020 TO 02820

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74P(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
(CONTINUED)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0432  V473: Q74P;SP INC RELAT  MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0432  LOC 2156 WIDTH 5  DK 40 COL 33-37

Q74P(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74P(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74P(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0433  V474: Q74P;BOTH INC RELA  MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0433  LOC 2161 WIDTH 5  DK 40 COL 38-42

Q74P(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74P(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00600 TO 01500

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74P(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
(CONTINUED)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT
      DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE
      VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED
      IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS
      OF THIS QUESTION

...............................................................

VAR 0434 V475: Q74Q; INC WELFARE
REF 0434 LOC 2166 WIDTH 5 DK 40 COL 43-47

Q74Q(A)(1) ANYTHING ELSE? (SPECIFY: <WELFARE>) <WHO
      RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

------------------------------------------------------

20  1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74Q(A)(3) AND Q74Q(A)(4))
  2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74Q(A)(2) AND Q74Q(A)(4))
  3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODED IN Q74Q(A)(2) AND
     Q74Q(A)(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODED IN
     Q74Q(A)(4))
  4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74Q(A)(2)
     - Q74Q(A)(4))
  5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT
     (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74Q(A)(4))
  6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE
     66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74Q(A)(2) - Q74Q(A)(4))
  7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74Q(A)(2) -
     Q74Q(A)(4))
  2123  8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74Q(A)(2) - Q74Q(A)(4))

...............................................................

VAR 0435 V476: Q74Q; R INC WELFA
REF 0435 LOC 2171 WIDTH 5 DK 40 COL 48-52

Q74Q(A)(2) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74Q(A)(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

------------------------------------------------------
(CONTINUED)

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00240 TO 02400

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74Q(A)(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

---------------------------------------------------

VAR 0436  V477: Q74Q;SP INC WELFAR MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0436  LOC 2176 WIDTH 5 DK 40 COL 53-57

Q74Q(A)(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74Q(A)(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

----------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00612

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74Q(A)(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0437  V478: Q74Q;BOTH INC WELF MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0437  LOC 2181 WIDTH 5 DK 40 COL 58-62

Q74Q(A)(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74Q(A)(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
(CONTINUED)

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 02364

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74Q(A)(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

--------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0438   V479: Q74Q:INC WINDFALL  MD=6 OR GE 7
REF 0438   LOC 2186 WIDTH 5  DK 40 COL 63-67

Q74Q(B)(1) ANYTHING ELSE? (SPECIFY: <WINDFALL>)  <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

--------------------------------------------------------

26  1. SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74Q(B)(3) AND Q74Q(B)(4))
2. WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74Q(B)(2) AND Q74Q(B)(4))
3. BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODED IN Q74Q(B)(2) AND Q74Q(B)(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODED IN Q74Q(B)(4))
4. NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74Q(B)(2) - Q74Q(B)(4))
5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74Q(B)(4))

6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74Q(B)(2) - Q74Q(B)(4))
7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74Q(B)(2) - Q74Q(B)(4))

2117  8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74Q(B)(2) - Q74Q(B)(4))
Q74Q(B)(2) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74Q(B)(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00020 TO 07480

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74Q(B)(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

Q74Q(B)(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74Q(B)(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00600 TO 01396

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74Q(B)(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION
DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '41'
----------------------------------
VAR 0541 ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541 LOC 2699 WIDTH 5 DK 41 COL 1-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------
7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER.

VAR 0542 EDITION NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542 LOC 2704 WIDTH 5 DK 41 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

VAR 0543 PART NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543 LOC 2709 WIDTH 5 DK 41 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

VAR 0544 SEQUENTIAL CASE ID NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0544 LOC 2714 WIDTH 5 DK 41 COL 18-22

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0441  V482: Q74Q; BOTH WINDFALL  MD=0 OR GE  66666
REF 0441  LOC 2201 WIDTH 5  DK 41 COL 23-27

Q74Q(B)(4)  HOW MUCH WAS IT?  <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74Q(B)(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00780 TO 06000

66666.  DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74Q(B)(1))
77777.  RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888.  NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999.  INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000.  INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0442  V483: Q74Q; OTHER INC SOU  MD=6 OR GE  7
REF 0442  LOC 2206 WIDTH 5  DK 41 COL 28-32

Q74Q(C)(1)  ANYTHING ELSE?  (SPECIFY: ______________)  <WHO RECEIVED INCOME>

<SEE Q74 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

19  1.  SELF (CODE 0 IN Q74Q(C)(3) AND Q74Q(C)(4)
2.  WIFE/HUSBAND (CODE 0 IN Q74Q(C)(2) AND Q74Q(C)(4))
3.  BOTH (IF BREAKDOWN KNOWN, CODED IN Q74Q(C)(2) AND Q74Q(C)(3), IF BREAKDOWN UNKNOWN, CODED IN Q74Q(C)(4))
4.  NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 99999 IN Q74Q(C)(2) - Q74Q(C)(4))
5. INCOME RECEIVED, BUT DON'T KNOW WHO RECEIVED IT (CODE AMOUNT IN Q74Q(C)(4))

6. DON'T KNOW IF INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (CODE 66666 WHERE APPLICABLE IN Q74Q(C)(2) - Q74Q(C)(4))

7. REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE 77777 IN Q74Q(C)(2) - Q74Q(C)(4))

2124 8. NA (CODE 88888 IN Q74Q(C)(2) - Q74Q(C)(4))

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q74Q(C)(2) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SELF>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74Q(C)(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00030 TO 08400

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74Q(C)(1))

77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)

99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE

00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q74Q(C)(3) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF SPOUSE>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74Q(C)(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01128 TO 01320
(CONTINUED)

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74Q(C)(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0445 V486: Q74Q; BOTH OTHER IN MD=0 OR GE 66666
REF 0445 LOC 2221 WIDTH 5 DK 41 COL 43-47

Q74Q(C)(4) HOW MUCH WAS IT? <WAGES OF BOTH>

<SEE Q74 AND Q74Q(C)(1) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

66666. DON'T KNOW IF ANY INCOME RECEIVED FROM THIS SOURCE (MUST BE CODED 6 IN Q74Q(C)(1))
77777. RESPONDENT REFUSED TO ANSWER (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
88888. NA, EITHER ENTIRE QUESTION OMITTED OR RESPONDENT DID NOT KNOW AMOUNT (CODE ONLY IN APPLICABLE VARIABLES IF KNOWN)
99999. INAP., NO INCOME FROM THIS SOURCE
00000. INAP., FIELD NOT NEEDED, BUT SOMETHING IS CODED IN AT LEAST 1 OF THE OTHER 2 CORRESPONDING PARTS OF THIS QUESTION

VAR 0446 V352: Q75A; TAX REFUND OR MD=0
REF 0446 LOC 2226 WIDTH 5 DK 41 COL 48-52

Q75A DID YOU (OR YOUR WIFE/HUSBAND) RECEIVE ANY MONEY LIKE A TAX REFUND, OR A LUMP SUM INSURANCE PAYMENT, OR ANYTHING LIKE THAT IN 1974?

286 1. YES
1474 2. NO
(CONTINUED)

383 0. NA (CODE 0 IN Q75B - Q75D)

VAR 0447 V353: Q75B; AMT OF TAX RE MD=0 OR GE 99999
REF 0447 LOC 2231 WIDTH 5 DK 41 COL 53-57

IF YES TO Q75A:

Q75B HOW MUCH WAS THAT? $________
----------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00006 TO 15000

99999. INAP., NOT CODED 1 IN Q75A
00000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR CODED 0 IN Q75A

VAR 0448 V354: Q75C; WHAT DONE WIT MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0448 LOC 2236 WIDTH 5 DK 41 COL 58-62

IF YES TO Q75A:

Q75C WHAT DID YOU DO WITH THE MONEY DID YOU SAVE IT, SAVE SOME AND USE SOME, OR USE IT ALL?
-----------------------------------------------------------
71 1. SAVED IT (CODE 999 IN Q75D)
37 2. SAVED SOME AND USED SOME
172 3. USED IT
1474 9. INAP., NOT CODED 1 IN Q75A
389 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE OR CODED 0 IN Q75A

VAR 0449 V355: Q75D; HOW WAS TAX-I MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0449 LOC 2241 WIDTH 5 DK 41 COL 63-67

IF YES TO Q75A AND IF USED ALL OR PART <CODED 2 OR 3> IN
Q75C:

Q75D WHAT DID YOU USE THE MONEY FOR? CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

-----------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. GENERAL LIVING EXPENSES
002. CLOTHING
004. TAXES
010. VACATION
020. HOME REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS
040. BOUGHT DURABLE GOODS (CAR, T.V., ETC.)
100. MEDICAL, DENTAL EXPENSES
200. OTHER (SPECIFY)
400. FUNERALS OR FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
900. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T REMEMBER (EXCLUSIVE)

999. INAP., NOT CODED 1 IN Q75A OR SAVED IT ALL (CODE 1 IN Q75C)
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE, OR CODED 0 IN Q75A

-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0450 V356: Q76A1; HAVE BANK OR
REF 0450 LOC 2246 WIDTH 5
DK 41 COL 68-72

Q76A THERE'S A LOT OF CONCERN ABOUT WHAT SAVINGS OLDER PEOPLE MAY HAVE TO FALL BACK ON TO MEET EMERGENCIES. DO YOU (AND YOUR WIFE/HUSBAND) HAVE ANY OF THESE SORTS OF SAVINGS?

Q76A(1) MONEY IN THE BANK OR CASH SAVINGS?

1189 1. YES
543 2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q76B)
411 0. NA

-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0451 V357: Q76A2; HAVE STOCKS
REF 0451 LOC 2251 WIDTH 5
DK 41 COL 73-77

Q76A(2) STOCKS AND BONDS?
1. YES
2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q76C)
0. NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '42'

VAR 0541  ICPSR STUDY NUMBER
REF 0541  LOC 2699 WIDTH 5

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

VAR 0542  EDITION NUMBER
REF 0542  LOC 2704 WIDTH 5

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

VAR 0543  PART NUMBER
REF 0543  LOC 2709 WIDTH 5

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

Q76A(3) PROPERTY OTHER THAN A SINGLE-FAMILY HOME OF YOUR OWN?

<SEE Q76A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

233 1. YES
1491 2. NO (CODE 9 IN Q76D)
419  0. NA

Q76B IF MONEY IN THE BANK OR CASH SAVINGS (CODE 1 IN Q76A(1)): DO YOU HAVE AS MUCH AS $1,000 IN THE BANK OR IN CASH SAVINGS?

911 1. YES
245 2. NO, LESS THAN $1,000
(CONTINUED)

543  9.  INAP., "NO" TO Q76A(1)
444  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q76C  IF ANY STOCKS OR BONDS (CODE 1 TO Q76A(2)): ARE THE STOCKS AND BONDS WORTH AS MUCH AS $1,000 ON TODAY'S MARKET?

307  1.  YES
75   2.  NO, LESS THAN $1,000

1325  9.  INAP., "NO" TO Q76A(2)
436  0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q76D  IF PROPERTY (CODE 1 TO Q76A(3)): HOW MUCH WOULD YOU SAY THE PROPERTY IS WORTH ON TODAY'S MARKET? $__________

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 90

01.  $1,000 OR LESS
90.  $90,000 OR MORE

99.  INAP., "NO" TO Q76A(3)
00.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q77A  HAVE YOU ANY INSURANCE, LIFE OR ENDOWMENT, ON YOUR OWN (OR YOUR WIFE'S/HUSBAND'S) LIFE?
INCLUDE BURIAL INSURANCE HERE

1133  1. YES
   627  2. NO, (CODE 9 IN Q77B(1) AND Q77B(2))
   383  0. NA

VAR 0457      V363: Q77B;AMT OF R LI            MD=0 OR GE  999
REF 0457         LOC 2281 WIDTH  5             DK  42 COL 48-52

Q77B  IF YES TO Q77A:  HOW MUCH IS (IT) (YOUR OWN) (YOUR WIFE'S) FOR?

Q77B(1) SELF:  $_____________

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 001 TO 900

  001. $100 OR LESS
  900. $90,000 OR MORE

  999. INAP., NO INSURANCE ON SELF OR NO INSURANCE AT ALL
  000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

VAR 0458      V364: Q77B;AMT OF SPOUSE          MD=0 OR GE  999
REF 0458         LOC 2286 WIDTH  5             DK  42 COL 53-57

Q77B(2) WIFE:  $__________

<SEE Q77B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 001 TO 900

  001. $100 OR LESS
  900. $90,000 OR MORE

  999. INAP., NO INSURANCE ON SPOUSE OR NO INSURANCE AT ALL
  000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q78A IN 1974, DID YOU (OR YOUR WIFE/HUSBAND) USE UP ANY SAVINGS, CASH ANY BONDS, SELL OR RAISE A LOAN ON ANY PROPERTY OR ON ANY OF YOUR INSURANCE POLICIES TO MEET EXPENSES?

--------------------------------------------------------

278 1. YES
1474 2. NO, (CODE 999 IN Q78B)

391 0. NA

--------------------------------------------------------

Q78B IF YES TO Q78A: WHAT KIND OF EXPENSES WERE THOSE WERE THEY JUST ORDINARY LIVING EXPENSES, MEDICAL EXPENSES, OR WHAT?

------------------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

  001. GENERAL LIVING EXPENSES
  002. CLOTHING
  004. TAXES
  010. VACATION
  020. HOME REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS
  040. BOUGHT DURABLE GOODS (CAR, TELEVISION, ETC.)
  100. MEDICAL, DENTAL EXPENSES
  200. OTHER (SPECIFY)
  400. FUNERALS OR FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
  900. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T REMEMBER (EXCLUSIVE)

  999. INAP., CODED "NO" IN Q78A
  000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q79A HAVE YOU VISITED, TELEPHONED, OR WRITTEN A SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE DURING THE PAST YEAR?
-------------------------------------------------------
COUNT A TRY AS A "YES"

492 1. YES
1636 2. NO (CODE 99 IN Q79B; CODE 9 IN Q79C)
15 0. NA

SUMMARY CODED
01. TO ADVISE OF CHANGE IN STATUS, ADDRESS
02. APPLICATION FOR BENEFITS
04. INFORMATION (NO IMPLICATION OF PROBLEM)
10. PROBLEMS, COMPLAINTS (SPECIFY)
20. ACCOMPANIED A FRIEND OR RELATIVE ONLY (EXCLUSIVE)
40. OTHER (SPECIFY)
99. INAP., ANSWERED "NO" TO Q79A
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '43'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.
IF YES TO Q79A:

Q79C Were you satisfied with the way they took care of you, or not?

-----------------------------------------------
394 1. YES
95 2. NO
1636 9. INAP., ANSWERED "NO" TO Q79A
18 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------

Q80A When you were a child, what languages were spoken in your home?

-----------------------------------------------
1621 1. ENGLISH ONLY (CODE 9999 IN Q80B)
168 2. FOREIGN LANGUAGE ONLY
342 3. BOTH ENGLISH AND FOREIGN
12 0. NA, (CODE 0 IN Q80B)

-----------------------------

Q80B If any foreign language spoken: what language(s) were spoken?

-----------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

0001. SPANISH
0002. RUSSIAN, UKRAINIAN, POLISH
0004. BOHEMIAN, CZECH, SERBIAN, HUNGARIAN, ROMANIAN, CROATIAN
Q81. NOW, JUST A FEW MORE QUESTIONS AND I'LL BE THROUGH.
WHERE WERE YOU BORN? STATE IN U.S.:_________ FOREIGN
COUNTRY:__________________________

CODES FOR UNITED STATES

79 01. NEW ENGLAND: CONNECTICUT, MAINE, MASSACHUSETTS, 
      NEW HAMPSHIRE, RHODE ISLAND, VERMONT
245 02. MIDDLE ATLANTIC: NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, 
       PENNSYLVANIA
313 03. EAST NORTH CENTRAL: ILLINOIS, INDIANA, MICHIGAN, 
       OHIO, WISCONSIN
286 04. WEST NORTH CENTRAL: IOWA, KANSAS, MINNESOTA, 
       MISSOURI, NEBRASKA, NORTH DAKOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA
369 05. SOUTH ATLANTIC: DELAWARE, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
       FLORIDA, GEORGIA, MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH 
       CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA
264 06. EAST SOUTH CENTRAL: ALABAMA, KENTUCKY, 
       MISSISSIPPI, TENNESSEE
208 07. WEST SOUTH CENTRAL: ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA, OKLAHOMA, 
       TEXAS
58 08. MOUNTAIN: ARIZONA, COLORADO, IDAHO, MONTANA, 
       NEVADA, NEW MEXICO, UTAH, WYOMING
87 09. PACIFIC: ALASKA, CALIFORNIA, HAWAII, OREGON, 
       WASHINGTON

CODES FOR FOREIGN COUNTRIES
(CONTINUED)

8  10.  PUERTO RICO
11.  PHILLIPINES
5  12.  LATIN AMERICA, SOUTH AMERICA, CENTRAL AMERICA
12  13.  MEXICO
14.  CHINA (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OR TAIWAN)
1  15.  JAPAN
22  16.  CANADA
25  17.  BRITISH ISLES OR IRELAND
13  18.  SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES: NORWAY, DENMARK, SWEDEN, FINLAND, ICELAND,
63  19.  WESTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: ITALY, SPAIN, GERMANY, AUSTRIA, FRANCE, SWITZERLAND, HOLLAND, BELGIUM, LUXEMBOURG, PORTUGAL
5  20.  S.E. EUROPE: GREECE, BULGARIA, ALBANIA, CYPRUS, CRETE, EUROPEAN TURKEY
15  21.  YUGOSLAVIA, RUMANIA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, HUNGARY
36  22.  RUSSIA, POLAND, LATVIA, LITHUANIA, ESTONIA, UKRAINE
23.  OTHER ASIA
1  24.  AFRICA
12  25.  OTHER (SPECIFY)
3  30.  U.S. UNSPECIFIED
13  00.  NA

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0467      V495: Q-;HUSB INTERVIEWE                  MD=9999
REF 0467         LOC 2331 WIDTH  5             DK  43 COL 43-47

Q82  CODE FOR ALL WIDOWED WOMEN AND ALL MARRIED WOMEN WHOSE
HUSBANDS WERE NOT INTERVIEWED

IF RESPONDENT IS A MARRIED WOMAN WHOSE HUSBAND HAS ALSO BEEN
INTERVIEWED ENTER HER HUSBAND'S FOUR-DIGIT ID NUMBER HERE
AND CODE 9 IN Q82A - Q82B

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0005 TO 7156

9999.  NO HUSBAND OR HUSBAND NOT INTERVIEWED
Q82A WHAT SORT OF WORK (DOES) (DID) YOUR HUSBAND DO WHAT (WAS) (IS) HIS JOB CALLED AND EXACTLY WHAT (DOES) (DID) HE DO?

------------------------------------------------------------

1. PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS; MANAGERS, OFFICIALS AND PROPRIETORS, EXCEPT FARM; CLERICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS; SALES WORKERS
2. CRAFTSMEN, FORMEN AND KINDRED WORKERS; OPERATIVE AND KINDRED WORKERS; LABORERS, EXCEPT FARM AND MINE
3. PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS, SERVICE WORKERS
4. FARMERS AND FARM MANAGERS
5. FARM LABORERS AND FOREMEN

9. INAP., SERIES NOT APPLICABLE (INCLUDES THOSE WHO NEVER WORKED AND HOUSEWIVES WHO HAVEN'T WORKED SINCE AGE 50)

0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q82B AT WHAT SORT OF BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY (DOES) (DID) HE WORK?

------------------------------------------------------------

10. AGRICULTURE, FOREST AND FISHERIES
20. MINING
24. CONSTRUCTION
30. MANUFACTURING
50. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION AND OTHER PUBLIC UTILITIES
60. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
70. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
80. BUSINESS AND REPAIR SERVICES
82. PERSONAL SERVICES
85. ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
86. PROFESSIONAL AND RELATED SERVICES
90. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

9. INAP., (INCLUDES THOSE WHO NEVER WORKED AND HOUSEWIVES WHO HAVEN'T WORKED SINCE AGE 50)

00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
VAR 0470      V374: Q83;EDUCATION COMP                      MD=0
REF 0470     LOC 2346 WIDTH  5                     DK  43 COL 58-62

Q83  WHAT WAS THE LAST GRADE OR YEAR OF SCHOOL YOU FINISHED?
-----------------------------------------------
  63  1.  NEVER ATTENDED SCHOOL
  630  2.  COMPLETED 1-7 YEARS
  456  3.  COMPLETED 8 YEARS
  350  4.  COMPLETED 9-11 YEARS
  290  5.  HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
  196  6.  SOME COLLEGE
  142  7.  COLLEGE GRADUATE
   9  8.  WENT TO UNGRADED SCHOOL

7  0.  NA

VAR 0471      V375: Q84A;RELIGIOUS PRE                      MD=0
REF 0471     LOC 2351 WIDTH  5                     DK  43 COL 63-67

Q84A  WHAT IS YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE?
---------------------------------------------
  1587  1.  PROTESTANT
  410  2.  CATHOLIC (CODE 99 IN Q84B)
  38  3.  JEWISH (CODE 99 IN Q84B)
  34  4.  OTHER (CODE SPECIFICS IN Q84B)
  70  5.  NONE (CODE 99 IN Q84B)
  7  0.  NA (CODE 0 IN Q84B)

VAR 0472      V376: Q84B;RELIGIOUS DEN                     MD=0 OR GE  99
REF 0472     LOC 2356 WIDTH  5                     DK  43 COL 68-72

Q84B  IF PROTESTANT OR OTHER IN Q84A:  WHAT DENOMINATION IS
   THAT?
----------------------------------------
  10  01.  BYZANTINE CATHOLIC, GREEK ORTHODOX, RUSSIAN
          ORTHODOX, EASTERN ORTHODOX
  107  02.  UNITARIAN, CONGREGATIONALIST, EPISCOPAL, QUAKER
|   | 03. METHODIST, PRESBYTERIAN, DISCIPLES OF CHRIST, UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, CHRISTIAN CHURCH |   | 04. EVANGELICAL AND REFORMED, LUTHERAN |   | 05. BAPTIST |   | 06. ASSEMBLY OF GOD, CHURCH OF CHRIST, CHURCH OF GOD, FOUR-SQUARE GOSPEL, FREE METHODIST, MENNONITE, NAZARENE, PENTACOSTAL, SALVATION ARMY, SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST, CAMPBELLITE, JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY ALLIANCE, MISSION COVENANT, MORAVIAN (UNITED BRETHREN) |   | 07. BAHAI, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, DIVINE SCIENCE, MORMON, SPIRITUALIST, THEOSOPHY, UNITY |   | 08. PROTESTANT, NON-DENOMINATIONAL (ONLY WHEN SPECIFIED BY RESPONDENT) |   | 09. OTHER, NOT CODABLE ABOVE (SPECIFY) |   | 88. PROTESTANT, NOT SPECIFIED |   | 99. INAP., NOT PROTESTANT OR "OTHER" IN Q84A |   | 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|   |   | 148   |   | 575   |   | 117   |   | 44   |   | 44   |   | 20   |   | 11   |
| 545 |   | 03. METHODIST, PRESBYTERIAN, DISCIPLES OF CHRIST, UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, CHRISTIAN CHURCH |   | 04. EVANGELICAL AND REFORMED, LUTHERAN |   | 05. BAPTIST |   | 06. ASSEMBLY OF GOD, CHURCH OF CHRIST, CHURCH OF GOD, FOUR-SQUARE GOSPEL, FREE METHODIST, MENNONITE, NAZARENE, PENTACOSTAL, SALVATION ARMY, SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST, CAMPBELLITE, JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY ALLIANCE, MISSION COVENANT, MORAVIAN (UNITED BRETHREN) |   | 07. BAHAI, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, DIVINE SCIENCE, MORMON, SPIRITUALIST, THEOSOPHY, UNITY |   | 08. PROTESTANT, NON-DENOMINATIONAL (ONLY WHEN SPECIFIED BY RESPONDENT) |   | 09. OTHER, NOT CODABLE ABOVE (SPECIFY) |   | 88. PROTESTANT, NOT SPECIFIED |   | 99. INAP., NOT PROTESTANT OR "OTHER" IN Q84A |   | 00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE |

Q85 DO YOU BELIEVE IN AN AFTER-LIFE (ETERNAL LIFE, LIFE AFTER DEATH)? (IF NEEDED: HOW SURE DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT?)

1413 1. YES, SURE OF IT
367 2. UNCERTAIN (INCLUDES "YES, BUT NOT CERTAIN" AND "NO, BUT NOT CERTAIN" RESPONSES)
317 3. NO, DON'T BELIEVE IN IT
46 0. NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '44'
7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.
Q86 IN WHAT AGE GROUP WOULD YOU SAY YOU BELONG? WOULD YOU SAY YOU'RE OLD, ELDERLY, OR MIDDLE-AGED?

661 1. OLD
565 2. ELDERLY
871 3. MIDDLE-AGED
17 4. YOUNG

29 0. NA

Q87 ARE YOU OFTEN ALONE? [HOW OFTEN?]

750 1. YES, OFTEN
197 2. NOW AND THEN [E.G., ONLY WHEN MY HUSBAND IS AT WORK; ONLY FOR A FEW HOURS A DAY]
332 3. SELDOM [E.G., HARDLY EVER]
370 4. NEVER
468 5. NO [UNPROBED AS TO FREQUENCY]

26 0. NA

Q88 HERE'S A LIST OR THINGS SOME PEOPLE BELIEVE. WOULD YOU TELL ME WHETHER YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH EACH STATEMENT? (JUST GIVE ME YOUR OPINION!)

Q88A THE DAYS ARE TOO SHORT FOR ALL I WANT TO DO.

858 1. AGREE
1155 2. DISAGREE
(CONTINUED)

Q88B  THE LIFE OF THE AVERAGE PERSON IS GETTING WORSE, NOT BETTER.

<SEE Q88 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

Q88C  NOWADAYS A PERSON HAS TO LIVE PRETTY MUCH FOR TODAY AND LET TOMORROW TAKE CARE OF ITSELF.

<SEE Q88 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

Q88D  MOST FAMILIES LIKE TO HAVE OLDER PEOPLE AROUND.
<SEE Q88 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 0480      V384: Q88E;MY LIFE NOT                     MD=0
REF 0480         LOC 2396 WIDTH  5             DK  44 COL 53-57

Q88E  I CAN'T HELP FEELING NOW THAT MY LIFE IS NOT VERY USEFUL.

<SEE Q88 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 0481      V385: Q88F;LOSE RESPECT                      MD=0
REF 0481         LOC 2401 WIDTH  5             DK  44 COL 58-62

Q88F  MOST PEOPLE LOSE RESPECT FOR A MAN WHO HAS RETIRED AND IS NO LONGER WORKING.

<SEE Q88 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

349  1.  AGREE
1675  2.  DISAGREE
106  3.  DEPENDS
13  0.  NA
Q88G CHILDREN DON'T CARE ANYTHING ABOUT THEIR PARENTS EXCEPT FOR WHAT THEY GET OUT OF THEM.

<SEE Q88 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

------------------------------------------------------

584 1. AGREE
1412 2. DISAGREE
136 3. DEPENDS
11 0. NA

.............................................................

Q88H ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, I'M PRETTY SATISFIED WITH WHAT I'VE ACCOMPLISHED IN LIFE.

<SEE Q88 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

----------------------------------------------------------

1951 1. AGREE
149 2. DISAGREE
33 3. DEPENDS
10 0. NA

.............................................................

Q89 IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE THAT I HAVEN'T ASKED ABOUT THAT YOU THINK WE SHOULD BE ASKING ABOUT?

-----------------------------------------------------------

1795 1. NO, NOTHING
17 2. YES, VOLUNTEER WORK
136 3. YES, MONEY
166 4. YES, OTHER (SPECIFY)
29 0. NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '45' DK 45 COL 1-2
----------------------------------

VAR 0541 ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541 LOC 2699 WIDTH 5 DK 45 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

VAR 0542 EDITION NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0542 LOC 2704 WIDTH 5 DK 45 COL 8-12

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

VAR 0543 PART NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543 LOC 2709 WIDTH 5 DK 45 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
----------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY
ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

LENGTH OF INTERVIEW <IN MINUTES>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 001 TO 255
000. NA

OBSA  SEX OF RESPONDENT:

851  1. MALE
1292  2. FEMALE

OBSB  ETHNICITY OF RESPONDENT:

1696  1. WHITE
413  2. BLACK
22  3. CHICANO OR MEXICAN-AMERICAN
(CONTINUED)

1  4. ASIAN-AMERICAN
3  5. OTHER (SPECIFY)
3  6. PUERTO RICAN
5  0. NA

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0488      V391: OBSCTROUBLE GETTE                        MD=0
REF 0488      LOC 2436 WIDTH  5                    DK  45 COL 38-42

OBSC  HOW MUCH TROUBLE DID YOU HAVE PERSUADING RESPONDENT TO
BE INTERVIEWED?
------------------------------------------------------------------------

690  1. NONE, ENTHUSIASTIC
816  2. NONE, NOT ENTHUSIASTIC BUT VERY WILLING
393  3. TOOK SOME EXPLANATION, BUT NO REAL RESISTANCE
145  4. TOOK QUITE A BIT OF PERSUASION, NOT AT ALL WILLING
     AT FIRST
87   5. EXTREMELY DIFFICULT. DIDN'T THINK RESPONDENT COULD
     BE PERSUADED AT FIRST
  1  6. OTHER (SPECIFY)
11   0. NA

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0489      V392: OBSDR ATTITUDE                                MD=0
REF 0489      LOC 2441 WIDTH  5                    DK  45 COL 43-47

OBSD  ONCE RESPONDENT AGREED TO BE INTERVIEWED, WAS HE/SHE
GENERALLY COOPERATIVE OR ANTAGONISTIC TOWARD THE INTERVIEW?
------------------------------------------------------------------------

2061  1. COOPERATIVE
  69  2. ANTAGONISTIC
  13  0. NA
OBSE(1)  DID RESPONDENT SHOW ANY SIGN OF CONFUSION (IN DATES, PLACES, REMEMBERING THINGS, ETC.)?

292  1.  YES
1838  2.  NO (CODE 9 IN REF 491)
13   0.  NA (CODE 0 IN REF 491)

OBSE(2)  IF YES, SHOWED CONFUSION (IN REF 490):  PLEASE DESCRIBE

267  1.  MINOR PROBLEMS, CONFUSION
8    2.  MAJOR CONFUSIONS, FANTASIZING
1838  9.  INAP., DID NOT SHOW ANY SIGN OF CONFUSION (CODE 2 IN REF 492)
30   0.  NA

OBSF  DID RESPONDENT HAVE ANY MARKED PHYSICAL DISABILITIES THAT YOU NOTICED OR THAT HE MENTIONED?

642  1.  YES
1493  2.  NO (CODE 9 IN REF 493 AND REF 494)
8    0.  NA, (CODE 0 IN REF 493 AND REF 494)
OBSF(1) IF YES, HAD MARKED DISABILITIES (IN REF 492): WAS RESPONDENT HARD OF HEARING?

<SEE REF 492 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------------------

252 1. YES  
349 2. NO

1492 9. INAP., HAD NO DISABILITIES  
  50 0. NA

-----------------------------------------------------------

OBSF(2) IF YES, HAD MARKED DISABILITIES (IN REF 492): ANY OTHER DISABILITIES? (WHAT?)

<SEE REF 492 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

-----------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001. VISION  
002. SPEECH  
004. LOCOMOTION, DIFFICULTIES MOVING ABOUT INCLUDING MOTOR DIFFICULTIES (ARTHRITIS, STROKE)  
010. RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS  
020. MISSING LIMBS (OR DEFORMED)  
040. SKIN AILMENTS  
100. ANXIETY  
200. OTHER, CIRCULATORY  
400. SPECIFIED DISEASE  
800. NO DISABILITIES EXCEPT HEARING WHICH IS CODED IN REF 493)

999. INAP., HAD NO DISABILITIES  
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
OBSG  HOW ALERT WAS RESPONDENT?
-----------------------------------
1286  1.  VERY ALERT
803   2.  AVERAGE
  46   3.  APATHETIC OR LETHARGIC
     8   0.  NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '46'
----------------------------------

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945.  THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1.  WINTER, 1982 RELEASE
ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER INDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1:  GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2:  PROXY SURVEY
PART 3:  NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

OBSH  WHAT WAS RESPONDENT'S OVERALL REACTION TO THE INTERVIEW?

79  1.  UPSET
127  2.  BORED, BUT NOT CONCERNED
857  3.  INTERESTED BUT NOT PARTICULARLY CONCERNED
1063  4.  ENJOYED IT
17  0.  NA
At what parts of the interview, if any, did respondent seem to be disturbed? (What questions or sections seemed to bring signs of anxiety, distress, or discomfort?)

Summary coded

01. Work
02. Children
04. Health
10. Finances
20. Other (Specify)
40. Religion, After-Life
88. Everything disturbed respondent (Exclusive code)
90. Nothing disturbed respondent
00. NA

Was there anyone other than respondent present during any part of the interview?

Note: If someone was present for less than 25% of the interview time, code as "No."

740 1. Yes
1397 2. No
6 0. NA (Code 0 in Ref 499 and Ref 500)

If yes, someone was present (in Ref 498): Who was present?
SUMMARY CODED

01. SPOUSE
02. CHILD(REN)
04. OTHER RELATIVES
10. FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS
20. OTHER (SPECIFY)

99. INAP., NO ONE WAS PRESENT
00. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

OBSJ(2) IF SOMEONE WAS PRESENT (IN REF 498): FOR HOW LONG?

1. FOR ENTIRE INTERVIEW
2. IN AND OUT
3. ABOUT HALF THE TIME
4. LESS THAN HALF THE TIME

9 9. INAP., NO ONE WAS PRESENT
0 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

OBSJ(3) IF SOMEONE WAS PRESENT (IN REF 498): HOW DID THIS AFFECT THE INTERVIEW?

1. POSITIVE EFFECT
2. NEGATIVE EFFECT
514  3. NEUTRAL, NO EFFECT
    4. POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EFFECTS

1403  9. INAP., NO ONE WAS PRESENT
    20  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0502  V405: OBSK;SPOUSE OF R  MD=9998 OR GE 9999
REF 0502  LOC 2506 WIDTH 5     DK 46 COL 53-57

OBSK  WHO IS RESPONDENT'S SPOUSE?
---------------------------------

ACTUAL INTERVIEW NUMBER CODED 0000 TO 9513

9998. SPOUSE IS NOT ELIGIBLE (UNDER 65) (CODE 6 IN REF 503)
   9999. NO SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0503  V406: OBSL;HAS SPOUSE  MD=9
REF 0503  LOC 2511 WIDTH 5     DK 46 COL 58-62

OBSL  IF SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD:  HAS THE SPOUSE BEEN INTERVIEWED?
---------------------------------

719  1. YES, INTERVIEWED
   288  6. SPOUSE INELIGIBLE (CODED 9998 IN REF 502)
   76  7. NO, NOT INTERVIEWED, BUT IS ELIGIBLE
   1060  9. NO SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0504  V407: OBSM;INTERVIEWER  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0504  LOC 2516 WIDTH 5     DK 46 COL 63-67

OBSM  PLEASE USE THIS SPACE TO TELL US ANYTHING ABOUT THIS RESPONDENT OR ABOUT THIS INTERVIEW THAT YOU THINK IT IMPORTANT FOR US TO KNOW.
(CONTINUED)

BE SURE THAT THERE IS NOTHING ENTERED HERE THAT SHOULD BE
CODED IN REF 497. TRANSFER THERE IF APPROPRIATE. DO NOT
CODE AGAIN.

78 1. SOMETHING SIGNIFICANT MENTIONED
2065 2. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT MENTIONED (CODE HERE IF LEFT
BLANK)

-----------------------------

VAR 0505       V408: OBSN;DATE OF INTER    NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0505       LOC 2521 WIDTH  5             DK 46 COL 68-72

DATE OF INTERVIEW: _______________, 1975

THE FIRST DIGIT OF THIS TWO-DIGIT CODE WILL REPRESENT THE
MONTH. E.G., JANUARY = 1; FEBRUARY = 2, ETC.

THE SECOND DIGIT WILL REPRESENT DURING WHICH HALF OF THE
MONTH THE INTERVIEW WAS CONDUCTED. THE FIRST HALF OF THE
MONTH = 1; THE SECOND HALF OF THE MONTH = 2.

-----------------------------

7 11. JANUARY 1-15
716 12. JANUARY 16-31
635 21. FEBRUARY 1-14
344 22. FEBRUARY 15-28
161 31. MARCH 1-15
62 32. MARCH 16-31
31 41. APRIL 1-15
25 42. APRIL 16-30
5 51. MAY 1-15
5 52. MAY 16-31
115 61. JUNE 1-15
36 62. JUNE 16-30
1 71. JULY 1-15

-----------------------------

VAR 0506       V1001: CV;INDEX INCAPACI       MD=99
REF 0506       LOC 2526 WIDTH  5             DK 46 COL 73-77

CV INDEX INCAPACITY
<SEE Q32 FOR THE SIX TASKS USED IN THE DERIVATION OF THIS VARIABLE>

SUMMARY CODED

00. ABILITY TO PERFORM A TASK WITHOUT RESTRICTION
01. ABILITY TO PERFORM A TASK WITH DIFFICULTY
02. ABILITY TO PERFORM A TASK ONLY WITH ASSISTANCE OR INABILITY TO PERFORM A TASK
99. INAP., BEDFAST

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '47'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE
VAR 0543      PART NUMBER                 NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0543     LOC 2709 WIDTH  5             DK  47 COL 13-17

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
----------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1:  GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2:  PROXY SURVEY
PART 3:  NONCONTACT SURVEY

---------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0544      SEQUENTIAL CASE ID          NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0544     LOC 2714 WIDTH  5             DK  47 COL 18-22

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0507      V1002: CV;INDEX AMBULATO                     MD=8
REF 0507     LOC 2531 WIDTH  5             DK  47 COL 23-27

CV INDEX AMBULATORY
----------------------

  41  1.  BEDFAST
  112  2.  HOUSEBOUND
  161  3.  AMBULATORY-WITH HELP
  1828  4.  AMBULATORY

  1  8.  INAP., NA

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0508      V1003: CV;INCOME UNIT               MD=8 OR GE  9
REF 0508     LOC 2536 WIDTH  5             DK  47 COL 28-32

CV INCOME UNIT
----------------------
(CONTINUED)

724  1.  MARRIED COUPLE
216  2.  SINGLE MALE
845  3.  SINGLE FEMALE

358  9.  INAP., FINANCIAL DATA FROM PARTNER

---

VAR 0509      V1004: CV; INCOME SOURCE     NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0509      LOC 2541 WIDTH 5             DK 47 COL 33-37

CV INCOME SOURCE

----------------

359  0.  NO INCOME SOURCE
1741  1.  INCOME FROM KNOWN SOURCE
43   2.  INCOME FROM UNKNOWN SOURCE

---

VAR 0510      WEIGHT                                     MD=975
REF 0510      LOC 2546 WIDTH 3             DK 47 COL 38-40
IMP DEC= 2

WEIGHT

-----

---

VAR 0511      V1005: CV; VISION PROBLEM     MD=9
REF 0511      LOC 2549 WIDTH 5             DK 47 COL 41-45

CV VISION PROBLEM

-----------------

115  1.  YES
2012  2.  NO
16   9.  NA
### CV All Women: Husband's Type of Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>353</td>
<td>Professional, technical and kindred workers; managers, officials and proprietors, except farm; clerical and kindred workers; sales workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>Craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers; operative and kindred workers; laborers, except farm and mine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Private household workers, service workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Farmers and farm managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Farm laborers and foremen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003</td>
<td>Inap., series not applicable (includes those who never worked and housewives who haven't worked since age 50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Na, but question was applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CV Occupational Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>692</td>
<td>Professional, technical and kindred workers; managers, officials and proprietors, except farm; clerical and kindred workers; sales workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>947</td>
<td>Craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers; operative and kindred workers; laborers, except farm and mine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>Private household workers, service workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>Farmers and farm managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Farm laborers and foremen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Inap., series not applicable (includes those who never worked and housewives who haven't worked since age 50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Na, but question was applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAR 0514  V1008: CV;NUM LIV CHILDR  MD=99
REF 0514  LOC 2564 WIDTH 5  DK 47 COL 56-60

CV NUMBER OF LIVING CHILDREN
-------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0 TO 7

  07. SEVEN OR MORE
  99. INAP.

VAR 0515  V1009: CV;NUM LIV SIBS  MD=99
REF 0515  LOC 2569 WIDTH 5  DK 47 COL 61-65

CV NUMBER OF LIVING SIBLINGS
-----------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00 TO 07

  07. SEVEN OR MORE
  99. INAP.

VAR 0516  V1010: CV;NR CHILD DISTA  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0516  LOC 2574 WIDTH 5  DK 47 COL 66-70

CV DISTANCE OF NEAREST CHILD
-----------------------------

  330  1. SAME HOUSEHOLD
  556  2. WITHIN 10 MINUTES
  342  3. 11 TO 30 MINUTES
  154  4. 31 TO 60 MINUTES
  232  5. MORE THAN ONE HOUR
  57   6. DAY OR MORE
  463  0. NO LIVING CHILDREN
  9   9. INAP.,
VAR 0517  V1011: CV;WHEN SAW CHILD  MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0517   LOC 2579 WIDTH 5        DK 47 COL 71-75

CV     WHEN LAST SAW CHILD
-----------------------
330  1.  SAME HOUSEHOLD
570  2.  TODAY, YESTERDAY
397  3.  2 TO 7 DAYS AGO
194  4.  8 TO 30 DAYS AGO
142  5.  31 DAYS TO 1 YEAR AGO
42   6.  MORE THAN 1 YEAR AGO

463  0.  NO LIVING CHILDREN
5  9.  INAP.,

-------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0518  V1012: CV;NUM-SEX CHILDN                     MD=0
REF 0518   LOC 2584 WIDTH 5        DK 47 COL 76-80

CV     NUMBER AND SEX OF CHILD(REN)
--------------------------------
201  1.  ONE SON
232  2.  ONE DAUGHTER
177  3.  TWO OR MORE SONS
165  4.  TWO OR MORE DAUGHTERS
905  5.  BOTH SEXES
463  0.  NO LIVING CHILDREN

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '48'        DK 48 COL 1-2
---------------------------------------

ICPSR STUDY NUMBER          NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0541   LOC 2699 WIDTH 5        DK 48 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945.  THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA
COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 1
---------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

CV CHILD(REN)'S MARITAL STATUS
---------------------------------
1544 1. MARRIED CHILDREN
   66 2. DIVORCED-SEPARATED CHILDREN
   19 3. WIDOWED CHILDREN
   46 4. SINGLE CHILDREN

463 0. NO LIVING CHILDREN
  5 9. INAP.,

CV MARRITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENT AND PRESENCE OF CHILDREN
----------------------------------------------------------

918 1. MARRIED WITH CHILD(REN)
762 2. PREVIOUSLY MARRIED WITH CHILD(REN)
164 3. MARRIED NO CHILD(REN)
192 4. PREVIOUSLY MARRIED NO CHILD(REN)
107 5. NEVER MARRIED

CV GENERATIONS IN FAMILY
-------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 4

0. NA

CV FAMILY CONTACT PREVIOUS WEEK
--------------------------------

1297 1. SAW CHILD(REN)
228 2. NO, DID NOT SEE CHILD(REN)
VAR 0523      V1017: CV;EMPL STATUS       NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0523         LOC 2609 WIDTH  5             DK  48 COL 43-47

CV EMPLOYMENT STATUS
---------------------

308  1.  IN LABOR FORCE
1277  2.  RETIRED
558  9.  HOUSEWIFE

VAR 0524      V1018: CV;YRS-RETIRED             MD=98 OR GE  99
REF 0524         LOC 2614 WIDTH  5             DK  48 COL 48-52

CV YEARS RETIRED
-----------------

ACTUAL YEARS CODED 00 TO 43

  98.  NA
  99.  INAP.

VAR 0525      V1019: CV;INC GOVT BENEF        MD=0 OR GE  99999
REF 0525         LOC 2619 WIDTH  5             DK  48 COL 53-57

CV INCOME FROM GOVERNMENT BENEFITS
-----------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00087 TO 71250

  99999.  INAP.
  00000.  NA
VAR 0526  V1020: CV; INC WAGE-SALAR
REF 0526  LOC 2624 WIDTH 5
MD=0 OR GE 99999

CV INCOME FROM WAGES AND SALARIES
----------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00027 TO 32000

99999. INAP.
00000. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 0527  V1021: CV; BUS-FARM-PROF
REF 0527  LOC 2629 WIDTH 5
MD=0 OR GE 99999

CV INCOME FROM BUSINESS, FARM, OR PROFESSION
---------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00100 TO 99000

99999. INAP.
00000. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 0528  V1022: CV; PENSIONS INC
REF 0528  LOC 2634 WIDTH 5
MD=0 OR GE 99999

CV PENSION INCOME
------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00000 TO 32000

99999. INAP.
00000. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 0529  V1023: CV; INC UNEMP COMP
REF 0529  LOC 2639 WIDTH 5
MD=0 OR GE 99999

CV INCOME FROM UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
-----------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00164 TO 02720

99999. INAP.
00000. NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '49'

ICPSR STUDY NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

PART NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

CV INCOME FROM RENT, DIVIDENDS, ANNUITIES, INTEREST

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00001 TO 50000

99999. INAP.
00000. NA

CV OTHER INCOME

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00020 TO 08400

99999. INAP.
00000. NA
CV SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00087 TO 08160

99999.  INAP.
00000.  NA

CV SSI INCOME

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00006 TO 03657

99999.  INAP.
00000.  NA

CV OTHER GOVERNMENT BENEFITS

250 1. OTHER INCOME FROM SOURCE
1893 0. NO INCOME FROM SOURCE

CV TOTAL GOVERNMENT BENEFITS
(CONTINUED)

1665  1.  TOTAL INCOME FROM SOURCE
478   0.  NO INCOME FROM SOURCE

------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0536  V1030: CV;PREV EMPL PENS          NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0536  LOC 2674 WIDTH  5                DK  49 COL 53-57

CV  PENSIONS FROM PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT
-------------------------------------

434  1.  INCOME FROM SOURCE
1709  0.  NO INCOME FROM SOURCE

------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0537  V1031: CV;RENT-DIV-INT            NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0537  LOC 2679 WIDTH  5                DK  49 COL 58-62

CV  INCOME FROM RENT, DIVIDENDS, ANNUITIES, INTEREST,
-------------------------------------------

811  1.  INCOME FROM SOURCE
1332  0.  NO INCOME FROM SOURCE

------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0538  V1032: CV;OTHER INC SOUR          NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0538  LOC 2684 WIDTH  5                DK  49 COL 63-67

CV  OTHER INCOME SOURCES
-----------------------

80  1.  INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES
2063  0.  NO INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCES
CV AMOUNT OF TOTAL INCOME

<SUM OF INCOME REPORTED FROM VARIOUS SOURCES>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 00000 TO 99000

99999. INAP.

CV MEDIAN INCOME CATEGORY

683 1. 21% BELOW
161 2. 6 TO 20% BELOW
93  3. 5% ABOVE
88  4. 6 TO 20% ABOVE
146 5. 21 TO 50% ABOVE
162 6. 51 TO 100% ABOVE
310 7. 101% ABOVE

500 9. INAP., NA
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION LIST

OLDER PERSON'S DEMOGRAPHICS
---------------------------
1. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
2. LOCATION NUMBER
3. HOUSEHOLD NUMBER
4. PERSON NUMBER
5. SAMPLE TYPE
6. NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS IN HOUSEHOLD
7. NATURE OF AREA
8. TYPE OF LIVING QUARTERS
9. HOUSEHOLD TYPE
10. MARRIED PERSON'S LIVING ARRANGEMENT
11. UNMARRIED PERSON'S LIVING ARRANGEMENT
12. TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD
13. HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
14. INFORMANT

OLDER PERSON'S HEALTH AND CARE
-----------------------------
15. CONFINED TO BED OR CAN GET ABOUT
16. MORE/LESS THAN 4 WEEKS CONFINED TO BED
17. REASON CONFINED TO BED
18. RELATION OF PROXY RESPONDENT TO OLDER PERSON
19. PROXY RESPONDENT LIVES WITH OLDER PERSON
20. PERSON WHO PREPARES MOST OF MEALS
21. PERSON WHO DOES MOST OF SHOPPING
22. PERSON WHO DOES MOST OF HOUSEWORK
23. ABLE TO GO TO THE WASHROOM
24. PERSON WHO HELPS GO TO THE WASHROOM
25. PERSONS WHO HELP
26. NURSE VISITS REGULARLY OR OCCASIONALLY
27. FREQUENCY OF NURSE'S VISITS
28. DOCTOR VISITS REGULARLY OR ONCE IN A WHILE
29. FREQUENCY OF DOCTOR'S VISITS
30. OLDER PERSON GOES TO DOCTOR'S OFFICE
31. FREQUENCY OF VISITS TO DOCTOR'S OFFICE
32. NUMBER OF NIGHTS SPENT IN HOSPITAL LAST YEAR
33. LENGTH OF INTERVIEW

OLDER PERSON'S DEMOGRAPHICS
---------------------------
34. SEX OF OLDER PERSON
35. ETHNICITY OF OLDER PERSON
36. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE SPOUSE
37. SPOUSE INTERVIEWED
38. DATE OF INTERVIEW
ICPSR PROCESSING VARIABLES

41. ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
42. ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
43. ICPSR PART NUMBER - 2
44. ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '01'

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 2

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY
ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0194 TO 7157

9999. INAP., INELIGIBLE OR UNABLE TO SCREEN AND NO INDICATION OF ELIGIBILITY

LOCATION NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 12104 TO 93204

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 001 TO 501
PERSON NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 06

99. INAP., INELIBIBLE
00. NA; NO IDEA IF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT IN HOUSEHOLD (NOTE: IF THE NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS IS NOT ASCERTAINED BUT THERE IS SOME INDICATION THAT ONE OR MORE ARE ELIGIBLE, THEN ASSIGN PERSON NUMBER 01.)

SAMPLE TYPE

72  1. ALL OTHER HOUSEHOLDS
2  2. HOUSEHOLDS BELIEVED TO BE OCCUPIED BY BLACKS IN LOCATIONS WITH FEWER THAN 10% BLACK HOUSEHOLDS
29  3. HOUSEHOLDS BELIEVED TO BE OCCUPIED BY BLACKS IN LOCATIONS WITH 10% OR MORE BLACK HOUSEHOLDS

NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 4

0. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]
NATURE OF AREA
--------------
10  1. ON A FARM OR RANCH
14  2. IN THE COUNTRY, BUT NOT ON FARM OR RANCH
19  3. IN TOWN OF LESS THAN 10,000
13  4. IN TOWN OF 10,000 - 24,999
13  5. IN MEDIUM SIZE CITY (25,000 - 99,999)
29  6. IN LARGE CITY (100,000 OR MORE)
  5  7. IN SUBURB OF A LARGE CITY (MUST BE LESS THAN 100,000)
   0. NA

IF THE POPULATION IS OVER 100,000 TREAT AS CITY, NOT AS A SUBURB.

TYPE LIVING QUARTERS
---------------------
  9  1. APARTMENT OR FLAT (INCLUDE TRIPLEX HERE)
   2. HOTEL OR MOTEL ROOM
  1  3. ROOM IN ROOMING HOUSE
  1  4. RENTED ROOM, PRIVATE HOUSE
  81 5. DETACHED HOUSE (SINGLE HOUSE)
  5  6. DUPLEX OR ROW HOUSE
  2  7. TRAILER OR MOBILE HOME
  8  8. OTHER (SPECIFY)
  9  9. CONDOMINIUM (ONLY IF NOT CODABLE ABOVE)
   4  0. NA
HOUSEHOLD TYPE

-------------

UNMARRIED INCLUDES SEPARATED, DIVORCED, AND WIDOWED

USE FIRST CODE THAT APPLIES

13  01. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING ALONE
22  02. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH MARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
15  03. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
  9  04. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
    5  05. UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH UNRELATED OTHERS
29  06. MARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH SPOUSE ONLY
    2  07. MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH MARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
    7  08. MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
    1  09. MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
    10. MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH UNRELATED OTHERS

00. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]

-----------------------------------------------

GENERATION CODES

-------------

SUMMARY CODED

IF MARRIED:

  001. LIVING WITH SPOUSE
  002. LIVING WITH MARRIED DAUGHTER/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
  004. LIVING WITH MARRIED SON/SON-IN-LAW
  010. LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
  020. LIVING WITH PARENT(S)
  040. LIVING WITH SIBLING(S)
  100. LIVING WITH GRANDCHILDREN AND/OR GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
(CONTINUED)

200. LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
400. LIVING WITH NON-RELATIVES

999. INAP., RESPONDENT IS UNMARRIED (INCLUDES SEPARATED, DIVORCED, AND WIDOWED)
000. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]

GENERATION CODES
--------------

SUMMARY CODED

IF UNMARRIED (INCLUDES SEPARATED, DIVORCED AND WIDOWED)

001. LIVING ALONE
002. LIVING WITH MARRIED DAUGHTER/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
004. LIVING WITH MARRIED SON/SON-IN-LAW
010. LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
020. LIVING WITH PARENT(S)
040. LIVING WITH SIBLING(S)
100. LIVING WITH GRANDCHILDREN AND/OR GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
200. LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
400. LIVING WITH NON-RELATIVES

999. INAP, RESPONDENT IS MARRIED
000. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
-----------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 2

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 08

00. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]

------------------------------------------

VAR 0013      P13: HEF HEAD OF HU
REF 0013      LOC   61 WIDTH  5  DK  2 COL 28-32

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
-----------------

54  1. RESPONDENT IS HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
9  2. SPOUSE IS HEAD
6  3. MARRIED CHILD IS HEAD
6  4. UNMARRIED CHILD IS HEAD
17  5. CHILD-IN-LAW IS HEAD
1  6. PARENT/PARENT-IN-LAW IS HEAD
4  7. SIBLING(S) OR SIBLING-IN-LAW IS HEAD
4  8. OTHER RELATIVE IS HEAD
2  9. NON-RELATIVE IS HEAD
0. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]

------------------------------------------

VAR 0014      P14: HEF INFORMANT
REF 0014      LOC   66 WIDTH  5  DK  2 COL 33-37

INFORMANT
--------

8  01. RESPONDENT
26  02. SPOUSE
33  03. DAUGHTER/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
8  04. SON/SON-IN-LAW
1  05. PARENT
7  06. SIBLING/SIBLING-IN-LAW
8  07. OTHER RELATIVE
3  08. NEIGHBOR
5  09. OTHER NON-RELATIVE

99. NA [NON-INTERVIEWED RESPONDENT ONLY]
4  00. NA, BUT HOUSEHOLD WAS ENUMERATED
VAR 0015      P15: Q1 CONFINED TO BED     NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0015      LOC  71 WIDTH  5             DK  2 COL 38-42

Q1 IS (OLDER PERSON) CONFINED TO BED AT LEAST HALF OF EACH DAY, OR IS (HE)(SHE) ABLE TO GET ABOUT IN THE HOUSE?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

29 1. CONFINED TO BED AT HOME
51 2. ABLE TO GET ABOUT IN THE HOUSE
  9 3. IN THE HOSPITAL (CODE 9 IN REF 20-31)
 14 4. AMBULATORY, ABLE TO GET ABOUT INDOORS AND OUT (CODE 9 IN REF 16, 20-31)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0016      P16: Q2 HOW LONG CONFINE            MD=0 OR GE  9
REF 0016      LOC  76 WIDTH  5             DK  2 COL 43-47

Q2 HOW LONG HAS (OLDER PERSON) BEEN CONFINED TO BED OR TO THE HOUSE?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTE: IF IN HOSPITAL, COUNT THE TIME BOTH IN HOSPITAL AND HOME IN BED BEFORE THAT (IF APPLICABLE).

  6 1. LESS THAN FOUR WEEKS
  79 2. FOUR WEEKS OR MORE
 14 9. INAP., AMBULATORY INDOORS AND OUT
  4 0. NA

----------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0017      P17: Q3 WHAT KEEPS IN BE                     MD=0
REF 0017      LOC  81 WIDTH  5             DK  2 COL 48-52

Q3 WHAT KEEPS (HIM)(HER) IN BED (OR IN THE HOUSE)?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOR AMBULATORY RESPONDENTS: CODE THIS QUESTION IN TERMS OF WHY THIS IS A PROXY INTERVIEW.

SUMMARY CODED

0001. STROKE, ALL PARALYSES
(CONTINUED)

0002. HEART, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE (INCLUDES HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE), HARDENING OF THE ARTERIES
0004. CHEST DISEASES, OTHER PULMONARY
0010. ARTHRITIS, RHEUMATISM
0020. EYESIGHT, BLINDNESS
0040. BECAUSE OF AN ACCIDENT (BROKEN HIP, ETC.)
0100. OLD AGE AND DEBILITY (INCLUDES NEEDS HELP TO LEAVE HOUSE BECAUSE OF OLD AGE AND DEBILITY
0200. COLD WEATHER (NO MENTION OF SPECIFIC ILLNESS)
0400. OTHER SPECIFIC ILLNESS, N.E.C. (SPECIFY)
1000. DEAFNESS, HARD OF HEARING
2000. SPECIFY
4000. MENTAL ILLNESS

0000. NA

RELATION OF PROXY RESPONDENT TO OLDER PERSON:
---------------------------------------------
31 01. SPOUSE
29 02. DAUGHTER
  7 03. DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
  6 04. SON
  3 05. SON-IN-LAW
  5 06. SIBLING
12 07. OTHER RELATIVES
  6 08. FRIEND OR NEIGHBOR
  4 09. PAID HELPER
    10. OTHER (SPECIFY)
  00. NA

WHERE DOES PROXY RESPONDENT LIVE?
---------------------------------
74  1. IN HOUSEHOLD WITH OLDER PERSON
(CONTINUED)

3 2. IN SAME BUILDING OR LOT BUT NOT IN SAME HOUSEHOLD
17 3. NEITHER OF ABOVE
9 0. NA

Q4 FOR BEDFAST (IN HOME) OR HOUSEBOUND: WHO USUALLY (EACH ITEM)?

Q4A PREPARES MOST OF (HIS) (HER) MEALS?

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO ONE OR RESPONDENT DOES (HIM) (HER)SELF
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
999. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL

Q4B DOES MOST OF (HIS) (HER) SHOPPING?

<SEE Q4 (REF 20) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SUMMARY CODED

001. NO ONE OR RESPONDENT DOES (HIM) (HER)SELF
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
(CONTINUED)

010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A
     NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED
     WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
999. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL

--------------------------------------------
SUMMARY CODED

001. NO ONE OR RESPONDENT DOES (HIM) (HER) SELF
002. HUSBAND OR WIFE
004. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040. PAID HELPER
100. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A
     RELATIVE
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A
     NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED
     WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
999. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '03'

--------------------------------------------

VAR 0041 ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0041 LOC 199 WIDTH 5 DK 3 COL 3-7

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

------------------------------------------------------------------------
7945. The ICPSR has attached this number as a data collection identification number.

ICPSR Edition Number - 1

The number identifying the release edition of the data collection.

1. Winter, 1982 release

ICPSR Part Number - 2

The number identifying this part of a 3-part study.

Part 1: General survey
Part 2: Proxy survey
Part 3: Noncontact survey

ICPSR Sequential Case Identification Number

The ICPSR has attached a sequential case identification number to every record. This number uniquely identifies each record in the data collection.
VAR 0023      P23: Q5A BF-HB PERSON AB            MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0023         LOC 111 WIDTH 5          DK 3 COL 23-27

Q5A FOR BEDFAST (IN HOME) OR HOUSEBOUND: IS (HE) (SHE) ABLE TO GO TO THE WASHROOM?
-----------------------------------------------------------

54  1.  YES
27  2.  NO
22  9.  INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL (CODE 9 IN REF 24)
0.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 0024      P24: Q5B WHO HELPS BF-HB          MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0024         LOC 116 WIDTH 5             DK 3 COL 28-32

Q5B FOR BEDFAST (IN HOME) OR HOUSEBOUND: WHO USUALLY HELPS (HIM) (HER) WITH THIS?
-----------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY CODED

001.  NO ONE (EXCLUSIVE)
002.  HUSBAND OR WIFE
004.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
010.  CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
020.  OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
040.  PAID HELPER
100.  SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
200.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A RELATIVE
400.  OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT

999.  INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL
000.  NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q6  WHO ELSE USUALLY HELPS LOOK AFTER (HIM) (HER)?

_____________________________________________________

SUMMARY CODED

001. HAS NO HELP [MUST BE 001 FOR ALL PARTS OF Q4]
    (EXCLUSIVE)
002. NO ONE ELSE (ONLY THOSE CODED IN Q4 OR Q5)
    (EXCLUSIVE)
003. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A
    NON-RELATIVE IN "OTHER" SPACE OR CODE 200 CIRCLED
    WITH NO INDICATION OF WHETHER RELATIVE OR NOT
004. HUSBAND OR WIFE
010. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW IN HOUSEHOLD
020. CHILD OR CHILD-IN-LAW OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD
040. OTHER PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT PAID HELPER
100. PAID HELPER
200. SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY (SPECIFY)
400. OTHER PERSON OUTSIDE HOUSEHOLD SPECIFIED AS A
    RELATIVE

999. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL
000. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q7A  IS (HE) (SHE) VISITED REGULARLY OR OCCASIONALLY BY A
     NURSE?

-----------------------------------------------

8  1. YES, REGULARLY
3  2. YES, OCCASIONALLY
70  3. NO, NOT AT ALL (CODE 9 IN REF 27)

22  9. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL
0  0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE
Q7B IF REGULARLY OR OCCASIONALLY VISITED BY NURSE: HOW OFTEN DOES THE NURSE CALL?

- 5 1. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
- 4 2. AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH, BUT LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK
- 1 3. LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH
- 92 9. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL
- 1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q8A DOES THE DOCTOR VISIT (HIM) (HER) REGULARLY AT HOME OR ONLY WHEN HE'S SENT FOR?

- 7 1. CALLS REGULARLY
- 2 2. CALLS ONCE IN A WHILE
- 13 3. ONLY WHEN SENT FOR (CODE 9 IN REF 29)
- 59 4. NO, NEVER VISITS AT HOME (CODE 9 IN REF 29)
- 22 9. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL
- 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q8B IF DOCTOR EVER CALLS: HOW OFTEN DOES HE VISIT?

- 1. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
- 7 2. AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH BUT LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK
- 1 3. LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH
- 94 9. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL OR CODED 4 IN REF 28
1 0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q9A IS (HE)(SHE) TAKEN TO SEE THE DOCTOR AT HIS OFFICE OR CLINIC?

53 1. YES
28 2. NO (CODE 9 IN REF 31)
22 9. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL
0. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

Q9B IF EVER TAKEN TO DOCTOR: HOW OFTEN IS (HE)(SHE) TAKEN TO THE DOCTOR?

USE FIRST APPLICABLE CODE

2 0. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
3 1. ONCE A WEEK
15 2. AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
10 3. ONCE EVERY THREE MONTHS
10 4. ONCE A YEAR
5 5. LESS THAN ONCE A YEAR
8 8. NA, BUT QUESTION WAS APPLICABLE

50 9. INAP., AMBULATORY OR IN HOSPITAL OR ANSWERED "NO" TO Q9A (REF 30)
VAR 0032 P32: Q10 NITES IN HOSP L MD=0 OR GE 999
VAR 0033 P33: Q- LENGTH OF INTERV MD=0
VAR 0041 ICPSR STUDY NUMBER NO MISSING DATA CODES

Q10 HOW MANY NIGHTS HAS (HE) (SHE) SPENT IN THE HOSPITAL FOR ANY CONDITION DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS (SINCE THIS TIME LAST YEAR)?

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 001 TO 150

999. INAP., NO NIGHTS SPENT IN HOSPITAL DURING LAST 12 MONTHS
000. NA

LENGTH OF INTERVIEW <IN MINUTES>

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 04 TO 60

00. NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '04' DK 4 COL 1-2

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
------------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 2
---------------------

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUely IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THE DATA COLLECTION.

QA SEX OF OLDER PERSON
-----------------------
**QB ETHNICITY OF OLDER PERSON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CHICANO OR MEXICAN-AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ASIAN-AMERICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>OTHER (SPECIFY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PUERTO RICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**QC IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE SPOUSE**

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0428 TO 5022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8888</td>
<td>SPOUSE NOT ELIGIBLE (CODE 6 IN REF 37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9999</td>
<td>NO SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD (CODE 9 IN REF 37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**QD HAS SPOUSE BEEN INTERVIEWED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>YES, INTERVIEWED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>SPOUSE INELIGIBLE (CODED 8888 IN REF 36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NO, NOT INTERVIEWED, BUT IS ELIGIBLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 8. YES, PROXY INTERVIEWED

64 9. NO SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD (CODED 9999 IN REF 36)

VAR 0038  P38: QE DATE OF INTERVIEW  NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0038  LOC  186 WIDTH  5             DK   4 COL 43-47

QE DATE OF INTERVIEW:
---------------------
THE FIRST DIGIT WILL REPRESENT THE MONTH; THE SECOND DIGIT WILL REPRESENT WHICH HALF OF THE MONTH.

1 11. JANUARY 1-15
33 12. JANUARY 16-31
31 21. FEBRUARY 1-14
12 22. FEBRUARY 15-28
 6 31. MARCH 1-15
 4 32. MARCH 16-31
 4 41. APRIL 1-15
 42. APRIL 16-30
 1 51. MAY 1-15
 52. MAY 16-31
 8 61. JUNE 1-15
 3 62. JUNE 16-30
 71. JULY 1-15

VAR 0039  P101: CP AMBULATORY INDE  MD=8
REF 0039  LOC  191 WIDTH  5             DK   4 COL 48-52

CP AMBULATORY INDEX
---------------------
38 1. BEDFAST
51 2. HOUSEBOUND
14 3. AMBULATORY
 8. NA
VAR 0040      WEIGHT                                     MD=975
REF 0040         LOC  196 WIDTH  3             DK   4 COL 53-55
IMP DEC=  2

WEIGHT

------
### VARIABLE DESCRIPTION LIST

**OLDER PERSON'S DEMOGRAPHICS**

1. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
2. LOCATION NUMBER
3. HOUSEHOLD NUMBER
4. PERSON NUMBER
5. NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS IN HOUSEHOLD
6. NATURE OF AREA
7. TYPE OF LIVING QUARTERS
8. HOUSEHOLD TYPE
9. MARRIED RESPONDENT'S LIVING ARRANGEMENT
10. UNMARRIED RESPONDENT'S LIVING ARRANGEMENT
11. TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD
12. HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
13. INFORMANT
14. IDENTIFICATION OF NON-INTERVIEW
15. REASON FOR NON-INTERVIEW
16. NUMBER OF CALLS
17. INTERVIEWER COMPLETED ENUMERATION
18. AGE OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT
19. ETHNICITY
20. SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
21. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF RESPONDENT'S SPOUSE
22. SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD HAS BEEN INTERVIEWED
23. SAMPLE TYPE
24. SEX
25. WEIGHT

### ICPSR PROCESSING VARIABLES

26. ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
27. ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
28. ICPSR PART NUMBER - 3
29. ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 3

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY
ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
-------------------------------------------

THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THIS DATA COLLECTION.

.............................................................

VAR 0001      N1: HEF ID NUMBER                         MD=9999
REF 0001         LOC    1 WIDTH  5             DK   1 COL 23-27

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0009 TO 7312

9999. INAP., NELIGIBLE OR UNABLE TO SCREEN AND NO INDICATION OF ELIGIBILITY

.............................................................

VAR 0002      N2: HEF LOCATION NUMBER     NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0002         LOC    6 WIDTH  5             DK   1 COL 28-32

LOCATION NUMBER
----------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 11103 TO 93206

.............................................................

VAR 0003      N3: HEF HOUSEHOLD NUMBER    NO MISSING DATA CODES
REF 0003         LOC   11 WIDTH  5             DK   1 COL 33-37

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER
----------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 001 TO 513
PERSON NUMBER
-------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 03

00. NA; NO IDEA IF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT IN HOUSEHOLD

(NOTE: IF THE NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS IS NOT ASCERTAINED BUT THERE IS SOME INDICATION THAT ONE OR MORE ARE ELIGIBLE, THEN ASSIGN PERSON NUMBER 01.)

99. INAP., INELIGIBLE

NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD
-------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 1 TO 3

9. INAP., INELIGIBLE
0. NA OR ONE OR MORE ELIGIBLE, BUT NA HOW MANY

NATURE OF AREA
---------------

5 1. ON A FARM OR RANCH
29 2. IN THE COUNTRY, BUT NOT ON FARM OR RANCH
65 3. IN TOWN OF LESS THAN 10,000
65 4. IN TOWN OF 10,000 - 24,999
109 5. IN MEDIUM SIZE CITY (25,000 - 99,999)
248 6. IN LARGE CITY (100,000 OR MORE)
(CONTINUED)

70  7.  IN SUBURB OF A LARGE CITY (MUST BE LESS THAN 100,000)

9.  INAP., INELIGIBLE
11  0.  NA

IF THE POPULATION IS OVER 100,000 TREAT AS CITY, NOT AS A SUBURB.

...............................................................

VAR 0007      N8: HEF TYPE OF LIVING Q                     MD=0
REF 0007       LOC  31 WIDTH  5             DK   1 COL 53-57

TYPE LIVING QUARTERS
---------------------

165  1.  APARTMENT OR FLAT (INCLUDE TRIPLEX HERE)
  2.  HOTEL OR MOTEL ROOM
  1  3.  ROOM IN ROOMING HOUSE
  2  4.  RENTED ROOM, PRIVATE HOUSE
317  5.  DETACHED HOUSE (SINGLE HOUSE)
  47  6.  DUPLEX OR ROW HOUSE
  17  7.  TRAILER OR MOBILE HOME
  8.  OTHER (SPECIFY)
  9.  CONDOMINIUM (ONLY IF NOT CODABLE ABOVE) OR INAP.,
      INELIGIBLE (CODED 9999 IN REF 1)

53  0.  NA

...............................................................

VAR 0008      N9: HEF HOUSEHOLD TYPE                     MD=0 OR GE  99
REF 0008       LOC  36 WIDTH  5             DK   1 COL 58-62

HOUSEHOLD TYPE
--------------

UNMARRIED INCLUDES SEPARATED, DIVORCED, AND WIDOWED

USE FIRST CODE THAT APPLIES

174  01.  UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING ALONE
16  02.  UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH MARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
16  03.  UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH UNMARRIED
(CONTINUED)

CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
26  04.  UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
5  05.  UNMARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH UNRELATED OTHERS
264  06.  MARRIED PERSON, LIVING WITH SPOUSE ONLY
   07.  MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH MARRIED
       CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
16  08.  MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH UNMARRIED
       CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
12  09.  MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
10.  MARRIED COUPLE, LIVING WITH UNRELATED OTHERS

99.  INAP., INELIGIBLE
71  00.  NA

-------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 0009        N10: HEF GENERATIONS-MAR          MD=0 OR GE 999
REF 0009        LOC  41 WIDTH  5             DK   1 COL 63-67

GENERATION CODES
----------------
SUMMARY CODED

IF MARRIED:

  001.  LIVING WITH SPOUSE
  002.  LIVING WITH MARRIED DAUGHTER/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
  004.  LIVING WITH MARRIED SON/SON-IN-LAW
  010.  LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
  020.  LIVING WITH PARENT(S)
  040.  LIVING WITH SIBLING(S)
  100.  LIVING WITH GRANDCHILDREN AND/OR
        GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
  200.  LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
  400.  LIVING WITH NON-RELATIVES

999.  INAP., RESPONDENT IS UNMARRIED (INCLUDES
      SEPARATED, DIVORCED AND WIDOWED OR INELIGIBLE
      CODED 9999 IN REF 1)

  000.  NA
GENERATION CODES
-------------------

SUMMARY CODED

IF UNMARRIED (INCLUDES SEPARATED, DIVORCED AND WIDOWED)

001. LIVING ALONE
002. LIVING WITH MARRIED DAUGHTER/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
004. LIVING WITH MARRIED SON/SON-IN-LAW
010. LIVING WITH UNMARRIED CHILD/CHILD-IN-LAW
020. LIVING WITH PARENT(S)
040. LIVING WITH SIBLING(S)
100. LIVING WITH GRANDCHILDREN AND/OR GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
200. LIVING WITH OTHER RELATIVES
400. LIVING WITH NON-RELATIVES

999. INAP., RESPONDENT IS MARRIED OR INELIGIBLE (CODED 9999 IN REF 1)
000. NA

.................................................................

TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD
-------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 08

99. INAP., INELIGIBLE
00. NA

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '02'
ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 3

THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED A SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO EVERY RECORD. THIS NUMBER UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES EACH RECORD IN THIS DATA COLLECTION.

VAR 0012   N13: HEF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD   MD=0 OR GE 9
REF 0012   LOC 56 WIDTH 5   DK 2 COL 23-27

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
-----------------

371  1. RESPONDENT IS HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
116  2. SPOUSE IS HEAD
   9  3. MARRIED CHILD IS HEAD
10  4. UNMARRIED CHILD IS HEAD
   6  5. CHILD-IN-LAW IS HEAD
       6. PARENT/PARENT-IN-LAW IS HEAD
13  7. SIBLING(S) OR SIBLING-IN-LAW IS HEAD
   1  8. OTHER RELATIVE IS HEAD

2  9. NON-RELATIVE IS HEAD OR INAP. INELIGIBLE (CODED 9999 IN REF 1)
74  0. NA

INFORMANT
---------

232  01. RESPONDENT
143  02. SPOUSE
24  03. DAUGHTER/DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
16  04. SON/SON-IN-LAW
   05. PARENT
13  06. SIBLING/SIBLING-IN-LAW
   6  07. OTHER RELATIVE
86  08. NEIGHBOR
   8  09. OTHER NON-RELATIVE

   99. INAP., INELIGIBLE
74  00. NA
IDENTIFICATION OF NON-INTERVIEW
--------------------------------

(SEE REF 15 FOR REASON)

547 1. ELIGIBLE, NOT INTERVIEWED
55  2. INTERVIEWER UNABLE TO SCREEN, ELIGIBILITY NOT ASCERTAINED
     3. SCREENED, INELIGIBLE

NOTE: THOSE CASES CODED 2 ABOVE INCLUDE TWO TYPES:

(1) SOME INDICATION OF ELIGIBILITY (E.G., NEIGHBORS THOUGHT THEY MIGHT BE, INTERVIEWER THOUGHT SO, ETC.) BUT UNABLE TO SCREEN. THESE CASES WERE ASSIGNED AN IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (CODED IN REF 1).

(2) NO INDICATION OF ELIGIBILITY (CODED 9999 IN REF 1).

REASON FOR NON-INTERVIEWER
-----------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 01 TO 24

412  01. REFUSAL BY RESPONDENT OR SOMEONE IN HOUSEHOLD
17   02. NOT AT HOME, UNABLE TO ENUMERATE BUT ONE OR MORE ELIGIBLE (SEE REF 16 FOR NUMBER OF CALLS)
12   03. NOT AT HOME, UNABLE TO INTERVIEW (SEE REF 16 FOR NUMBER OF CALLS)
 4   04. LANGUAGE PROBLEM; INTERPRETER UNAVAILABLE
 71  05. AWAY, OUT OF TOWN
   6   06. BREAK-OFF
  5   07. TOO SICK/SENILE; PROXY RESPONDENT UNAVAILABLE
13   08. TOO SICK/SENILE; PROXY RESPONDENT REFUSED
   3   09. RESPONDENT DECEASED
  4   10. BUILDING/AREA DROPPED PER INSTRUCTION

24   20. REFUSED SCREENING; ELIGIBILITY NOT ASCERTAINED
18  21.  NOT AT HOME; UNABLE TO SCREEN (SEE REF 16 FOR NUMBER OF CALLS)
4  22.  LANGUAGE PROBLEM; UNABLE TO SCREEN
7  23.  AWAY; UNABLE TO SCREEN
2  24.  WOULD NOT ANSWER DOOR (BUT CLEARLY AT HOME); UNABLE TO SCREEN
25.  FOR SUPPLEMENTARY SAMPLE ONLY: NOT SCREENED
40.  INELIGIBLE; UNDER 65
41.  VACANT HOUSEHOLD
42.  NON-EXISTENT HOUSEHOLD

VAR 0016  N17: HEF-NIR NUMBER OF CALLS  MD=9
REF 0016  LOC   76 WIDTH  5              DK  2 COL 43-47

NUMBER OF CALLS
-------------
30  4.  4 CALLS
  4  5.  5 CALLS
  4  6.  6 CALLS
  8  7.  7 TO 10 CALLS
  2  8.  11 OR MORE CALLS
554  9.  INAP., NOT CODED 2, 3 OR 21 IN REF 15

VAR 0017  N18: HEF-NIR ENUMERATION  MD=9
REF 0017  LOC   81 WIDTH  5              DK  2 COL 48-52

WAS INTERVIEWER ABLE TO COMPLETE ENUMERATION
-----------------------------------------------
296  1.  YES
235  2.  NO, INTERVIEWER ESTIMATE OF HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION CODED
71  3.  NO, ENUMERATION NOT COMPLETED AND INTERVIEWER HAS NO IDEA OF HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION BUT ONE OR MORE ELIGIBLE OR NO, ENUMERATION NOT COMPLETED AND DON'T KNOW IF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT IN HOUSEHOLD.
9.  INAP., INELIGIBLE
AGE OF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT

--------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 65 TO 97

99. INAP., INELIGIBLE
00. NA, BUT ONE OR MORE ELIGIBLE OR DON'T
 KNOW IF ELIGIBLE

ETHNICITY

-------

177  1. WHITE
37   2. BLACK
  5  3. CHICANO OR MEXICAN AMERICAN
  7  4. ASIAN AMERICAN
   1  6. PUERTO RICAN

   9. INAP., INELIGIBLE
  375  0. NA

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

----------------------

27   1. LOWER INCOME
23   2. LOWER-MIDDLE INCOME
  79  3. MIDDLE INCOME
  28  4. UPPER-MIDDLE INCOME
  19  5. UPPER INCOME

   9. INAP., INELIGIBLE
  426  0. NA
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF RESPONDENT'S SPOUSE
--------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED 0011 TO 7305

8888. SPOUSE INELIGIBLE, LESS THAN 65 (CODE 6 IN REF 22)
9999. NO SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD
9000. SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT DON'T KNOW IF ELIGIBLE
0000. NA IF SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD OR NOT

IF SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD, HAS SPOUSE BEEN INTERVIEWED
--------------------------------------------

48 1. YES, INTERVIEWED
51 6. SPOUSE INELIGIBLE (CODED 8888 IN REF 21)
181 7. NO, ELIGIBLE BUT NOT INTERVIEWED
17 8. SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD, DON'T KNOW IF ELIGIBLE
239 9. NO SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD
66 0. NA IF SPOUSE IN HOUSEHOLD

DECK IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS '03'
--------------------------------------------

ICPSR DATA COLLECTION NUMBER - 7945
--------------------------------------------

7945. THE ICPSR HAS ATTACHED THIS NUMBER AS A DATA COLLECTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.
ICPSR EDITION NUMBER - 1
-------------------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THE RELEASE EDITION OF THE DATA COLLECTION.

1. WINTER, 1982 RELEASE

ICPSR PART NUMBER - 3
---------------------
THE NUMBER IDENTIFYING THIS PART OF A 3-PART STUDY.

PART 1: GENERAL SURVEY
PART 2: PROXY SURVEY
PART 3: NONCONTACT SURVEY

ICPSR SEQUENTIAL CASE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
---------------------------------------------
The ICPSR has attached a sequential case identification number to every record. This number uniquely identifies each record in this data collection.

SAMPLE TYPE
----------
477  1.  ALL OTHERS  
13  2.  LESS THAN TEN PERCENT BLACK  
112  3.  MORE THAN TEN PERCENT BLACK  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEX</th>
<th>229  1.  MALE</th>
<th>325  2.  FEMALE</th>
<th>48  0.  NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>229  1.  MALE</th>
<th>325  2.  FEMALE</th>
<th>48  0.  NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>